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Preference Logic Programs using Answer Sets
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Abstract We introduce preference rules which allow us to specify preferences as an ordering among the possible solutions of a problem. Specifically, we propose the semantics for preference logic programs. The formalism used to develop our work is Answer Set Programming(ASP). Most
research on ASP and in particular about preferences in ASP supposes
syntactically simple rules. So, our approach permits expressing preferences for general theories.
Keywords: Logic Programming, Answer Set Programming, Preferences.

1

Introduction

Preferences can be used to compare feasible solutions of a given problem, in order to establish if there is an order among these solutions or to establish whether
such solutions are equivalents w.r.t. some requirements. Currently there are several approaches in non monotonic reasoning dealing with preferences [5]. In
this paper we introduce preference logic (PL) programs which permit represent
preferences and desires. The formalism used to develop our work is Answer Set
Programming (ASP) [6]. ASP is a declarative knowledge representation and logic
programming language. ASP represents a new paradigm for logic programming
that allows us, using the concept of negation as failure, to handle problems with
default knowledge and produce non-monotonic reasoning. Two popular software
implementations to compute answer sets are DLV1 and SMODELS2 . The efficiency of such programs allowed to increase the list of practical applications in
the areas of planning, logical agents and artificial intelligence.
Most research on ASP and in particular about preferences in ASP supposes
syntactically simple rules (see for example [2,1,12]). This is justified since, most
of the times, those restricted syntaxes are enough to represent a wide class of
interesting and relevant problems. It could seem unnecessary to generalize the
notion of answer sets to some more complicated formulas. However, a broader
1
2
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syntax for rules could bring some benefits. For example, the use of nested expressions could simplify the task of writing logic programs and improve their
readability. Hence, PL programs is an approach about preferences and desires
to general theories.
A PL program is a set of well formed formulas joined to a set of preference
rules. The set of well formed formulas of a PL program allows us to obtain
the different answer sets representing the solutions of a problem. For instance,
{ice cream ∨ (cof f ee ∧ cake) ← . } represent two solutions, ice-cream and coffee
with cake. The set of preference rules of a PL program express the preferences and
desires of somebody. Preference rules use a new connective, ∗, called preference
operator to represent an ordering among the preference options. For instance,
pr
ice cream∗cake ← . indicates preference for ice-cream over cakes. If a preference
rule has only one preference option, then it represents a desire. For instance,
pr
cof f ee ← . indicates the desire of drinking coffee. The complete PL program is:
ice cream ∨ (cof f ee ∧ cake) ← . %To obtain the solutions
pr

ice cream ∗ cake ← .
pr

cof f ee ← .

%a preference rule

(1)

%a desire

Currently, there are some answer set approaches that suggest a broader syntax [8,10,4]. In particular the authors of [4] describe an approach for preferences
called Answer Set Optimization (ASO) programs. ASO programs have two parts.
The generating program and the preference program. The first one produce answer sets representing the solutions, and the second one expresses user preferences.
The body of a rule representing preferences is defined as a conjunction of literals,
and its head is defined as an ordering among the preference options. The preference options are particular formulas called boolean combinations. A boolean
combination is a formula built of atoms by means of disjunction, conjunction,
strong and default negation, with the restriction that strong negation is allowed
to appear only in front of atoms, and default negation only in front of literals.
At this point, we could think that PL programs and ASO programs [4] could
be similar approaches to represent preferences. These idea could come from the
fact that both approaches have two parts (one to get the answer sets and one to
express preferences), and both approaches allow us a broader syntax to express
preferences. However, ASO programs and PL programs differ considerably in
syntax and semantics.
As we mentioned, the first difference is related to syntax. Specifically, the
parts of both approaches to get the answer sets and their parts to express preferences have different syntax. ASO programs allow us to get the answer sets
from any type of logic program (for instance, normal, extended, disjunctive,
etc). PL programs allows us to get the answer sets from a set of well formed
formulas. Additionally, the part of ASO programs to express preferences uses
boolean combinations which have a restricted syntax. The part of PL programs
to express preferences uses well formed formulas. So, PL programs allow us a
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broader syntax than ASO programs. The idea of permitting a broader syntax of
PL programs comes from [10]. In [10] the authors propose a broader syntax for
logic programs with ordered disjunction (LPOD) and its semantics. LPOD’s are
introduced in [2].
The second difference between ASO programs and PL programs is their semantics. For instance, we shall see in Section 3 that {ice cream} and
{cof f ee, cake} are the preferred answer sets of the PL program (1). However, if
we represent the two parts of the PL program (1) as an ASO program then, we
can verify that {ice cream} is its only preferred answer set. Additionally, there
is only one criterion to get the preferred answer sets from an ASO program;
and there are three different criteria to get the preferred answer sets from a PL
program. Finally, in [4] is not defined whether ASO programs can have preferences with only one option or not. PL programs allow us to have preferences
with only one option and they are called desires. We want to mention that, the
semantics of PL programs is inspired by the semantics of LPOD’s introduced in
[2], the extended semantics for LPOD’s proposed in [10], and the work about
preferences in [13]. It is worth mentioning that the authors of [13] indicate that
their work arose from the necessity to model a real problem. The real problem
is related to represent preferences about the evacuation plans in a risk zone.
Our paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the general
syntax of the logic programs used in this paper. We also provide the definition
of answer sets in terms of logic G3 . In Section 3 we present the semantics for
preference logic programs. In Section 4 we present how our approach is related
to extended LPOD’s. Finally in Section 5 we present some conclusions.

2

Background

In this section we review some fundamental concepts and definitions that will
be used along this work. We introduce first the syntax of formulas and programs
based on the language of propositional logic. We also present the definition of
answer sets in terms of logic G3 .
2.1

Propositional Logic

In this paper, logic programs are understood as propositional theories. We shall
use the language of propositional logic in the usual way, using propositional
symbols: p, q, . . . , propositional connectives ∧, ∨, →, ⊥ and auxiliary symbols:
(, ). The well formed propositional formula f ← g is just another way of writing
g → f . We assume that for any well formed propositional formula f , ¬f is just
an abbreviation of f → ⊥ and > is an abbreviation of ⊥ → ⊥. We point out that
¬ is the only negation used in this work. An atom is a propositional symbol. A
literal is either an atom a (a positive literal) or the negation of an atom ¬a (a
negative literal). A negated literal is the negation sign ¬ followed by any literal,
i.e. ¬a or ¬¬a. In particular, f → ⊥ is called constraint and it is also denoted
as ← f . Given a set of well formed formulas F , we define ¬F = {¬f | f ∈ F }.

6
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Sometimes we may use not instead of ¬ and a, b instead of a ∧ b, following the
traditional notation of logic programming. A regular theory or logic program is
just a finite set of well formed formulas or rules, it can be called just theory or
program where no ambiguity arises. We shall define as a rule any well formed
formula of the form: f ← g. The parts on the left and on the right of “ ← ” are
called the head and the body of the rule, respectively. The signature of a logic
program P , denoted as LP , is the set of atoms that occur in P . We want to stress
the fact that in our approach, a logic program is interpreted as a propositional
theory. For readers not familiar with this approach, we recommend [11,9] for
further reading. We will restrict our discussion to propositional programs.
2.2

The logic G3

Some logics can be defined in terms of truth values and evaluation functions.
Gödel defined the multivalued logics Gi , with i truth values. In particular, G2
coincides with Classical Logic C. We briefly describe in the following lines the
3-valued logic G3 since our work uses the logical characterization of answer sets
based on this logic presented in [9]. Gödel defined the logic G3 , with 3 values,
with the following evaluation function I:
–
–
–
–

I(B ← A) = 2 if I(A) ≤ I(B) and I(B) otherwise.
I(A ∨ B) = max(I(A), I(B)).
I(A ∧ B) = min(I(A), I(B)).
I(⊥) = 0.

An interpretation is a function I : L → {0, 1, 2} that assigns a truth value to each
atom in the language. The interpretation of an arbitrary formula is obtained
by propagating the evaluation of each connective as defined above. Recall that
¬ and > were introduced as abbreviations of other connectives. For a given
interpretation I and a formula F we say that I is a model of F if I(F ) = 2.
Similarly I is a model of a program P if it is a model of each formula contained in
P . If F is modeled by every possible interpretation we say that F is a tautology.
For instance, we can verify that ¬¬a → a is not a tautology in G3 , and a → ¬¬a
is a tautology in G3 . For a given set of atoms M and a program P we will write
P `G3 M to abbreviate P `G3 a for all a ∈ M , and P G3 M to denote the
fact that P `G3 M and P is consistent w.r.t. logic G3 (i.e. there is no formula
A such that P `G3 A and P `G3 ¬A).
2.3

Answer sets

As usual in ASP, we take for granted that programs with predicate symbols are
only an abbreviation of the ground program. We shall define answer sets of logic
programs. The answer sets semantics was first defined in terms of the so called
Gelfond-Lifschitz reduction [6] and it is usually studied in the context of syntax
dependent transformations on programs3 . We follow an alternative approach
3

Currently,
there
are
several
answer
set
DLV
(http://www.dbai.tuwien.ac.at/proj/dlv/)
ELS(http://www.tcs.hut.fi/Software/smodels/)

solvers,
and

such
as:
SMOD-
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started by Pearce [11] and also studied by Osorio et.al. [9]. This approach characterizes the answer sets for a propositional theory in terms of logic G3 and it is
presented in the following definition. There are several nice reasons to follow this
approach. One of these reasons is that it is possible to use logic G3 to provide a
definition of ASP for arbitrary propositional theories, and at the same time to
use the logic framework in an explicit way [9]. Moreover, this approach provides
a natural way to extend the notion of answer sets in other logics [9]. The notation
is based on [9]. We point out that ¬ denotes default negation and it is the only
type of negation considered in this paper. However, it is worth mentioning that
we always can handle the other negation called classical or even strong negation,
denoted by −, by transforming the atoms with classical negation [7]. Each atom
with classical negation , −a, that occurs in a formula of a logic program should
be replaced by a new atom, a0 , and the rule ¬(a ∧ a0 ) should be added to the
logic program. Rule ¬(a ∧ a0 ) can also be written as (a ∧ a0 ) → ⊥.
Definition 1. [9] Let P be a program and M a set of atoms. M is an answer
set of P iff P ∪ ¬(LP \ M ) ∪ ¬¬M G3 M .
For instance, the answer sets of
ice cream ∨ (cof f ee ∧ cake) ← .
are {ice cream} and {cof f ee, cake} because,
P ∪ {¬cof f ee, ¬cake} ∪ {¬¬ice cream}
P ∪ {¬ice cream} ∪ {¬¬cof f ee, ¬¬cake}

3

G3

{ice cream}, and
{cof f ee, cake}.

G3

Syntax and semantics for preferences

In order to specify preferences we introduce a new connective, ∗, called preference operator. A preference rule specifies the preferences for something. Its
head corresponds to an ordered list of well formed formulas connected using the
operator ∗, where each well formed formula represents a preference option.
pr

Definition 2. A preference rule is a formula of the form: f1 ∗ · · · ∗ fn ← g
where f1 , . . . , fn , g are well formed propositional formulas. A preference logic
(PL) program is a finite set of preference rules and an arbitrary set of well
formed formulas. If n = 1 the preference rule is called desire.
pr

If g = > the preference rule can be written as f1 ∗ · · · ∗ fn ←. The formulas
f1 . . . fn are called the options of a preference rule.
Example 1. A restaurant has two options for dessert, ice-cream or coffee with
cake. Peter wants ice cream rather than cake and if possible he desires coffee.
Hence, restaurant’s options, and Peter’s preferences and desires can be simply
represented as the PL program (1), i.e.,
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ice cream ∨ (cof f ee ∧ cake) ← .
pr
ice cream ∗ cake ← .
pr
cof f ee ← .
pr

Let r1 and r2 be the preference rule ice cream ∗ cake ← . and the desire
pr
cof f ee ← . respectively.
The answer sets of a PL program are the answer sets of the logic program
obtained by remove the preference rules from the original PL program.
Definition 3. Let P ref be the set of preference rules of a PL program P . Let M
be a set of atoms. M is an answer set of P iff M is an answer set4 of P \ P ref .
So, the answer sets of the PL program of Example 1 are {ice cream} and
{cof f ee, cake}.
Part of the semantics of PL programs was inspired by the semantics of
LPOD’s [2]. Due to lack of space we do not present the semantics of LPOD’s,
but readers not familiar with this approach can review [2]. The semantics of
PL programs is based on a function called satisfaction degree. The satisfaction
degree with respect of an answer set of a preference rule indicates how well is
this preference rule satisfied by the answer set. A satisfaction degree equal to 1 is
better than all others. A satisfaction degree lower than other is better than the
second one. Our definition of satisfaction degree is in terms of logic G3 , however
since logic programs (or theories) used in this work are complete (i.e. for any
formula A of a program P , either P `G3 A or P `G3 ¬A), we could use classic
logic too 5 .
Definition 4. Let M be an answer set of a PL program P . Let r := f1 ∗ · · · ∗
pr
pr
fn ← g be a preference rule of P . Let m be the max{n | f1 ∗ · · · ∗ fn ←
g is a preference rule of P }. We define the satisfaction degree of r in M , denoted by degM (r), as a correspondence rule that defines the following function:
1. 1 if M ∪ ¬(LP \ M ) 6`G3 g.
2. min {i | M ∪ ¬(LP \ M ) `G3 fi } if M ∪ ¬(LP \ M ) `G3 g.
3. m + 1 if M ∪ ¬(LP \ M ) `G3 g and there is not 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that
M ∪ ¬(LP \ M ) `G3 fi .
The part (1) of Definition 4 indicates that rule r has a satisfaction degree
equal to 1 in the answer set because, the rule r does not apply and this fact makes
rule r irrelevant to prefer the answer set. The part (2) of Definition 4 indicates
that rule r is satisfied in the answer set to some degree. Finally, the part (3) of
Definition 4 indicates that the rule r has the largest value of satisfaction degree
in the answer set because non of the options of the preference rule r holds.
According to our intuition, this part (3) of Definition 4 will be useful in case
4

5

Note that since we are not considering strong negation, there is no possibility of
having inconsistent answer sets.
For complete theories, logic G3 is equivalent to classic logic [9].
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that non of the options of each preference rule in P holds in all the answer sets
of P. So, in this case all the answer sets of the PL program should be preferred.
For instance, let us suppose that I have a preference for fruit over cookies and
orange juice over milk for breakfast. Additionally, I have only two options for
breakfast, salad or eggs. In this case both options are incomparable with respect
to my preferences and both of them should be preferred.
Example 2. Let P be the PL program of Example 1. By Definition 3 we know
that program P has two answer sets: M1 = {ice cream} and M2 = {cof f ee, cake}.
According to Definition 4 we can verify that m = 2 and that,
degM1 (r1 ) = 1,
degM1 (r2 ) = 3,

degM2 (r1 ) = 2,
degM2 (r2 ) = 1.

It is interesting to mention that degM1 (r2 ) is equal to 3 because, non of the
options of r2 holds in M1 (see part (3) of Definition 4). So, degM1 (r2 ) = m + 1.
The following theorems and definitions are about the preferred answer sets of
a PL program. All of them are similar to the definitions given in [2]. However we
do not have to forget that they are defined for general theories (see Definition 2)
and are based on our own definition of satisfaction degree.
Theorem 1. Let P ref be the set of preference rules of a PL program P . If M
is an answer set of P then M satisfies all the rules in P ref to some degree.
The satisfaction degree of each preference rule of a PL program allows us to
define the set of preference rules with the same satisfaction degree. We use these
sets to obtain the preferred answer sets of the PL program according to some
criterion.
Definition 5. Let P be a PL program and let P ref be the set of preference rules
i
(P ) = {r ∈ P ref | degM (r) = i}.
of P . Let M an answer set of P . We define SM
Example 3. Let P be the PL program of Example 1. Let us consider the satisfaction degree of rules r1 and r2 in Example 2. Then we can verify that,
1
SM
(P ) = {r1 },
1
1
SM
(P ) = {r2 },
2

2
SM
(P ) = {},
1
2
SM
(P ) = {r1 },
2

3
SM
(P ) = {r2 },
1
3
SM
(P ) = {}.
2

The following definitions indicate how to apply different criteria to the sets
i
(P ) of a PL program, in order to know if one answer set
of preference rules SM
is preferred to another answer set and to obtain the most preferred answer sets.
The criteria used are set inclusion, set cardinality or pareto criterion. We start
describing how to apply the set inclusion criterion.
Definition 6. Let M and N be answer sets of a PL program P . M is inclusion
i
i
preferred to N , denoted as M >i N , iff there is an i such that SN
(P ) ⊂ SM
(P )
j
j
and for all j < i, SM (P ) = SN (P ).
Definition 7. A set of atoms M is an inclusion-preferred answer set of a PL
program P , if M is an answer set of P and there is not answer set M 0 of P ,
M 6= M 0 , such that M 0 >i M .

10
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Example 4. Let P be the PL program of Example 1. If we consider the results of
Example 3 then, we can verify that M1 is not inclusion-preferred to M2 or vice
1
1
versa since SM
(P ) is not a subset of SM
(P ) or vice versa. We also can see that
1
2
there is not M answer set of P , M 6= M1 and M 6= M2 , such that M >i M1 or
M >i M2 . Hence M1 and M2 are both the inclusion-preferred answer sets of P .
From Example 4 we can see that if M1 and M2 are inclusion-preferred answer
sets of P then, it means that Peter could have ice-cream or coffee with cakes
for breakfast. This result agrees with our intuition because according to Peter’s
preferences and desires: M1 includes ice-cream that is one of the options with
the highest preference, and M2 includes coffee that is a desire with the highest
preference too.
The following two definitions indicate how to use set cardinality criterion to
prefer an answer set to another answer set, and to obtain the most preferred
answer sets. Before presenting these definitions, we have to mention that this
criterion was particularly useful to specify preferences for evacuation plans using
ASP approaches in [13]. One of the criteria used to prefer the evacuation paths in
[13] was the number of segments of roads in each evacuation path. In this case,
the paths with the minimum number of segments of road were the preferred
paths. So, the idea of using the cardinality set criterion resulted very natural
and easy in this case.
Definition 8. Let M and N be answer sets of a PL program P . M is cardinality
i
(P )| >
preferred to N , denoted as M >c N , iff there is an i such that |SM
j
j
i
|SN (P )| and for all j < i, |SM (P )| = |SN (P )|.
Definition 9. A set of atoms M is a cardinality-preferred answer set of a PL
program P , if M is an answer set of P and there is not answer set M 0 of P ,
M 6= M 0 , such that M 0 >c M .
Example 5. Let P be the PL program of Example 1. If we consider the results
of Example 3 then, we can verify that M2 is cardinality-preferred to M1 since
1
2
2
1
(P )|. We also can see that there is
(P )| = |SM
|SM
(P )| > |SM
(P )| and |SM
1
2
2
1
not answer set M 0 of P , M 0 6= M2 , such that M 0 >c M2 . Hence M2 is the
cardinality-preferred answer set of P .
From the Example 5 we can see that if the criterion to prefer one of the menu
options for breakfast is the number of things that the option includes then, we
agree that M2 := {cof f ee, cakes} is a better option than M1 := {ice cream}
because M2 has two things to eat and M1 has only one.
Finally, we describe the pareto criterion. As it is described in [2], in some cases
the result of adding not achievable options to preference rules does not agrees
with what we could expect. For instance, let us extend the problem specification
of Example 1 as follows: the restaurant also can offer gelatine in the mornings,
Peter prefers gelatine to ice cream, and Peter can’t have gelatine because he
always arrives at the restaurant at night. So, restaurant’s options and Peter’s
preferences can be represented as the following PL program,
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gelatine ∨ ice cream ∨ (cof f ee ∧ cake) ← .
← gelatine.
pr
gelatine ∗ ice cream ∗ cake ← .
pr
cof f ee ← .

In spite of our intuition indicates that this program should have the same two
inclusion-preferred answer sets of Example 4, we can verify that {cof f ee, cake}
is the only inclusion preferred-answer set of this PL program. In order to avoid
effects of this kind we can use the pareto criterion:
Definition 10. Let M and N be answer sets of a PL program P . Let P ref be
the set of preference rules of P . M is pareto preferred to N , denoted as M >p N ,
iff there is an r ∈ P ref , such that degM (r) < degN (r), and for no r0 ∈ P ref
degN (r0 ) < degM (r0 ).
Definition 11. A set of atoms M is a pareto-preferred answer set of a PL
program P , if M is an answer set of P and there is not answer set M 0 of P ,
M 6= M 0 , such that M 0 >p M .
Example 6. Let P be the PL program of Example 1. Let us consider the results
of Example 2. We can verify that degM1 (r1 ) < degM2 (r1 ) and degM2 (r2 ) <
degM1 (r1 ). So, M1 is not pareto-preferred to M2 . In a similar way we can verify
that M2 is not pareto-preferred to M1 . We also can see that there is not M
answer set of P , M 6= M1 and M 6= M2 , such that M >p M1 or M >p M2 .
Hence M1 and M2 are both the pareto-preferred answer sets of P .

4

Related work

Currently there are several approaches in non monotonic reasoning dealing with
preferences [5]. Balduccini et al. relate ASP with preferences introducing CRprograms with preferences in [1]. Work that relates Answer Set Planning with
preferences using language PP can be found in [12]. Work that relates ASP with
preferences as an LPOD can be found in [2]. LPOD’s are a useful extension of
ASP, providing more natural modeling and easier solutions to many problems.
Currently it is possible to compute the preferred answer sets under the ordered
disjunction semantics using Psmodels [3]. Psmodels is a modification of SMODELS to compute the preferred answer sets of LPOD’s. In [10] a broader syntax
for LPOD’s and its semantics is proposed. This approach was called extended
logic programs with ordered disjunction (ELPOD).
The approach presented in this paper follows the approaches given in [2,10].
In spite of ELPOD’s [10] and PL programs have a similar broader syntax and use
the three criteria (set inclusion, set cardinality and pareto criterion) to get the
preferred answer sets, both approaches are different. Specifically, PL programs
differ from ELPOD’s in two main features.
The first difference between PL programs and ELPOD’s is their semantics.
ELPOD’s represent a particular prioritized form of disjunction over the preference options and PL programs represent preference over the preference options. For
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instance, if we represent the two parts of the PL program of Example 1 as an ELPOD then, we can verify that {ice cream, cof f ee} and {ice cream, cof f ee, cake}
are the preferred answer sets using the three criteria: set inclusion, set cardinality and pareto criterion. Clearly, this result does not agree with our intuition,
results and discussions presented in Example 4, Example 5, and Example 6.
The second difference between PL programs and ELPOD’s is the form to
represent a problem with preferences. A PL program represents this kind of
problems as a set of well formed formulas joined to a set of preference rules.
So a PL program has two parts, one to generate the answer sets and one to
express the preferences. In ELPOD’s this does not occur. An ELPOD represents
a problem with preferences as a set of extended ordered disjunction rules.
On the other hand, in [14] the authors define the concept of maximal answer
sets of a program w.r.t. a set of atoms. For instance, if the answer sets of a
program P are {b, c, e}, {b, c, d}, and {e, a, c} then, {b, c, d} is the maximal answer
set with respect the set of atoms A := {b, d, f } because it has the maximum
number of elements in the set A. Moreover, in [14] is described how this concept
could be useful in a real application related to argumentation in the domain of
organ transplantation. The idea in [14] is to get the maximal answer sets from
a particular program such that, these maximal answer sets correspond to the
preferred extensions of an argument framework.
It is easy to verify that PL programs can be used to obtain the maximal
answer sets of a logic program P w.r.t. a set of atoms A. The PL program used
is obtained by adding to P a set of desires (see Definition 2). The set of desires
pr
is defined as follows: for each atom a in A, the desire a ← . is added. So, in the
previous example the PL program used to obtain the maximal answer sets of P
pr
pr
pr
w.r.t. A is: P ∪ {b ← ., d ← . f ← .}. The intuition behind each desire is to
indicate that we want that each atom a in A is in the answer sets of the original
program P .
Finally, we want to mention that if we use a PL program P 0 to compute
the maximal answer sets of a program P w.r.t. a set of atoms A then, it is
possible to translate P 0 to a particular ELPOD P 00 and P 00 to a LPOD P 000 . So,
it is possible to use Psmodels [3] with the inclusion set criterion to compute the
maximal answer sets of P from P 000 .
The translation of the PL program P 0 to an ELPOD P 00 is as follows: each
pr
desire a ← in P 0 has to be replaced by the extended ordered rule ¬¬a × a• where
•
a is an atom that neither occurs in P 0 nor occurs in A. Since ¬¬a is equivalent
to the restriction ← ¬a, the intuition behind ¬¬a is to indicate that a should
be in the model of a program. We can find the details about why to use double
default negation in [14].
The translation of the ELPOD P 00 to a standard LPOD P 000 is due to the fact
that neither running Psmodels [3] nor following the definition given by Brewka
[2] for LPOD’s we can obtain the inclusion preferred answer sets for ELPOD’s.
The reason is that the definition given by Brewka for ordered disjunction has
syntactical restrictions. So, in [14] it is also indicated how to translate the par-
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ticular ELPOD P 00 to a standard LPOD P 000 . It is worth to mention that this
translation is very simple.

5

Conclusions

In this work we provide two semantics for PL programs. We propose the only
ASP approach about preferences and desires that allows us to express preference
rules for general theories. We discuss why a broader syntax for rules could bring
some benefits. We also present how our approach is related to ELPOD’s and
how it differs from ELPOD’s.
In future work we plan to research about the properties of the semantics of
preference logic programs.
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Abstract. The problem at hand corresponds to a real situation with
characteristics that make it a flow shop NP-hard type of combinatorial
optimization problem. This is a unidirectional line flow with serial workstations in a sequential order for all products. Additionally, restrictions of
precedence, different workstations, number of operators and jobs greater
than one per workstation, and zoning restrictions for certain equipment
are considered. This scenario makes it highly complex, under an increasing number of work elements, to reassign within the workstations. A
simple genetic algorithm to readjust the assembly line subject to perturbations that force the reduction of cycle time was designed. To meet this
demand, work elements are reassigned in order to find the minimum number of workstations without exceeding cycle time. Finally, experimental
results in a real-life automobile assembly plant indicate the effectiveness
and applicability of the proposed approach in practice.

1

Introduction

The term production line is applied to a flow oriented production system, which
is still typical in the automotive industry. According to Carnahan et al. [1],
a production line of this type, is defined as a series of manual or automated
assembly workstations through which one or multiple product(s) are sequentially
assembled. The workers, equipment, tools and other devices are located in each
workstation according to the tasks that are to be carried out in each one of them.
All the components flow toward each workstation at the last possible moment
and in the required quantity to avoid unnecessary inventories and consequently,
an unnecessary use of space.
Ideally, the demand (a variable of independent flow) produces work in process
ending up with minimum inventory of finished product (a variable of dependent
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state). However, these dynamic systems are subject to interferences like changes
in the mixture or volume of products, delays, and production speed. Consequently, plants must adjust their production due to unexpected behavior in a
market with growing uncertainty. Companies must analyze frequently and have
to react to competitive pressure. In other words, appropriate analytical tools are
required in order to offer effective solutions with quick implementation. If this is
a common practice, the company will be ahead of its competitors having more
possibilities to satisfy demand.

2

Background

Several authors have carried out studies in relation to the treatment of disturbances in manufacturing. Matson et al. [4], [5] define some important concepts in
relation to the nature of the disturbances, analyze how to evaluate their impact
on production goals, and determine a procedure for identifying the most important disturbances, although they recognizes that such a procedure does not
provide enough information for a detailed study of the response mechanisms.
Other investigations have been limited to the process of decision-making, like
Meskill et al. [6], who explore the way the person who makes the decisions recognizes and identify the interferences. This can be useful for purposes of selection
and training.
On the other hand, Kritchanchai and MacCarthy [3] outline the necessity of
more investigation, specifically in regard to the process of satisfying production
orders. Said authors clarify the definitions and descriptions of the related components through the analysis of the corresponding state of the art, and the study
of several industrial sectors, in order to find similarities and differences.
The work that is presented in this article was inspired by the study carried
out by Hui Chi and Ng San [2] who outline a mathematical model used to
evaluate the impact of variations in the time standards on the balance of an
assembly line.

3

The Problem under Study

In order to adequately identify the problem presented in this paper, it is necessary to differentiate between the conventional flow shop problem and an assembly
line. A flow shop is characterized by a flow that is almost continuous using multiple serial machines. The flow is unidirectional, and all jobs follow the same route
designed by the machine. Although this description of a flow shop is similar to
the operation of an assembly line, there are various differences.
First: a flow shop is equipped to handle a variety of jobs, whereas an assembly line handles a standard product. Second: the work in a flow shop does not
have to be processed on all of the machines. Some jobs omit operations according to technological requirements. However, in an assembly line, all work must
follow all stations without skipping any. Third: in a flow shop, every machine is
independent from the others and can carry itself as such. In an assembly line,
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every workstation depends on the preceding one. Finally, in a flow shop every
job has its own process time on each machine, yet on an assembly line, all the
operations in the production of a product have the same standard time at each
station.
It is also important to mention that there are a great number of articles that
study the balance of a flow shop, such as the single assembly line balancing problem (SALBP). A study that analyzes a variant of SALBP is given by Nicosia et
al. [14] who formulate a solution based on a dynamic programming algorithm
related to the problem of operation assignment in an ordered sequence of different workstations, observing the restrictions of precedence and cycle time, and
minimizing the cost. In this scenario the unidirectional flow is not contemplated,
since the work does not have to follow the same route of the machines. Another
approach is described by Ponnabalam et al. [15] who analyze the problem of a
mixed model assembly line (MMAL) in which different workstations, standard
times and methods, different equipment, and components and raw material are
all considered. Ponnabalam separates the problem in two aspects: (a) the assignment of jobs to workstations and (b) the sequence of models in a line. Said
author only addresses the second case.
A scenario that is closer to the problem we are discussing here is shown by
Dimitradis [16] who proposes a different design in the assembly line. Dimiatradis
proposes that instead of workstations with a single operator, more operators
without surpassing the “maximum concentration of workers per product” should
be considered established according to the structure and size of the product so
that the operators are not in each other’s way. The use of the right number of
tools reduces the wait times along with an adequate distribution of workstations.
One omission is that the time for each operator to go from one job to another
is not considered.
For the description of a certain type of programming problem, the nomenclature used by Pinedo [17] (α|β|γ) can be used, in which α represents the area
where the machines are consistent with a single entry, β gives details of characteristics and restrictions and it is possible for it to contain either no entry
or multiple entries, and finally γ describes the objective to be minimized and
usually contains a single entry.
In our study, the problem is in the reassignment of tasks to the workstations and it can be defined as F m|block, prec|Ct since it is a discrete system
of unidirectional in line flow with: m workstations in series with zero capacity
buffers, blocks in between stations, and restrictions of precedence. The goal is
to minimize the cycle time. Other important considerations are:
– The number of operators in a single workstation is not limited to one.
– The number of operations assigned to a workstation is not limited to one.
– If equipment or tools are not to be relocated in other stations, the corresponding restriction is respected.
– Interruptions are not allowed in operations once initiated.
– The order, in which the jobs are processed, is the same for all.
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We have not found an analysis of the defined problem in any literature.
Furthermore, Pinedo [17] determines that the problem F m||Cj is NP-hard for
m ≥ 2 and our problem stated is generalized by incorporating the restrictions
of precedence, and therefore also is NP-hard. The solution proposed represents
a contribution to this area.

4

Modeling the System

The Critical Path Method (CPM) provides a simple form of capturing the most
representative facts of the process when there is a great number of tasks and
resources along with the interaction among the activities. Mathur and Solow [7]
explain this technique. The necessary minimum information consists of the description of each activity, its standard time, and its predecessors and successors.
With this information available, the corresponding network of the production
line is designed. In this way, Ramirez-Campos and Salais-Fierro [8] illustrate an
example of the use of this technique in the case of a process of on-line flow.
It is also possible to incorporate another class of restrictions referring to
position, like the fact that some work elements must be carried out particularly
in a certain station or, on the contrary, should not be carried out in one or
several specific stations.
Network is a group of precedent restrictions that allows the identification of
feasible solutions, i.e., the solutions that satisfy this group of restrictions and
the restrictions referring to position.

5

The Simple Genetic Algorithm

The simple genetic algorithm (SGA) belongs to an evolutionary computation
paradigm which emulates the processes proposed in the theory of natural selection of Darwin [9]. Genetic algorithms have been used to solve problems of
optimization through the generation of solutions called ”population by analogy
to natural process”. The process of evaluation, selection and reproduction is
applied to the population of solutions in a cyclical way.
According to Goldberg [10], the simple genetic algorithm uses non-complex
mechanisms to carry out selection and reproduction, however, as in any evolutionary algorithm, a key point is the representation of the possible solutions to
the problem and the corresponding evaluation.
The first step is to design an initial network that is revised and modified
until the representation of the process that should be carried out in the production line is reached. After obtaining the definitive network containing m work
elements, the following step is to represent each feasible solution using a chain
or chromosome. This chain represents a group of stations and each station represents a gene of the chromosome. Each station contains a certain number of
assigned work elements.
To generate a feasible solution (or chromosome), the desired minimum speed
is chosen, for example 47 vehicles per hour (47 vph), and the current speed of the
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production line that is shown here. This speed implies a maximum cycle (tcm )
of 1.277 minutes per vehicle (1.277 mpv), i.e., 60/47. The following algorithm is
applied in order to obtain a feasible initial solution:
1.
2.
3.
4.

k = 0 (station number)
k =k+1
Generate a random integer ri so that 1 ≤ ri ≤ m (ith random integer)
If the precedent restrictions and positions are satisfied, we continue on step
5. if not, we continue on step 3.
5. If tcm is not exceeded, the rith work element is assigned to station k and we
continue on step 6. If not, we continue on step 2.
6. If the all work-elements were already assigned, the algorithm is stopped. If
not, we continue on step 3.

After the quantity of desired solutions is generated, an initial population is
available with p individuals or p feasible solutions. Since the aptitude value depends on the cycle time of the slowest station, the population is sorted according
to the cycle times to identify the best solution reached to the moment. The following step is reproduction. A rate is established, tR recommended between 0.5
and 0.8 according to Jahangirian and Conroy [11]. If this rate is established at
0.7 it implies that 70 percent of the population will change one aptitude value
to another.
Starting from the sorted population, there are two selection methods for
carrying out reproduction:
1. A selection of mates according to (1, 2), (3, 4), (5, 6), . . .
2. A random selection of mates
After selecting a couple (si , sj ), the next step is to proceed to reproduction
by generating a random whole number Rk so that 1 ≤ Rk ≤ m. Rk represents
the work element and is in the position to carry out the exchange between si and
sj , in order to obtain two new solutions. It is important to verify the feasibility
of the new solutions, h1 and h2 . If not feasible, one or both are discarded and
reproduction continues with another couple until completing the tR rate. Once
this rate has been reached, insertion by choosing a tr rate that can be up to a
100 percent according to Badibaru and Cheung [12] is the next step. A tr value
of 0.5 divides the current sorted population in two parts with the worst group
being the second part which will be replaced by the first half (the best group)
of the new sorted generation.
According to Badibaru and Cheung [12], there are two methods for conforming the new population:
1. The proportion used in the substitution is compounded exclusively for new
solutions.
2. The proportion used in the substitution is composed of new solutions, the
part of the current population’s solutions that did not reproduce and the
solutions that result from mutation.
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For mutation, a rate (tm ) is chosen with a value around 0.2 according to
Jahangirian and Conroy [11]. If the value of tm is 0.2, it implies that 20 percent
of the current population will change. A mutation is obtained by the following
algorithm:
1. A random integer is generated so that 0 < rj < p selecting the next solution
to be submitted to mutation. A new feasible solution is generated in order
to partially replace the rj solution.
2. A random number ri is generating so that 0 ≤ ri ≤ 1 (ith random number)
3. The probability of mutation is calculated using:


1 1 1
(1)
+
Pm =
l
2 p

where p = initial population, l = length of chromosome or number of stations
in the particular solution
4. If ri < Pm , the mutation is applied, otherwise the mutation does not proceed
and the algorithm ends.
5. If the mutacion proceeds, another random integer is generated so that 0 <
rk < l for defining the position where the mutation starts. This is from the
gene in the rk position.
6. Finally, the mutation is executed and its feasibility is verified. In case of an
unacceptable solution, step 5 is repeated until a feasible solution is achieved.
As a result of each iteration, the process described creates new generations
and is stopped when it reaches an established goal or satisfies a detention rule.
Three measures can be selected for the aptitude function F:
1. Smaller standard deviation
2. Smaller cycle time
3. Greater average efficiency
The smallest standard deviation is calculated using the cycle times of each
station, tci . For instance, a certain solution with 14 stations has 14 cycle-times
to calculate their standard deviation. In this way, for a number (n) of stations,
the smallest cycle time is obtained using the group of tci (or genes) of a given solution. The efficiency average (Ea ) is the average of the efficiencies of all stations
(Ei ):
Pn
Ei
(2)
Ea = i=1
n

The efficiency of a station i (Ei ) is the percentual relationship of the cycle
time of the station (tci ) and the allowed maximal cycle time (tcm ) that it is
determined by the user:


tci
100
(3)
Ei =
tcm
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The COMSOAL Heuristic Approach

COMSOAL was originally a solution approach for the assembly-line balancing
problem. In fact, according to Johnson and Montgomery [13] the COMSOAL
approach finds solutions as follows:
1. Select the tasks without precedences and open the first station (k = 1).
2. Assign the tasks of the step 1 to the station k without exceeding the cycle
time (tmc ).
3. In the event it is necessary to continue with step 2, make k = k+1; otherwise,
go to step 4.
4. Given the tasks already assigned, identify the possible inmediate tasks (m).
5. Given the tasks already assigned, generate the possible sequences (permutations) of m tasks.
6. Select the task(s) with the smallest number of possible different positions
and, if there is tie, randomly choose one of them.
7. Assign task s to station k without exceeding the tmc and go to step 9;
otherwise go to step 8.
8. Open a new station (k = k + 1).
9. If all the tasks of the network were already assigned, end the procedure;
otherwise go to step 4.

7

Experimental results

In Section 7.1 steps are shown for applying the response mechanism to readjustments in the assembly due to changes in the configuration of the product.
Results are obtained. In Section 7.2 the comparative results of said algorithms
are explained.
7.1

The Response Mechanism

For application the response mechanism described was implemented in a section
of the process of an assembly plant. This section is the door line that at the
moment consists of 14 work stations and runs to a speed of 47 vehicles per hour
(vph). The desired objective was a new configuration of this line to reach a
minimum speed of 48 vph. The steps followed are shown.
a. The standard times of each work element were upgraded and the corresponding network was designed, and verified by the analysis of the department of
Industrial Engineering so that the structure was attached to the process.
Once the network was concluded, it was captured on the interface. Table 5
shows partial information corresponding to this network.
b. Since work elements 1 and 6 must be carried out only in station 1, two
additional restrictions were considered.
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c. In order to conclude correctly, it was decided to make 5 runs at each one of
the speeds: 45, 46, 47, 48 and 49 vph. Tables 1, 2, and 3, where tcpu is cpu
seconds, show the corresponding results. We took into account the following
parameters:
m = 71

p = 15

tR = 0.7

tm = 0.2

tr = 0.5

The fitness function (F ) is the smallest standard deviation (minutes). Also,
the detention rule is activated when 15 consecutive intents are accumulated
and in each case the difference between the cycle times of one solution and
another is smaller than 0.0001.
Table 1. Results for 45 and 46 vph
vph

F

n

tcpu

Ea

vph

F

n

tcpu

Ea

45.079
45.249
45.079
45.249
45.249

0.089
0.074
0.071
0.109
0.076

13
13
13
13
13

112.344
89.734
128.563
93.969
107.688

92.898
92.898
92.898
92.898
92.898

46.620
46.404
46.440
46.048
46.765

0.087
0.089
0.092
0.062
0.075

14
14
14
13
14

114.734
103.094
128.641
90.203
133.563

88.181
88.181
88.181
94.064
88.181

d. When analyzing the results of the runs, we can observe that the answer
mechanism is consistent, i.e., for a lower speed, a lower number of stations
(n) and vice versa. Also, the same efficiency average was always obtained
Table 2. Results for 47 and 48 vph

vph

F

n

tcpu

Ea

vph

F

n

tcpu

Ea

48.154
47.170
47.356
47.133
48.309

0.068
0.082
0.076
0.081
0.088

14
14
14
14
14

163.313
133.219
109.281
125.438
119.781

90.094
90.094
90.094
90.094
90.094

48.154
48.077
48.232
48.820
48.154

0.070
0.085
0.096
0.080
0.071

14
14
14
14
14

112.063
103.625
116.188
107.609
103.672

92.011
92.011
92.011
92.011
92.011

(Ea ) for the speeds of 47 and 48 vph.
For 46 vph, four runs give 14 stations and one gives 13 stations, but the
efficiency average is low in the first case. Considering that the network is a
constant, we can see that, seemingly, for this particular network the speed
of 49 vph offers the highest efficiency average, with n = 14. In other words,
with a higher or lower speed than 49 vph, Ea diminishes or increases or
another number of stations is required. In the case of 49 vph, if the first
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Table 3. Results for 49 vph
vph

F

n

tcpu

Ea

49.342
49.140
49.669
50.000
49.020

0.068
0.118
0.088
0.082
0.109

14
15
15
15
15

163.313
125.266
108.047
128.031
115.234

93.928
87.666
87.666
87.666
87.666

run had not been better than the other runs, the low efficiency of the other
four runs would indicate the possibility of a better solution. It is advisable
to make other runs by increasing the number of intents in the stop rule, and
the number of iterations, or by making other types of changes.
To illustrate how to make a more thorough search, table 4 shows the results
of 5 runs, applying the following changes:
p = 60

tries = 100

The results of this search revealed that four of them reached the same efficiency average of 93.928 percent with only 14 stations, showing that these
are the best solutions. The cost of this is the time invested, which went from
1.5 to 3 minutes in the first part of the search, changing to an approximate
range of between 4 and 28 minutes in an intensive search (table 4).
Table 4. Results for a thorough search

vph

F

n

tcpu

Ea

49.221
49.261
49.342
50.761
49.180

0.064
0.075
0.078
0.073
0.066

14
14
14
15
14

250.328
255.438
243.641
1682.328
115.234

93.928
93.928
93.928
87.666
93.928

e. In conclusion, the best solution for a desirable minimum speed of 48 vph is
the run with the smallest value of F shown in line 1 of table 4.
Corresponding configuration is partially shown in table 5, because there are
71 work elements and 14 stations and, therefore, the description of the work
element is omitted. In this table, column 1 is the number of work elements,
column 2 is the station number i, columns 3 and 4 the nodes (a, b) of work
element k, column 5 the element time, column 6 the cycle time of the station
i, and column 7 the efficiency of station i. Columns 8 to 14 have the same
meaning.
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Table 5. Final configuration for 48 vph

k

nodes
i a
b

tk

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

0.158
15
0.305
16
0.119
17
0.115
18
0
19
0.260
20
0
21
0.240
.
0
1.197 97.75 .
0.034
.
0
68
0.063
69
0.281
70
0
71

1
5
5
5
20
15
25
1
180
5
10
5
25
35

5
15
25
20
25
30
30
180
500
10
30
38
35
38

tci

Ei

k

i

nodes
a
b

tk

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
.
.
.
13
13
14
14

1
1
1
1
185
195
200
.
.
.
148
160
155
165

0.254
0.266
0.164
0.152
0
0
0
.
.
.
0.758
0.229
0.502
0.634

500
185
195
200
500
500
500
.
.
.
160
165
500
500

tci

Ei

1.214
.
.
.

99.14
.
.
.

0.987 80.60
1.136 92.77

Table 6. The best results

Number of Cycle
stations
time (minutes)
SGA
14
COMSOAL 15

1.222
1.178

Table 7. Average performance data shown in Figure 1
Iteration
SGA
COMSOAL
Iteration
SGA
COMSOAL
Iteration
SGA
COMSOAL
Iteration
SGA
COMSOAL

1
18.015
19.436
9
17.820
19.375
17
17.815
19.443
25
17.797
19.259

2
17.887
19.350
10
17.761
19.194
18
17.759
19.445

3
17.825
19.342
11
17.748
19.315
19
17.932
19.362

4
18.015
19.301
12
17.741
19.241
20
17.932
19.422

5
17.985
19.223
13
17.706
19.398
21
17.773
19.289

6
17.658
19.464
14
17.765
19.352
22
17.985
19.410

7
17.786
19.389
15
17.902
19.241
23
17.713
19.345

8
17.477
19.375
16
17.770
19.191
24
17.825
19.304
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Performance

The comparison between the SGA and the COMSOAL was based on specifc
runs for each technique. In the case of SGA, 100 runs with 25 iterations each
were done. In the COMSOAL case, 2500 runs were completed. This comparison
process hads two main objectives. The first one was to find the smallest number
of work stations. The second one was to get the smallest cycle time not exceeding
1.2245 minutes. This time corresponds to a speed of 49 vph. For the SGA case,
100 values of each respective iteration were averaged and in the COMSOAL case,
sets of 25 serial values were taken and averaged.
As a result, this analysis found that the SGA obtained solutions with a
smaller number of stations than the COMSOAL approach. COMSOAL achieved
a feasible solution of 15 work stations with a cycle time of 1.178 minutes. On the
other hand, SGA was able to find a better solution with 14 work stations that
perform in a cycle time of 1.222 minutes (see Tables 6 and 7 and Figure 1).

20.0000

minutes-stations

19.5000
19.0000

AGS
18.5000
COMSOAL

18.0000
17.5000
17.0000
1

3

5

7

9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25
Iteration

Fig. 1. Comparative performance

8

Conclusions

The door line at the moment is running at 47 vph with 14 work stations, however,
a solution has been found with the same 14 work stations reaching a speed of 49
vph. This is a very high increase, considering that in the automotive industry
the cost of relocating materials, tools and equipments, is very low in comparison
to the benefit of a substantial increase in speed. This mechanism can be applied
to any section of the automotive line for similar analysis, subject to an attractive
cost-benefit relationship. It is therefore necessary to stress the importance of the
estimate of the costs of adjusting the production line according to configuration
as a result of applying the response mechanism. These costs are derived from
locating work elements in different stations or incorporating new work elements
into one or more work stations. It is therefore necessary to relocate tools, diverse
devices, material containers and equipment.
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If the cost of adjustment is very near the benefit, then a careful additional
analysis must be made of the convenience of carrying out the involved changes.
In this light, the mechanism provides valuable information that allows us to
avoid making inconvenient decisions about adjustments in a production line. On
the other hand, this mechanism can be applied when the production line has not
been put into operation yet. In this case, the benefit is greater than in a line in
operation, since relocation costs do not exist.
More exhaustive comparison is needed to determine the efficiency of this
genetic algorithm, so we needed further heuristics from literature to apply to the
stated scenario. Although it is important to note that there is a large amount of
literature with heuristics in relation to certain types of flow shop problems, they
apply to a multitude of different scenarios, so it is not easy to find a heuristic
that adapts to a specific scenario such as the one stated in this paper. However,
the genetic algorithm can be improved by taking into account other focuses such
as: a multi-objective function of fitness, a small initial population that can grow
from one generation to the next, the generation of only feasible solutions, and a
more efficient representation of a chromosome to reduce epistasis in the code.
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Abstract. In this paper, we studied scheduling problems with Genetic
Algorithms (GA) in Flexible Manufacturing Cells (FMC). We used a GA for
solving the optimization scheduling problem. First, we developed an FMC with
industrial characteristics, with the objective of studying scheduling problems in
these types of manufacturing systems. Then, we developed a software tool,
called HybFlexGA, to study scheduling problems, with GA, in the FMC.
Finally, we applied the HybFlexGA to solve scheduling problems in the FMC.
The practical results obtained from the FMC for the various scheduling
problems show how efficient HybFlexGA is in solving these problems.
Keywords: Flexible manufacturing cells, scheduling and genetic algorithms.

1 Introduction
Scheduling problems in Flexible Manufacturing Cells (FMC) are studied in this
paper. We also use Genetic Algorithms (GA) to optimize this type of problems. We
have developed an FMC with industrial characteristics and a software tool, called
HybFlexGA, with the objective of studying scheduling problems in this type of
manufacturing systems. The FMC and the HybFlexGA were used to study single
machine total weighted tardiness (SMTWT) problems.
In SMTWT problems each job i has an associated processing time pi, a weight wi,
and a due date di, and the job becomes available for processing at time zero. The
tardiness of a job i is defined as Ti=max{0, Ci-di}, where Ci is the completion time of
job i in the current job sequence. The objective is to find a job sequence which
minimizes the sum of the weighted tardiness given by

n

∑ w .T .
i =1

i

i

Because the

SMTWT problem is NP-hard, optimal solutions for this problem would require a
computational time that increases exponentially with the problem size [1] and [2]. In
recent years, several heuristics, such as Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search, Genetic
Algorithms and Ant Colony [1] and [3], have been proposed to solve the SMTWT
problem.
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2 Developed Flexible Manufacturing Cell
An FMC with industrial characteristics was developed with the objective of studying
scheduling problems in these types of manufacturing systems. The hierarchical
structure implemented in the FMC is shown in Fig. 1. This FMC is comprised of four
sectors, which are controlled by PCs and different software [5] and [6]. The four
sectors are:
− The manufacturing sector, made up of two CNC machines (mill and lathe),
one ABB IRB140 robot and one buffer (see Fig. 1);
− The assembly sector, made up of one Scorbot ER VII robot, one small
conveyor and an assembly table (see Fig. 1);
− The handling sector, made up of one big conveyor (see Fig. 1);
− The storage sector, made up of five warehouses and one robot ABB IRB1400
(see Fig. 1).
Control of existing equipment in each sector is carried out by four computers: PC1
– manufacturing sector, PC2 – assembly sector, PC3 – handling sector and PC4 –
storage sector. Coordination, synchronization and integration of the four sectors is
carried out by the of FMC Manager computer.
The first layer contains the engineering and design functions where the product is
designed and developed. The outputs of this activity are the drawings and the bill of
materials.
The second layer is process planning. Here the process plans for manufacturing,
assembling and testing are carried out.
The third layer is scheduling. The process plans together with the drawing, the bill
of materials and the customer orders are the input to scheduling. The output of
scheduling is the release of the order to the manufacturing floor. The PCM – FMC
Manager is responsible for the engineering, planning and scheduling activities.
The fourth layer is control. Manufacturing is controlled by a hierarchically
structured real time computer system (PC1, PC2, PC3 and PC4). Theirs set points are
the operating parameters used to start and control the activities on the production
floor.
The fifth layer is data acquisition. The operations of the machine tools and material
movement equipment are monitored by a data acquisition system. The collected data
represents the state of the manufacturing system and is the feedback information used
for control.
The central computer (FMC Manager) controls all of the production of the FMC,
calling several computers and using local nets to exchange data which allow control
and supervision of the operations in real time, picking up and processing information
flows from the various resources. Concisely, the FMC manager PC is responsible for:
− Developing and designing new products to manufacture – the engineering
layer;
− Production plans, assemblies and product tests – the planning layer;
− Finding the optimum processing sequence so as to optimize CNC machine
use – the scheduling layer;
− Coordination, integration and control of all the sectors in the FMC;
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− Maintaining a database of jobs to manufacture, including the respective NC
programmes;
− Synchronizing the various sectors so as to produce variable lots of different
types of parts depending on the customer’s orders;
− Monitoring the current state of production;
− Guaranteeing tolerance of failures, safety and coherence of data.
PCM – FMC Manager
The software developed for this PC allows:
- Coordination, integration and control all the
sectors in FMC.
- Control and supervision in real time all the
operation in FMC.
- Maintaining a database of jobs to
manufacture, including the respective NC
programmes.
- Synchronizing the various sectors to produce
variable lots of different types of parts
depending on the customer’s orders.
- Monitoring the current state of the
production.

First layer
(cont.)

Engineering

- Guaranteeing tolerance of failures, safety
and coherence of the data.
- Developing and designing new products to
manufacture – the engineering layer.
- Production plans, assemblies and product
tests – the planning layer.
- Finding the optimum processing sequence to
optimize CNC machine use – the
scheduling layer.

Manufacturing
jobs
DB

Second layer
Planning

Third layer
Scheduling

Software
“Manufacturing Sector”
+

Software
“winATS”

“CONCEPT MILL 155 CONTROL”
+
“PC TURN 55 CONTROL”

PC1

Software
“Conveyor Control”

PC2

PC3

Software
“Storage”

PC4

Storage
sector
DB

Fourth layer
Control

Server software
“PC TURN 55
CONTROL”

CNC Lathe

Lathe Buffer

Controller
Scorbot

Hardware
Kit USB

RAPComm

USB Software

RS232
communication

winATS

RAPComm

DNC Software

DNC Software

Robot state by RAPComm
Send RAPComm commands

USB
communication

Ethernet

Machine state by DNC
Send DNC commands

Controller
S4Cplus
Fifth layer

Controller
S4Cplus

ABB robot IRB 140

Data
acquisition

ABB IRB140 robot
Mill Buffer
CNC Mill

Server software
“CONCEPT MILL 155
CONTROL”

Manufacturing sector

ABB robot IRB 140

Big conveyor

ABB IRB1400 robot

Handling sector

Storage sector

Scorbot ER VII
Small conveyor

Assembly sector

Fig. 1. FMC hierarchical structure.

3 Hybrid and Flexible Genetic Algorithm
We developed a software tool, called HybFlexGA (Hybrid and Flexible Genetic
Algorithm), to solve scheduling problems in developed FMC (see the third layer in
Fig. 1). The HybFlexGA was coded in C++ language and its architecture is composed
of three modules: interface, pre-processing and scheduling module.
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3.1 Interface Module
The interface module with the user is very important for the scheduling system’s
success. Thus, this interface should be user-friendly and dynamic so as to allow easy
manipulation of the scheduling plan, jobs, and so forth. This interface allows the
connection between the user and the scheduling module, facilitating data entry (for
example, parameter definition and problem definition) and the visualization of the
solutions for the scheduling module. Fig. 2 shows the interface window.

Fig. 2. Interface window.

3.2 Pre-processing Module
The inputs of the pre-processing module are the problem type and the scheduling
parameters. The instance of the scheduling problem can be randomly generated or
generated by PC file, as shown in Fig. 2. This module pre-processes the input
information and then sends the data to the next module – the scheduling module.
3.3 Scheduling Module
The objective of the scheduling module is to give the optimal solution for any
scheduling problem. If the optimal solution is not found, the GA gives the best
solution found (near-optimal solution). In this module, we implemented the GA
shown in Fig. 3.
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Step 1 - Initialization
Let t=0, where t is the generation index, and generate an initial population
randomly Ψ 0 including Npop solutions (Npop is the number of solutions in each
population, i.e., Npop is the population size). The number of solutions
(chromosomes) in the t generation is given by Ψ t

{

N pop

= xt1 , xt2 ,..., xt

}.

Step 2 - Selection
Select pairs of solutions (parents’ chromosomes) from the current population
i
Ψ t . Each chromosome xt is selected according to the selected operator chosen
in the interface module.
Step 3 - Crossover
Apply a crossover operator, selected in the interface module, to each of the
selected pairs in step 2. This way, new chromosomes will be generated
according to the selected crossover probability (Pc).
Step 4 - Mutation
Apply a mutation operator, selected in the interface module, to the generated
chromosomes in step 3, according to the selected mutation probability (Pm).
Step 5 – Elitism
Select the best Npop chromosomes to generate the next population Ψ t +1 and the
other chromosomes are eliminated. Thus, the best chromosomes, i.e. solutions,
will survive into the next generation. However, duplicated solutions may occur
in Ψ t +1 . To minimize this, new chromosomes are generated for all duplicated
chromosomes.
Step 6 – Termination test
Stops the algorithm if the stopping condition, previously specified in the
interface module, is satisfied. Otherwise, update t for t:=t+1 and return to step 2.
Fig. 3. GA implemented in the scheduling module.

4 Genetic Operators
In this section, we propose a new concept of genetic operators for scheduling
problems. We evaluate each of various genetic operators with the objective of
selecting the best performance crossover and mutation operators.
4.1 Crossover Operators
Crossover is an operation to generate a new sequence from two sequences. We
examine the following crossover operators:
− One-point crossover: 1 child (OPC1C) in Fig. 4 a);
− Two-point crossover: 1 child (Version I) (TPC1CV1) in Fig. 4 b);
− Two-point crossover: 1 child (Version II) (TPC1CV2) in Fig. 4 c).
We also developed crossover operators with 2, 3 and 4 children. The crossover
operators with 2 children are:
− One-point crossover: 2 children (OPC2C). This crossover is similar to the
OPC1C, but it generates two children;
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− Two-point crossover: 2 children (Vers. I) (TPC2CV1). This crossover is
similar to the TPC1CV1, but it generates two children;
− Two-point crossover: 2 children (Vers. II) (TPC2CV2). This crossover is
similar to the TPC1CV2, but it generates two children.
The crossover operators with 3 children are:
− Two-point crossover: 3 children (Version I) (TPC3CV1). This crossover is a
mix of TPC1CV1 plus TPC2CV1;
− Two-point crossover: 3 children (Version II) (TPC3CV2). This crossover is a
mix of TPC1CV2 plus TPC2CV2.
The crossover operator with 4 children is called a two-point crossover: 4 children
(TPC4C). This operator is a mix of TPC2CV1 plus TPC2CV2.
The following three crossover operators are also examined in this paper for FMC
scheduling problems:
− Order crossover (OX) in Goldberg [4];
− Cycle crossover (CX) in Oliver [7];
− Position based crossover (PBX) in Syswerda [8].
Parent 1

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 J10

Parent 1

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 J10

Child

J1 J2 J3 J5 J10 J7 J8 J4 J6 J9

Child

J1 J2 J3 J5 J7 J8 J4 J6 J9 J10

Parent 2

J5 J2 J10 J3 J7 J1 J8 J4 J6 J9

Parent 2

J5 J2 J10 J3 J7 J1 J8 J4 J6 J9

(a) One-point crossover: 1 child.

(b) Two-point crossover: 1 child (Vers. I).

Parent 1

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 J10

Child

J2 J10 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J1 J9

Parent 2

J5 J2 J10 J3 J7 J1 J8 J4 J6 J9

(c) Two-point crossover: 1 child (Vers. II).
Fig. 4. Illustration of crossover operators.

4.2 Mutation Operators
We examined the following four mutations used by Murata in [9]: adjacent two-job
change (Adj2JC), arbitrary two-job change (Arb2JC), arbitrary three-job change
(Arb3JC) and shift change (SC).
We developed a new mutation operator called the arbitrary 20%-job change
(Arb20%JC), as we can see in Fig. 5. This mutation selects 20% of the jobs in the
child chromosome. The 20% of the jobs to be changed are arbitrarily and randomly
selected, and the order of the selected jobs after the mutation is randomly specified.
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The percentage in this mutation operator gives the operator some flexibility, i.e. the
number of jobs to be changed depends on the size of the chromosome.
J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 J10
J1 J7 J3 J4 J5 J6 J2 J8 J9 J10
Fig. 5. Arbitrary 20%-job change.

4.3 Examination of Crossover and Mutation Operators
The aim of this subsection is to examine the twelve crossover operators and the five
mutation operators, presented in the last two subsections.
When the crossover operators were examined the mutation operator was not used
and when the mutation operators were examined the crossover operator was not used.
Each crossover operator was examined by using the following conditions: number of
tests, 20; initial population Ψ t , constant; number of jobs, 40; instance used, constant;
population size Npop, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100; stopping condition, 1000 generations;
crossover probabilities Pc, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0; mutation probabilities Pm, 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0; mutation operators and mutation probabilities, not used in the
examination of crossover operators; crossover operators and crossover probabilities,
not used in the examination of mutation operators.
We used the following performance measure with the aim of evaluating each
genetic operator:
Performance = f ( xinitial ) − f ( xend )

(1)

where xinitial is the best chromosome in the initial population and xend is the best
chromosome in the last population. That is, f ( xinitial ) is the fitness average (of the 20
computational tests) of the best chromosomes in the initial population and f ( xend ) is
the fitness average of the best chromosomes at the end of the 1000 generations. The
performance measure in (1) gives the total improvement in fitness during the
execution of the genetic algorithm.
We used 20 computational tests to examine each crossover and mutation operator.
The average value of the performance measure in (1) was calculated for each
crossover and mutation operator with each crossover probability (Pc), each mutation
probability (Pm) and each population size (Npop). Table 1 and Table 2 show the best
average value of the performance measure obtained by each crossover operator and
by each mutation operator with its best crossover probability, best mutation
probability and best population size.
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Table 1. Classification of the crossover operators.
Position
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th

Crossover
TPC4C
TPC3CV2
TPC2CV2
PBX
TPC1CV2
CX
TPC3CV1
TPC2CV1
OPC2C
OX
TPC1CV1
OPC1C

Pc
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.8
1.0
0.6
1.0
1.0
0.6

Npop
100
100
100
80
100
80
80
80
100
100
100
100

Performance
3834.1
3822.9
3821.8
3805.8
3789.3
3788.7
3680.2
3662.1
3647.8
3635.4
3624.7
3570.5

Table 2. Classification of the mutation operators.
Position
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Mutation
Arb20%JC
Arb2JC
Arb3JC
SC
Adj2JC

Pm
1.0
0.8
1.0
0.8
0.4

Npop
100
100
60
60
100

Performance
3833.9
3826.4
3814.9
3673.5
3250.4

5 Computational Tests
This section presents the computational results obtained with 40, 50 and 100 jobs.
From the OR-Library [10] we randomly selected some instances of SMTWT
problems with 40, 50 and 100 jobs. We used 20 computational tests for each instance
of the SMTWT problem. We used the six best crossover operators (see Table 1) and
the best mutation operator (see Table 2) in the HybFlexGA. Each instance of the
SMTWT problem was examined using the following conditions:
− Number of tests: 20;
− Initial population Ψ t : randomly generated;
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Number of jobs: 40, 50 and 100;
Instance used: from the OR-Library [10];
Population size Npop: 80 and 100 (see Table 1 and Table 2);
Stopping condition: 1000 generations for the instances with 40 and 50 jobs
or the optimal solution, and 5000 generations for the instances with 100 jobs
or the optimal solution;
Crossover operators: the six best crossover operators in Table 1;
Crossover probabilities Pc: 0.8 and 1.0 (see Table 1);
Mutation operators: the best mutation operator in Table 2;
Mutation probabilities Pm: 1.0 (see Table 2).
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Table 3 shows the computational results obtained for the SMTWT problems with
40, 50 and 100 jobs. In this table we have the number of tests with optimal solution,
the CPU time average (in seconds) and the generation average for each instance
problem. For example, we chose the TPC4C with Pc=1.0, Arb20%JC with Pm=1.0 and
instance 40A (SMTWT problem with 40 jobs, from the OR-Library [10]) in the
HybFlexGA. We used 20 computational tests for this instance. In these tests we
obtained the optimal solutions in 16 tests. In these 16 tests, the CPU time average was
362.4 seconds and the generation average was 593.
As shown in Table 3, we obtained good results with the TPC4C+Arb20%JC,
TPC3CV2+Arb20%JC and TPC2CV2+Arb20%JC combination, for all the instances
with 40, 50 and 100 jobs. However, this table also shows the best results are obtained
for the TPC4C+Arb20%JC combination.
When we used the TPC4C+Arb20%JC combination, the HybFlexGA is very
efficient. For example, in the six instances with 40, 50 and 100 jobs (see Table 3) the
HybFlexGA found 20 tests with an optimal solution in four instances (40B, 50A, 50B
and 100B), and 16 tests with optimal solutions in two instances (40A and 100A).
Table 3. Computational results obtained for the SMTWT problems with 40, 50 and 100 jobs.

TPC4C
+
Arb20%JC
TPC3CV2
+
Arb20%JC
TPC2CV2
+
Arb20%JC
PBX
+
Arb20%JC
TPC1CV2
+
Arb20%JC
CX
+
Arb20%JC

Instance
Optimal solution
Tests with optimal solution
CPU time average (sec.)
Generations average
Tests with optimal solution
CPU time average (sec.)
Generations average
Tests with optimal solution
CPU time average (sec.)
Generations average
Tests with optimal solution
CPU time average (sec.)
Generations average
Tests with optimal solution
CPU time average (sec.)
Generations average
Tests with optimal solution
CPU time average (sec.)
Generations average

40A
6575
16
362.4
593
13
382.9
725
8
369.1
380
0
------0
------0
-------

40B
1225
20
190.0
284
15
231.3
402
16
216.8
449
8
236.1
747
3
230.0
609
4
165.3
551

50A
2134
20
88.3
107
18
112.3
158
17
146.2
246
18
144.6
371
13
224.7
487
17
107.8
292

50B
22
20
45.5
54
20
50.4
70
20
92.0
152
20
86.3
218
20
118.2
252
20
51.0
136

100A
5988
16
2405.1
1611
15
3851.0
3042
9
3921.3
3685
1
2067.0
2957
1
4104.0
4948
3
2594.0
3912

100B
8
20
523.9
323
20
1012.4
727
20
1339.8
1142
20
1413.6
1828
19
2190.7
2405
20
736.4
1011

6 Conclusion
In this paper we developed an FMC and a software tool called HybFlexGA to study
the scheduling of jobs in FMC with GA. We propose a new concept of genetic
operators for scheduling of jobs in FMC. With the software tool HybFlexGA, we
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examine the performance of various crossover and mutation operators by computing
simulations on job scheduling problems. The HybFlexGA obtained good
computational results in the instances of SMTWT problems with 40, 50 and 100 jobs
(see Table 3). As we demonstrated, the HybFlexGA is very efficient with the
TPC4C+Arb20%JC combination. With this combination, the HybFlexGA always
found more optimal solutions than with the other combinations:
TPC3CV2+Arb20%JC, TPC2CV2+Arb20%JC, and so on. When we used this
combination (TPC4C+Arb20%JC) in the HybFlexGA, the genetic algorithm required
fewer generations and less CPU time to find the optimal solutions. The results
obtained in the scheduling problems of the FMC show how efficient HybFlexGA is in
solving these problems.
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Abstract. In this paper three case studies are presented applying a
Fuzzy-Evolutionary Multimodal approach to predict and optimize the
prediction assembly time, this methodology can be a good complement
of the design for assembly methodology of Boothroy-Dewhurst. This
hybrid method analyzes different situations and conditions, identifies
sources of variability that should be avoided during the process design
because it increases the assembly time. The evolutionary algorithm
searches the set of inputs or conditions in the fuzzy model and uses the
predicted time to evaluate every set of inputs generated, the best tree
conditions with and without constrains design are found by this approach. The research show the advantages of use a Fuzzy-Evolutionary
Multimodal approach in order to analyze the variables behavior to predict, control and optimize the assembly time in the new product design.

Key words: Fuzzy Logic, Evolutionary Strategies Multimodal, Design
for Assembly

1 Introduction
The Product design involves a complex group of activities which are affected by
diverse sources of variability that should be detect and analyzed carefully to avoid
them in the design. A bad product design impact on the functionality, fitness and the
customer satisfaction. The assembly time is a critical activity and is very important to
select the appropriate assembly method to reduce cost and time. Historically, motion
time study has been used successfully in time measurement of product, the problem is
predict the assembly time of new products because many assembly parts have not
been built yet. It causes the need to research and use new methodologies and new
technologies to improve the new product design.
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The researchers Boothroyd and Dewhurst [1] have developed a successful
method to help designers to redesign their products, to reduce costs, improve performance and reduce assembly time; this methodology is called Design for Assembly
(DFA). In this methodology the assembly time is divided into two categories, one
generated by the insertion time and the second one generated by the handling time or
transfer of every one of the components until achieving the total assembly.
The DFA Boothroy methodology has had great success in a good number of leadings design companies around the world [2, 5]; unfortunately it does not have all the
characteristics required in the industry [4, 2]. Others inconveniences of the methodologies are that it is not flexible to different applications and is subject to find the
assembly time values in charts (See Table.1), it does not have tolerance to lack of
entrance data, and it does not have self-learning capacity based on data and previous
events.
Table 1.

Information to predict manual handling assembly time with one hand without the
aid of grasping tools – estimated time (seconds) [1].

To aid and solve this problem an intelligent system is proposed, it is a FuzzyEvolutionary Multimodal (FEM) approach to predict and optimize the assembly time
in a new product. This intelligent system will serve as a decision support system; the
goal is to predict the assembly time using fuzzy logic and evolutionary strategies to
optimize the assembly time of new products giving the system the best tree options
and choose the better for the design, before send the drawings to production.
The object of this research is contribute to the decision support process predicting
and optimizing the assembly time improving the design and innovation of products.
This work is organized in the following way: On section 1 a brief introduction will
be given, the section 2 has a short summary of previous research using intelligent
systems in the manufacturing and assembly process. The research tools foundations,
Fuzzy Logic and Evolutionary Strategies, are shown in section 3, experimentation
and results are shown in section 4, the research conclusions and future work are given
in sections 5 and 6 respectively.
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2 Literature Review
In the last two decades, the application of intelligent systems in manufacturing has
been subject of extensive research. Different intelligent systems are being proposed to
improve the new product design product optimize the manufacturing and the process
quality [6,10]. This technology has become in a important computing tool to solve
engineering problems [6, 10, 11]. It has led to increasing research on a wide variety
of industrial applications, such as product manufacturability control, process planning, etc. The application of this technology on the assembly and disassembly areas is
actually in research and it is possible to find intelligent systems using fuzzy logic and
neural networks to improve the new product design, [9, 12].
Great utility has been demonstrated the use of Fuzzy Logic, evolutionary computation and neural networks in the parametric design. In these designs a great number
of variables and interrelations are involved which generate a great quantity of completely unknown parameters [11]. Fuzzy Logic technology has the ability to handle
lexical uncertainties. These systems have been proposed in order to reach a better
design process and to improve product design quality [10, 9].
The application of intelligent systems to predict the assembly time and optimize
the assembly sequence is on research, this area have many variety opportunities to
make new developments and new applications. This research proposes a approach to
predict and optimize the assembly time in new products. This hybrid method use
Evolutionary Strategies Multimodal to optimize the estimated time by the fuzzy system. (See Flow Diagram Fig. 1).

Fig. 1

Fuzzy-Evolutionary approach flow diagram, the output of DFA system is optimized
by evolution strategies multimodal.
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3 Research tools

3.1 Fuzzy Logic
The Fuzzy logic was developed by Lofti Zadeh a professor from Berkeley University
in California who did not agree with the unique existence of classical sets (crisp sets)
[4, 5]. Fuzzy logic technology has the ability to handle lexical uncertainty with imprecision, it is very common in most human words used to evaluate concepts and to
get conclusion compared to the conventional logic which works with well defined
information; this is a methodology that gets a conclusion from poor, ambiguous or
not precise information. In general the fuzzy takes decisions based on information
with previously mentioned characteristics.
A basic principle of the fuzzy set is called membership relations it is something
that cannot be determined easily. The fuzzy logic theory is based on the principle that
the group is not always defined clearly, a classic example is the person height, and it
can be classified as tall, medium or short.
Definition 3.1 (Fuzzy Set): A fuzzy set A on universe X is a set defined by the
membership function μA(x) mapping from the universe X into the unit interval:

μA( x) : X → [0,1]

(1)

f (x) Denotes the all fuzzy sets on X. If the value of the membership function, ca
lled the membership degree ( μA( x)) , equals one, “ x ” belongs completely to the
fuzzy set. If it equals zero, “ x ” does not belong to the set. If the membership degree
is between 0 and 1,” x ” is a partial member of the fuzzy set:

μA( x) = 1 x is a full member of A
μA( x) = (0,1) x is a partial member of A
μA( x) = 0 x is not member of A
A fuzzy inference system has the capacity of processing numeric and linguistic
variables, giving a numeric variable or linguistics as a result. (See Fig. 2).
The proceeding to build a fuzzy system is.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Inputs and outputs definition
Linguistic values definition associated to the input and output required
Membership function definition
Logical operators definition
Rules development and evaluation
Defuzzification of the system
System output
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Fig. 2 Mandany Type Fuzzy evaluation process

The key point is to transform all the linguistic variables into numeric variables and
process them by logical formulas or rules. The rule has the following structure type:
If (The weight piece is heavy)
And (the piece size is big) and (the handling method is two hands with tools)
Then (the assembly time is high).
3.2 Evolution Strategies
Evolution strategies (ES) were developed by Bienert, Rochenberg and Schwefell
from the Technical University of Berlin, Germany in the 1960[14], it was inspired by
the evolution that an individual can suffer and how he can be affected during the
mutation and recombination processes of the ancestors genes. The evolution strategies are similar to the genetic algorithms (AG), but they have two main differences:
In ES it is not necessary to code solutions, and the main operator is the mutation,
while in AG is necessary to use codification and the main operator is the crossover.
There are several ES algorithms, some use recombination, another consider correlations between variables [2]. In the methodology it is used the most simple version
of the algorithm, the ES without recombination. The algorithm is the following.
1) Generation of a population of

μ

parents

2) Generation of λ off springs from μ parents
3) Evaluation of off springs
4) Selection of the best μ off springs to be new parents.
5) Repeat (2), (3), and (4) until N generations reached
All the individuals (parents and off springs) have a mutation parameter that
changes through time (self-adaptation). The generation of offspring is only by mutation according to:
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O i ≤ O i + N (0, k )

(2)

Where i indicates the parameter involved and N (a, b) is a random number generator with normal distribution with mean and standard deviation b. Every mutation
parameter k changes according to:

k

i ≤ k i * exp(τ * Nt i + τp * N (0,1)

(3)

Where i indicate the parameter involved, τ = 1 / sqrt (2 * NT Pr),
τp = 1 / sqrt ( 2 * sqrt ( NT Pr)) and
NT = N (0,1) are used without change for all the parameters.
The evolutionary strategies algorithm with multimodal property uses a selection
procedure where only similar individuals compete. The distance between the solutions vectors is calculated by the Euclidean distance. The solution promotes the population diversity.

4

Experimentation and Results

Three study cases were developed to analyze the performance of the FuzzyEvolutionary multimodal approach to predict and optimize the assembly time in a
new product. In the first case the assembly time was predicted using fuzzy logic, in
the second case using the same data base used in case 1 and the resultant assembly
time as the output variable it was optimized by evolution strategies multimodal to find
the conditions to get the best tree minimum assembly time. In the third case was
added two restrictions design and the goal was detect the best three assembly time
prediction.
4.1 Study Case 1:

Assembly Time Calculations by Fuzzy Logic

The assembly time is classified in two categories, insertion time and handling time
[1]. The fuzzy logic method is used for manipulating the characteristic fuzziness of
insertion and handling difficulty problems. In this research we will focus on time
handling estimation,
Using the assembly people’s experience of a local company, it was possible to develop a database. Different ranges were established for each variable, according to the
assembly features of a product. (See Table 2). The codification used for the “symmetry variable”, “assembly methods” and accessibility were in a range between 0
through 1. The variable that has the highest value between zero and one could correspond to the one having the most critics, the heaviest or the most difficult accessibil-
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ity. In the assembly time the ranges were: Lowest time 10-25 min, normal time 15-35
min and the highest time upper 35 minutes.
Table 2. Data base, showing ranges for each variable used in this research, according to assembly features of a product.

It was very important to decide the appropriate membership functions for each linguistic variable that should be used in the research. Several researches have suggested
many advanced types of memberships functions for linguistic variables [3, 4], in this
paper, we decide to use the following types of membership functions: Trapezoidaltype and Triangular-type, the defuzzification method used in this research was the
center of maximum (CoM). See Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Belonging degrees of dimension variable Inference rule based on experience

Based on this information, different simulations with different conditions were
done for all variables. In the Fuzzy Logic system was possible to calculate the assembling time in a fast and precise way without looking up information from tables
/charts as it is suggested in the methodology proposed by Boothroy [1].(See results
table 3).
Table 3. Results of study case No.1 to estimate the assembly time.

Weight
Dimensions
Part symmetry
Handling Methods
Easy to reach
Easy to insert
Total assembly time

2 Kgs.
25 cms
acceptable
One hand /with tools
Medium
Medium
25.4 seg.

By fuzzy logic is possible predict the assembly time and can be usefully adapted to
different companies.
4.2

Study Case 2: Optimizing the Assembly Time by Fuzzy-Evolutionary

Multimodal approach
To get a minimum assembly time, suitable conditions are required. The ES algorithm
searches the best input value that maximizes or minimizes the assembly estimated
time. To develop the second study case was used the same fuzzy data base, the target
now was to find the three different inputs combinations that will produce the best
minimum assembly time. The output of the fuzzy logic system was optimize by evolutionary multimodal getting the tree best options that produce the best minimum
assembly time, was used the Euclidian distance to find the near neighbor. The results
are shown at Table 4.
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Table 4 Results of study case No.2 shows the minimums assembly times

Weight
Dimensions

3.87 Kgs.
3.41 cms

3.84 Kgs.
7.38 cms

2.51 Kgs.
9.36 cms

Part symmetry

asymmetry

Easy to reach

asymmetry
acceptable
Two hand /with
tools
Near

Two hand /with
tools
Medium

asymmetry
acceptable
One hand with
tools
Medium

Easy to insert
Total assembly time

Easy
7.62 seg.

Medium
8.47 seg.

Medium
9.28 seg.

Handling Methods

With this information is possible have tree alternatives to design the part according
our convenience, so with this characteristic we assure a minimum assembly time
4.3

Study Case 3

To develop the third study we continue using the same data base the difference now
was that the input variables has two constrains of design, the dimension part must
have a size between 8 and 20 centimeters and the weight should be between 2 and 3
Kilograms, the results are shown at Table 5.
Table 5 Results of study case No.3. The target was to find the inputs variables that produce the
best minimum assembly time, according to the constrains and could have tree possible alternatives to design the part.

Weight
Dimensions
Part symmetry
Handling Methods
Easy to reach
Easy to insert
Total assembly
time

2.95 Kgs.
8 cms
asymmetry acceptable
Two hands /with
tools
Medium
Easy
8.42 seg.

2.0 Kgs.
17.2 cms
asymmetry
Two
hands
/with tools
Medium
Medium
9.0 seg.

2.59 Kgs.
15.3 cms
asymmetry
acceptable
One hand with tools
Medium
Medium
9.5 seg.

So it is preferable the parts with this characteristic because its variables assure a
minimum assembly time. This Fuzzy-Evolutionary Multimodal approach can easily
used to optimize the assembly time product and it can be adapted to different industrial situations.
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5 Conclusions
1. We have shown how fuzzy logic can help to predict the assembly time and how it
could be used as a complementary technique to design for assembly methodology
(DFA). The following are the main advantages and disadvantages found when developing the fuzzy logic system.
Advantages of the fuzzy system
• It is easy to incorporate qualitative linguistic information.
• It is a robust system because in absence of a rule, it will be replaced by others.
Disadvantages of the fuzzy system
• If the entrances to the system are increased, the rules are increased.
• Hard to integrated quantitative knowledge to a function.
2. The research showed the advantages of using a Fuzzy-Evolution Multimodal
approach to analyze the variables behavior to predict, control and optimize the assembly time in a new product. With this hybrid method is possible to find the input
variables that produce the best minimum and worst assembly time. It is very important to find the conditions that a piece must have in order to achieve reduced assembly time. With this methodology these conditions can be easily found.
Finally, It is possible conclude that the Fuzzy-Evolutionary Strategies method is a
suitable methodology to predict and optimize the assembly time of new products.

6 Future Work
It is convenient to keep on working in techniques to supplement these methodologies,
analyze different evolutionary algorithms. To continue improving results is possible
and recommendable to integrate evolutionary multiobjetive algorithms.
To improve the Fuzzy-Evolutionary Multimodal approach, will be increasing the
data base rules is necessary to get new rules to improve the performance of the methodology. The use of type II fuzzy systems can get a better performance of the proposed system because it can consider uncertain and tolerances of the assembly components.
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Abstract. In this work we introduce a task classification model for soft real-time
systems. Task processes are analyzed as probabilistic distribution functions which
parameters are considered as stationary random variables over the long time. We
present a technique for tasks classification based on the maximum entropy level
as element of differentiation among tasks. The classification model is described
and evaluated based on probabilistic distribution functions properties.

1 Introduction
In computer systems, the term ”tasks” is referred to those processes which are executed in servers whose perform a specific action. Tasks are software entities that aim to
respond to the information generated by Real-time systems; peripheral devices or internal processes [1]. In applications with explicit timing constrains and logical correctness,
tasks completion algorithms that accomplish these requirements has been purposed in
many works. Tasks scheduling involve certain knowledge of tasks characteristics. Since
its earliest definitions, tasks have been classified as: periodic, semiperiodic, aperiodic
or sporadic for various authors according the analysis context [1],[7], [8], [16]. In most
of cases, task classification is established priory. Periodicity in generated events mark a
classical division among tasks types.
Scheduling in real time systems concerns the determination of a temporal ordering
of tasks within constraints of some specified timing, precedence and resource requirements. Depending on the nature of the application, scheduling may be classified into
different kinds: static scheduling, dynamic scheduling and mixed scheduling [8].
Static scheduling assumes prior knowledge of the relevant characteristics of all
tasks, which may be taken into account in scheduling. When this information is available priority ordering is assigned to tasks. However, any change in tasks requires the
complete rescheduling. On the other hand, Dynamic scheduling algorithms are designed
to work with unpredictable arrival times of tasks and possible uncertainties in their execution times or deadlines; priority assignation is done in line; that is, tasks priority is
assigned at the task arrival time.
Assign priority ordering only have sense when tasks are preemptable. A task is
preemptable by other task with higher priority if it can be interrupted and resumed later
meanwhile its overall goal can be achieved. In dynamic scheduling algorithms, tasks
assigned priority vary over time from request to request, but in a statistical way the
priority tasks ordering remains the same.
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Tasks priority ordering depends mostly on real time constraints; such as arriving
time or deadline. Scheduling based on priority ordering aims to deal with these constraints optimally. In dynamic priority scheduling algorithms, where tasks characteristics are known at the time they arrives, statistical knowledge of their process is required.
In stationary systems which maintain its characteristics over long time, it is possible to determine some tasks performance information based on their statistics. Tasks
process outcomes can be described by density distribution function with defined parameters. Probability does not say much about individual events, but describes a faithfulness
level of task predictability. Meanwhile tasks processes repeat during an infinite number of times. Some of these relevant variables are: incoming channel, inter-arrival time
or period, relative deadline and, computations or communications streams. Here tasks
processes are considered stochastic stationary processes with defined probability distribution function; likewise task statistical behavior can be described. In soft-real-time
systems, it is statistically required that task processes be completed in their deadlines.
This means that a statistical distribution response time service is acceptable.
While the system evolves in time, tasks knowledge increases. A measure of amount
of uncertainty can be represented in probability with the maximum entropy. That is, the
information is more informative kind, if it consists of mean values of task variables.
Therefore, the analysis of tasks processes estimate a measure of the degree to which a
system is schedulable. One such measure is the task classification on maximum entropy
level what is the focus of this work.
The purpose of this paper is introducing a scheduling theory based on tasks continuous stochastic processes for soft-real-time systems. Our aim is give an entropy based
classification for tasks treatment. As well as task classification is generated while the
process evolves. Tasks classification helps us in scheduling algorithms based on tasks
characteristics.

2 Preliminaries
In this section, we define task functions as continuous time stochastic processes. This
approach let us to handling any kind of task; where periodicity in task time arrival
becomes a density distribution function. Based on M/M/1 queueing theory [4], tasks
time constraints; arriving and deadline time are independently assigned according to a
probability distribution. Next assumptions are made in order to simplify out model, but
they can be treated in future works.
1.
2.
3.
4.

An task becomes a active an instant after it arrives.
All tasks are preemptive and overhead are depreciable.
Deadline is result of arrival time and calculus time.
Start time, lateness and precedence are considered nulls.

Let the tuple (Ω, F , Pr) be the probability space that describe task process. The Ω
set throws outcomes out during the sample time. Here F is the set field in Ω. Then Pr
is the probability measure function in this space. Tasks constraints are random variables
generated by a random variables family whom are none decreasing in time [9], [10].
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Definition 1. (Real-time Task). A real-time task is a stochastic process described by
π{A(t, ω), I(t, ω), D(t, ω)} ∈ F, characterized by the random variables family A,I
and D defined in the probability space (Ω, F , Pr) with tT t > 0, and ω ⊂ Ω.
Definition 2. (Arrival Time). The arrival time is a stochastic process {A(t, ω)} ∈ F
defined as the required waiting time to observe an arrival occurrence when this outcomes at rate λ time units, is described by an exponential density function.
1 −1t
e λ
λ
A(t, ω) > 0

A(t, ω) =

(1)

Definition 3. (Task Information). The information contained in tasks that will be executed according to server performance is a stochastic process {I(t, )} ∈ F described
by an normal density function.
t2 −µ2
1
e− 2σ2
I(t, ω) = √
2πσ 2
I(t, ω) > 0

(2)

Definition 4. (Deadline). The time when a task must finish its service is a stochastic
process {D(t, )} ∈ F described by the sum of A(t, ω) and I(t, ω); D(t, ω) = A(t, ω)∗
I(t, ω) Thus the normalized Deadline distribution function is defined by
D(t, ω) =

exp(− 12 σ

2

+2tλ−2µλ
)
λ2
µ
σ2
λexp( 2λ2 + λ )

(3)

D(t, ω) > 0
Task information is taken as the time unit to determine the calculation time. Based
on the calculation time is a product of the task information and a constant of process
capability of the system. So that, in following developments theses will be teated as
synonyms. As independent random variables, the deadline process is the sum of the
arrival time and the task information or calculation time.

3 Maximum Entropy Principle
In 1948 Claude Shannon [14] published his theory of communication; where he derives
a measure of uncertainty denoted entropy. Referring to some system with certain physical or conceptual entities, the messages they produce have meaning. Shannon proposed
a measure of how much information is ”produced” by such a process, or better, at what
rate information is produced.
The measure H (p1 , p2 , ..., pn ) of a set of possible events whose probabilities of
occurrence are p 1 , p2 , ..., pn . The entropy is the measure function of the uncertain of
an event outcome. It is reasonable to such a measure to require of it the following
properties:
1. H should be continuous in the p i .
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2. If all the pi are equal, pi = 1/n then H should be a monotonic increasing function
of n. With equally likely events there is more choice, or uncertainty, when there are
more possible events.
3. If a choice be broken down into two successive choices, the original H should be
the weighted sum of the individual values of H.
Definition 5. (Entropy). The only function H that satisfies the three above assumptions
is of the form:
n

pi log pi
(4)
H(p1 , p2 , ..., pn ) = −K
i=1

The form H =
pi log pi is recognized as entropy for probabilities p i because of
the mathematical similarity with the thermodynamical definition of entropy. Typically,
K is taken as unity and the logarithm either in base 2 or Napierian (natural) base. In an
analogous manner the entropy of a continuous distribution with the density distribution
function p(x) is given by:
 ∞
H(x) = −
p(x) log p(x)dx
(5)


−∞

For task processes with known density distributions; mathematical maximization
techniques like Lagrange multipliers are used to determine a measure of certainness for
continuous random variables based on the maximum entropy principle.
Theorem 1. (Maximum task arrive entropy). Lets A(t, ω), t > 0, be the arrival time of
a task, subject to the following constraints:
∞
1. 0 A(t, ω)dt = 1
∞
2. 0 tA(t, ω)dt = λ for λ > 0
∞
3. H(A(t, ω)) = − 0 A(t, ω) log A(t, ω)dt

The maximum entropy for A(t, ω) variable with pre-specified first moment in [0, ∞)
is Hi,M given by
H(A(t, ω)) = log λe
(6)
Proof. In stochastic sense, the arrival time function A(t, ω) is defined as an exponential
type function, [4] and [6]. Using the method of Lagrangian multipliers, the density distribution that satisfies the constraints 1) and 2), is the one described
2. The asso ∞ in DEF
1
1
ciated maximal entropy is then obtained by H(A(t, ω)) = − 0 λ1 e− λ t log λ1 e− λ t dt =
∞ 1 −1t

1
∞
lnλ 0 λ e λ dt + λ1 0 λt e− λ t dt H(A(t, ω)) = lnλ + 1
Theorem 2. (Maximum task deadline entropy). Lets D(t, ω), t > 0, be the deadline of
a task, subject to the following constraints:
∞
1. 0 D(t, ω)dt = 1
∞
2. 0 tD(t, ω)dt = λ for λ > 0
∞
3. H(D(t, ω)) = − 0 D(t, ω) log D(t, ω)dt
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the maximum entropy for D(t, ω) variable with pre-specified first moment in [0, ∞)
is Hi,M given by
H(D(t, ω)) = log λe
(7)
Proof. Deadline defined by the convolution
 ∞between task information and arrival time
distribution functions where D(x, ω) = −∞ A(t, ω)I(x − t, ω)dt normalized is considered. Thus, the density distribution that satisfies the constraints 1) and 2), is the one
described
in DEF 4. The associated maximal entropy is then obtained by H(D(x, ω)) =
∞
− 0 D(x, ω) log D(x, ω)dt, this yield H(D(x, ω)) = lnλ + 1

4 Maximum Entropy Tasks Classification
In previous section we establish a probabilistic criteria for task classification in dynamic algorithms, according with tasks temporal constraints. As in firsts works in the
area, periodicity and deadline constraints have been considered bases on task planning
algorithms.
A main task property is the period. In Liu and Lyland pioneer analysis, [7], the
length of successive tasks is a constant called period T . A periodic task is said to have
a regular release time, or it is regular time triggered. If a task does not accomplish with
this criteria is called a nonperiodic or sporadic task. Task periodicity plays a relevant
role in scheduling algorithms because of the assumptions considered in its analysis; in
order to have the expected results [5]. Periodicity is considered as a measure of task
order timely speaking. A higher hierarchy task corresponds a higher periodicity task.
What is defined by the task arrival distribution function.
Deadline property is considered in dynamic scheduling as the EDF algorithm [15].
By means of the processor utilization factor, task priority is selected by the absolute
deadline. Tasks with earlier deadlines will have higher priorities.
Definition 6. (Hierarchy in Probabilistic Sense). Let J M = J(π(t, ω)) be the task
parameter assigned that describes the relative importance among tasks in the system
J(π(t, ω)) = min



H(A(t, ω))
H(D(t, ω))

(8)

Theorem 3. (Tasks Hierarchy based on Maximum Entropy). Lets π i (t, ω) be a task
process with arrival time Ai (t, ω), Ii (t, ω) and Di (t, ω). Task hierarchy of Ji,M respect
to Jj,M according with the maximum entropy principle is established by
Ji,M > Jj,M

if and only if

Hi,M < Hj,M

(9)

Proof. Results of THEO 1 and THEO 2 relate maximum entropy measure with the
distribution density mean for the task parameters under consideration. Accomplish with
inequality Hi,M < Hj,M give the hierarchy inequality
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5 Simulation Results
Assigning hierarchy to task processes is a first step in task planning due to the relevance
of classify tasks in dynamic scheduling algorithms. That is, while tasks arrive and we
have enough information about their probabilistic parameters, we are able to distinguish
those tasks that must be served first from the others.
A simulation algorithm for task classification using the maximum entropy principle
is presented. Here we take tasks arriving time samples from whom we observed their
statistical parameters during the simulation time. With the first probability moment values we applied the classification based on maximum entropy principle in order to give
them a relative hierarchy giving an order of tasks to be processed by the server.
In Figure 1 a simulation outcome is showed. Here, the simulation algorithm is tested
for three tasks with different first probability moments which arriving task density distribution are stationary. Moreover, the tasks classification is presented for these task
samples giving them a priority value in function of maximum entropy certainness measure.

Fig. 1. A tasks classification simulation outcome

We observe from the tasks hierarchy values for figure 1), that while the simulation
time evolve; these values remains unchanged because of the information gathered from
tasks.
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6 Summary and Conclusions
In this paper the priority rule problem for task planning is treated. Assigning priority to
tasks based on the maximum entropy principle let us deal with tasks with differences in
their statistical parameters. The technique presented here is applied to not only periodic
tasks but aperiodic tasks also. A remarkable result of this work is the classification
method, in relation with tasks periodicity and deadline constraints is a similar manner.
Based on the maximum entropy level as element of differentiation among tasks,
this theory gives a continuous analysis in task planning processes. We have modeled
soft real-time systems as tasks processes with stationary distribution functions. This
analysis establish the basis for scheduling algorithms future works.
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Abstract. In the deregulated Power Market scenario, due to liberalized market
structure and non-discriminatory open transmission access, the issue of
congestion management and hence optimum use of transmission capacity, has
become more crucial issue.. The pricing mechanism based on capacity
allocation principle, to determine Locational Marginal Prices (LMP) can be
proved to be substantial, about efficient utilization of transmission grid and
available generation capacity. Regarding Congestion Management the Optimal
pricing strategy breaks the Nodal pricing into two components; one is
Locational Marginal Price (LMP) and second is Nodal Congestion Price (NCP).
Both of these are significant for market participants as system security
parameter. In the emerging deregulated environment, the Artificial Intelligent
techniques like ANN provide instant and accurate LMPs, which boost up the
motive of spot power market. This paper presents Radial Basis Function Neural
Network (RBFNN) for estimating LMPs.
Since the test results are very accurate and awfully fast, these instant results can
be directly floated to OASIS (open access same time information system) web
site. The Market Participants willing to make transactions can access this
information for any location of the market. The effectiveness of the proposed
ANN has been established by comparing the testing results with those obtained
with conventional Interior-Point OPF based method for a 6-bus test system
having three generating units.

Keywords: Locational Marginal Price, Nodal Price, Congestion Management,
Radial basis function (RBF) neural network.

Nomenclature

C S i Supply bid of unit i [$ / MWh];
C D j Demand bid of unit j [$ / MWh];

PSi

Supply bid volume of unit i [MW];
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PD j

Demand bid volume of unit j [MW];

PS max i Upper limit of power bid of unit i [MW];
PS min i Lower limit of power bid of unit i [MW];
PDmax j Upper limit of demand bid of unit j [MW];

PDmin j Lower limit of demand bid of unit j [MW];
QGi

Reactive power output of unit i [MVar];

QGmin i Upper limit of Reactive power at unit i [MVar];
QGmax i Lower limit of Reactive power at unit i [MVar];
Vi
I
J
B
N
LMP k
Pi
Qi

Voltage magnitude at unit i
Set of indexes of generating units;
Set of indexes of consumers
Set of indexes of network buses;
Set of indexes of transmission lines;
Locational Marginal Prices at bus k;

i th bus
th
= reactive power load at i bus

= real power load at

1 Introduction
With the advent of deregulation and policies of open access, allocation of scarce
transmission resources has become a key factor for the efficient operation of
electricity market. To ensure efficient use of transmission grid and generation
resources by providing fast and correct economic signals, a spot price or nodal price
theory has been developed [1]. To design a reasonable pricing structure of Power
Systems and to provide an effective Congestion Management procedure nodal prices
have been decomposed into a variety of parts corresponding to concerned factors such
as generations, voltage limitations, transmission congestion and other constraints [2].
The optimal nodal prices [3] and [4] of electricity comprise of two components,
one is price for cost of supplying next increment of electric power demand (based on
Lagrangian Multiplier), at a specific node or bus, involving generation marginal cost
and all power system equality constraints; other is price for congestion (i.e. shadow
prices) considering inequality constraints only. The first component is called as
Locational Marginal Price (LMP) and other is Nodal Congestion Price (NCP). A
multi-objective optimal power flow approach to account for pricing system security
through the use of voltage stability constraints is presented in [5]. In the deregulated
electricity market, the market dispatch (unconstrained) stage is almost same for
different market structures. These auction-based dispatches have no consideration for
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transmission situations and the resulting price is the Market Clearing Price (MCP). In
economic terms, the market clearing price is the point of intersection of supply and
demand bid curves. However LMP reflects the security constrained pricing. The
various pricing mechanisms for Congestion Management are discussed in [6]. The
method of Nodal Pricing (LMP and NCP) is adopted by PJM, ISO-NE and ISO-NY.
Nodal prices are not necessarily capped by the marginal cost of the marginal units and
can be higher than the most expensive unit running, and can be negative, in
constrained out areas [7]. When there are no congestion in the market, then the LMPs
are same at all buses and equal to the marginal cost to serve load in control area.
Nodal Pricing of Electricity is highly volatile under constrained transmission
condition. Sensitivities of LMPs are explored with respect to power demands in [8].
[9] presents an AC-OPF model for investigating marginal cost pricing for real and
reactive power flow. An overview of various congestion management methodologies
are presented in [10]. Rather than computing spot prices, the thrust area is forecasting
spot prices and Day-Ahead load demand [11] using Artificial Intelligent techniques.
[12] presents a method that forecasts next-day electricity prices, based on fuzzy logic
and neural networks. The RBFNN is proposed in [13-15] for handling various
problems in Power System operation and control.
This paper presents an RBFNN approach [13-15] for predicting LMPs in
deregulated power market. Theoretically with enough RBF neurons, the RBFNN can
realize zero error to all the training samples. Besides, the number of RBF neurons in
the hidden layer can be determined during the parameter optimization process. The
optimization process also speeds up the training process of neural network. These
features make this ANN very attractive in practical use.

2 Methodology

2.1 The RBFNN Architecture
The architecture of the proposed RBF neural network consists of three layers, the
input layer, hidden layer and output layers with the hidden layer composed of RBF
neurons. The nodes within each layer are fully connected to the previous layer as
shown in Fig. 1. The input variables are assigned to each node in the input layer and
are forwarded to the hidden layer directly, without weights. The hidden nodes contain
the radial basis functions and are analogous to the sigmoid function commonly used
in feed-forward multi-layer perceptron model.
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Fig. 1. Radial Basis Function NN Model

Most commonly used MLP models suffer from local minima and over fitting
problems. The RBF neural networks have increasingly attracted interest for
engineering applications due to their advantages over traditional MLP models, namely
faster convergence, smaller extrapolation errors, optimized system complexity,
minimized learning and recall times and higher reliability. They are highly promising
for multivariable interpolation given irregularly positioned data points and provide
good generalization ability with a minimum number of nodes to avoid unnecessarily
lengthy calculations. The radial basis function is similar to the Gaussian density
function, which is defined by a centre position and a width parameter. The width of
the RBF unit controls the rate of decrease of function. The output of the i th unit
ai ( Xp ) in the hidden layer is given by:
a i (X

p

)=

⎛
exp ⎜⎜ −
⎝

∑ [x
r

j =1

jp

− x

]

2

ji

/σ

2
i

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(1)

Where x ji is the centre of i th RBF unit for input variable j ,σi is width of i th RBF
unit and xjp is the j th variable of input pattern p. The connection between the hidden
units and the output units are weighted sums as shown in Fig. 1. The output value oqp
of the qth output node is given as:
(2)

H

o

qp

=

∑

w

qi

a

i

( X

p

) + w

qo

i=1

th

Where wqi is weight between i RBF unit and qth output node and wqo is biasing
term at qth output node.
The parameter of the RBF units is determined in three steps of the training process.
First of all some form of clustering algorithm explores the unit centres. Then the
widths are calculated by a nearest neighbor method. Finally weights connecting the
RBF units and the output units are determined using multiple regression techniques.
Euclidean distance based clustering technique has been employed in this paper to
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select the number of hidden (RBF) units and unit centres. The normalized input data
are used for training of the RBF neural network. In this paper the dynamic version of
RBFNN is used to make faster training. In this new RBFNN hidden nodes are altered
until desired goal is reached.
2.2 Locational Marginal Pricing
The Locational Marginal Prices are the nodal prices, which are typically calculated as
Lagrange multipliers associated with equality constraints, from the OPF solution [16].
For calculating these prices, the Pool Operator receives supplier bid and customer bid
as bid plots. Fig. 2 shows bid plots for both supply as well as demand. Then Pool
Operator determines the market clearing price (MCP) and a set of successful bidders
on the basis of some auction mechanism. In the price assessment process, both
optimal bidding strategy and auction mechanism play an important role. The
intersection of supply and demand plots provides market clearing price and market
clearing volume, as shown in Fig. 2 by Gm and Hm in $/ MWh and in MW
respectively. The supply bid plot shows the minimum price at which a generator is
willing to produce a certain amount of power, while demand bid plot shows the
maximum price, which is accepted by customers to buy a certain amount of power.

Fig. 2. Demand and Supply bid Plot

For the sake of simplicity it is assumed here that supply and demand bid is a single
price not complete plot. In power market security pricing field, OPF-based approach
is basically a non-linear constrained Optimization problem. One crucial outcome of
this optimization procedure is Locational Marginal Prices. This outcome in poolmarket operation is achieved through objective-function as maximization of social
benefit i.e. maximizing the generator’s income for their power production and
simultaneously ensuring that consumers pay cheapest price for their power purchase.
The OPF objective function is:
Min

G =

∑

i∈ I

C

S

i

P

S

i

−

∑

C

j∈ J

D

j

P

D

j

(3)

subject to following equalities and inequalities constraints.
Power flow equations:

f ( P G ,Q G ,V ,θ ) = 0
Power balance equations:

(4)
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P

Qk =

k

∑ (Q
i∈ I

∑ (P

=

G

i∈ I

G

io
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io

+P

∑ (Q
j∈ J

L

S

jo

) −

∑ (P

L

jo

+ Q D j ) tan φ

D

i

j∈ J

+P

D

j

(5)

)

where ∀k∈ B

(6)

j

Supply Bid Blocks:

P S min i ≤ P S i ≤ P S max i

∀i ∈ I

(7)

∀j ∈ J

(8)

∀i ∈ I

(9)

Demand Bid Blocks:

P D min j ≤ P D j ≤ P D max j
Reactive Power Generation Limit:

Q G min i ≤ Q G i ≤ Q G max i
Voltage Security Limit:

V

min k

≤V

k

≤V

max k

∀k ∈ B

(10)

Thermal Limit:

I mk (θ ,V ) ≤ I mk max ∀(m, k ) ∈ N

(11)

The Lagrange function of the optimization problem (3) – (11) can be written as,

Min ℑ = G − λ T f (δ ,V , P S , P D , Q G )
− μ PT S max (PS max − PS − s P s max )
− μ PT S min

(P

S

− s P s min )

− μ PT D max (PD max − PD − s P D max )
− μ PT D min

(P

S

− s PD min )

T
− μ Im
k max (I max − I mk − s I mk max )
T
(I max − I km − s I km max )
− μ Ikm
max
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T
(QG max − QG − sQG max )
− μ QG
max
T
− μ QG
min (QG − QG min − s QG min )

− μ VT max (V max − V − sV max )
− μ

s

⎛
⎜
⎝

∑

ln s

i

i

(12)

⎞
⎟
⎠

where λ and μ are Lagrange multipliers with respect to equality and inequality
constraints. Here s is a non negativity slack variable. The Lagrange multiplier λ
reflects the locational marginal cost price at each node considering all equality
constraints. The optimization of (12) is satisfied by the KKT optimality condition:

∇ z ℑ μ ( z) = 0

(13)

Then by applying (13) in (12):

∂ℑ ∂ P S i = 0 = C S i − λP S i + μ P S maxi − μ P S mini

(14)

∂ ℑ ∂PD i = 0 = −C Di + λ P Di + λ Q D i tan(φ D i )
+ μ P Dmax i − μ P Dmin i

(15)

Thus the LMPs can be defined as,

LMP S i =λP S i = C S i + μ P S max i − μ P S min

(16)
i

LMP D i =λ P D i = C D i + μ P Dmax i − μ P Dmin i
− λ Q D i tan(φ D i )

(17)

Thus by this classical approach, the LMPs at both supply and demand node are
determined for the 6-bus system [5]. Furthermore, it is established that system
congestion do significantly affect market bids and associated costs, hence still there is
a need for a precise model for taking in account security constraints. In this way
LMPs are always better to take into consideration than MCPs. Equation (19) and (20)
provide LMPk i.e. LMPs at kth node in the given system for both supply and demand
bids.
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3 Training Algorithm for RBFNN
Neural Network models are the trainable analytic tools that attempt to mimic the
information-processing pattern in human brain. It has capabilities of learning
generalization and fault tolerance, which make it suitable for on-line application
environment among all other artificial intelligent techniques. The Radial Basis
Function Neural Network (RBFNN) is proposed for providing LMPs at every node of
the given 6-bus test system. The RBFNN can be designed in a fraction of time as
compared with other design approaches for training standard feed-forward networks.
The solution algorithm for Locational Marginal Pricing using RBFN is given
below.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

A large number of load patterns are generated randomly in wide range of load
variation at each load bus.
For each load case Locational Marginal Price at different buses is computed by
classical IPM-OPF method.
Real and Reactive loads at load buses i.e. bus no.4,5 and 6 are selected as input
features for the RBF network.
For training of the RBF network, initialize all the connection weights between
hidden nodes and output nodes.
Compute the Gaussian function at the hidden node using equation (1) i.e.
a i (X

) = exp ⎛⎜⎜ − ∑ [x
r

p

⎝

j =1

jp

− x ji

]

2

/σ

2
i

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

Where r is dimension of input vector.
(vi) For the given values of loads at bus no 4,5 and 6, calculate the output of the
RBFNN, which is locational marginal prices at all the six buses using equation
(2) i.e.
o

H

∑

=

qp

w

i=1

qi

ai( X

p

) + w

qo

(vii) Calculate the Mean Squared Error ep for the pth input pattern using
e

p

=

1
1
.
2 NO

(18)

2
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∑ (t

qp

− o qp

)

q =1

Here tqp is the target value at qth neuron of output layer for p th pattern and
NO is the number of neurons in output layer.
(viii) Repeat steps (v) to (viii) for all the 240 training patterns comprising real and
reactive power demand at bus no. 4, 5, 6 and locational marginal prices at all six
buses.
(ix) Calculate the error function Ek using equation,
p max

EK =

∑

p =1

e

p

=

1
2

p max

∑

p =1

1
NO

2

NO

∑ (t
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qp
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)

(19)
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Where, pmax is the total number of training patterns which is 240 for this
application of estimating locational marginal prices all the nodes/buses of the
given system i.e. six-bus test system.
Update the connection weights using equation

w qi (K + 1 ) = w qi (K ) + Δ w qi ( K )

(20)

Where
p max

Δ w qi ( K ) = η ( K ).

∑δ

qp

. A pi + α .Δ w qi ( K − 1)

(21)

p =1

And

δ

q

= T

q

− O

q

(22)

where, η (K) is learning rate or adaptive size at Kth iteration and δq is the error
signal for unit q and ∝is momentum term and Tq , Oq are target and actual
output respectively.
(xi) The procedure is continued till the error becomes negligible.
(xii) This trained RBFNN model is tested for previously unseen load patterns for
estimating LMPs all the buses of the system.

4 Results and Discussion
Though the trained ANN has provided the accurate results (i.e. LMPs at each node)
for all the 60 testing patterns, due to limited space, testing results for only 15 patterns
are given in Table 1. This table also shows the percentage error as a performance
index for proposed RBFNN. The actual and target output for all 60 load patterns are
shown in Fig. 3.
From this figure it is clear that RBFNN has achieved the target within permissible
accuracy limits (can be seen as overlapped display). It can be noted from Table 1, that
the maximum percentage error for LMP1, LMP2, LMP3, LMP4, LMP5 and LMP6 are
0.267, 0.304, 0.328, 0.319, 0.315 and 0.340 respectively. For same ANN structure and
same learning rate of 0.30 the performance of RBFNN is compared with a BPMLP
model. The rms errors for RBFNN and a BPMLP model were obtained as 0.0867 pu
and 0.1039 pu respectively, which clearly shows its superiority over other BPMLP
models
It is evident from Fig. 3, that LMP at node-1 ranges from 9.0 – 9.85 $/ MWh, LMP
at node-2 ranges from 8.85 – 9.85 $/ MWh, LMP at node-3 ranges from 9 – 10 $/
MWh, LMP at node-4 ranges from 9.5 – 10.5 $/ MWh, LMP at node-5 ranges from
9.6 – 10.4 $/ MWh and LMP at node-6 ranges from 9.2 – 10.2 $/ MWh. The different
values. of LMPs at nodes show the presence of congestion in the system.
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Fig. 3. Testing Performance of RBFNN for all 60 patterns.

5

Conclusion

A novel approach using radial basis function neural network is proposed, for
estimating LMPs at both supply and demand nodes in the system. During testing
phase the trained neural network furnished results within acceptable accuracy limits
for previously unseen load patterns. The floating of this significant information of
LMPs on OASIS website, would enable the Market Participants to peruse their
transactions.
The MCPs do not have any hold on generation and transmission constraints. On the
other hand LMPs are calculated as Lagrangian Multipliers (or dual variables)
associated with OPF framework and are substantially affected by changes in
demands, supply and transmission constraints that’s why constitute essential
information in an Electricity Market. The AI techniques are now admired specifically
for spot pricing in budding deregulated power market and establishing economic
signals among Market Participants.
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Table 1. Testing Performance of Trained RBFNN for Locational Marginal Pricing
NP

TPD

TQD

1

2.966

2.013

2

2.796

1.897

3

2.945

1.998

4

2.923

1.983

5

2.947

2.000

6

3.027

2.054

7

2.787

1.891

8

2.836

1.924

9

3.027

2.054

10

2.980

2.022

11

3.016

2.047

12

2.948

2.000

13

2.949

2.001

14

2.923

1.983

15

2.947

2.000

METHOD
CLASSICAL
BY ANN
% Error
CLASSICAL
BY ANN
% Error
CLASSICAL
BY ANN
% Error
CLASSICAL
BY ANN
% Error
CLASSICAL
BY ANN
% Error
CLASSICAL
BY ANN
% Error
CLASSICAL
BY ANN
% Error
CLASSICAL
BY ANN
% Error
CLASSICAL
BY ANN
% Error
CLASSICAL
BY ANN
% Error
CLASSICAL
BY ANN
% Error
CLASSICAL
BY ANN
% Error
CLASSICAL
BY ANN
% Error
CLASSICAL
BY ANN
% Error
CLASSICAL
BY ANN
% Error

LMP1
9.700
9.726
0.267
9.030
9.033
0.035
9.559
9.574
0.158
9.530
9.529
0.013
9.543
9.531
0.123
9.700
9.706
0.061
9.024
9.039
0.167
9.021
9.043
0.243
9.700
9.706
0.061
9.562
9.574
0.126
9.700
9.680
0.205
9.534
9.551
0.174
9.551
9.551
0.004
9.530
9.529
0.013
9.543
9.531
0.123

LMP2
9.660
9.677
0.181
8.987
8.993
0.070
9.509
9.524
0.155
9.478
9.476
0.016
9.492
9.484
0.089
9.670
9.678
0.080
8.983
8.999
0.182
8.981
9.000
0.210
9.676
9.678
0.018
9.512
9.527
0.160
9.676
9.647
0.304
9.482
9.501
0.197
9.500
9.501
0.007
9.478
9.476
0.016
9.492
9.484
0.089

LMP3
9.827
9.842
0.157
9.148
9.158
0.111
9.670
9.686
0.164
9.638
9.637
0.015
9.653
9.646
0.075
9.839
9.847
0.082
9.146
9.165
0.210
9.146
9.161
0.164
9.846
9.847
0.010
9.674
9.689
0.160
9.847
9.815
0.328
9.643
9.663
0.206
9.661
9.663
0.019
9.638
9.637
0.015
9.653
9.646
0.075

LMP4
10.320
10.335
0.147
9.575
9.576
0.012
10.157
10.169
0.119
10.116
10.115
0.014
10.135
10.126
0.089
10.330
10.339
0.089
9.567
9.583
0.163
9.563
9.590
0.282
10.336
10.339
0.031
10.162
10.173
0.111
10.336
10.303
0.319
10.121
10.145
0.232
10.146
10.145
0.015
10.116
10.115
0.014
10.135
10.126
0.089

LMP5
10.366
10.394
0.270
9.664
9.667
0.032
10.205
10.233
0.270
10.194
10.188
0.055
10.199
10.189
0.100
10.378
10.386
0.079
9.657
9.673
0.168
9.654
9.679
0.259
10.386
10.386
0.001
10.206
10.225
0.190
10.386
10.353
0.315
10.195
10.205
0.094
10.202
10.205
0.026
10.194
10.188
0.055
10.199
10.189
0.100

LMP6
10.128
10.140
0.114
9.429
9.442
0.133
9.964
9.979
0.149
9.929
9.928
0.015
9.945
9.939
0.063
10.141
10.150
0.090
9.428
9.449
0.224
9.428
9.441
0.141
10.150
10.150
0.001
9.968
9.984
0.159
10.150
10.115
0.340
9.933
9.956
0.227
9.954
9.956
0.016
9.929
9.928
0.015
9.945
9.939
0.063
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Abstract. This paper shows some preliminary results about the performance of
an estimation of distribution algorithm of easy implementation but effective to
solve optimization problems. Computer simulation compares Evonorm versus
Evolution Strategies to optimize complex functions. The results show a better
efficiency and easy implementation than Evolution Strategies in the optimization of De Jong functions.

1 Introduction
There is a new tendency to generate simplified versions of evolutionary algorithms
where crossover and mutation procedures are replaced. The population is built by a
model that represents an estimation of distributions of the best individuals selected.
Evonorm is a new evolutionary algorithm where the population is built by random
variables with normal distribution. The parameters of these random variables are
determined by the calculation of the mean and the standard deviation of selected
population of solutions. The evolutionary algorithm replaces the crossover and the
mutation procedure with new procedures to calculate parameters of random variables
and to generate new individuals from these random variables with normal distribution.
Evonorm is an easy and effective way to apply estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs). Evonorm can be used to find the decision variables that optimize a
given function. There are several approaches to apply EDAs and can be classified in
two classes, discrete and continuous. Examples of discrete EDAs are PBIL [1],
UMDA [2], and CGA [3]. Examples of continuous EDAs are UMDAc [4] and IDEA
[5]. In every class there are two subclasses, EDAS that consider a dependences between decision variables like BOA [6], hBOA[7], and eCGA[8], and EDAs that consider a independencies between variables. In continuous EDAs there is the same sub
classification [9].
EDAs replace the use of crossover and mutation mechanism so it is expected a
simplification in the implementation of an EDA, but in some of them it implies the
use of high cost search mechanism to get an effective model to estimate the distribu© A. Gelbukh, S. Suárez. (Eds.)
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tion of individuals selected in order to generate a new population. It is like a new
low-level optimization problem into high-level optimization problem. Some experiments have shown the efficient of EDAs versus another evolutionary algorithms and
the conclusion is the same, the EDAs requires more computational time and do not
improve significantly the solutions found [10]. Evonorm can be effective founding
good solutions but without the use of complex search mechanism to estimate distributions.
The present section is the introduction. The second section is an introduction of
EvoNorm. The third section shows the performance of EvoNorm versus Evolution
strategies ( μ , λ ) to make comparison between them optimizing De Jong Functions.
The conclusion and future work is given in section fourth.

2 EVOlutionary Algorithm of Random Variables with NORMal
Distributions (Evonorm)
Evonorm uses random variables with normal distribution. The normal distribution
function is a random variable and describes many random phenomena that occur in
every day life. It is simulated the normal distribution function with two parameters,
the first is the mean and it is a numeric measure of the central tendency of the random
variable. The second parameter is the standard deviation and it is a measure of the
dispersion of a variable around the mean. A normal distribution function can be used
to represent a set of possible values of a decision variable, so it is necessary to use a
set of parameters (mean and standard deviation) of the normal distribution function
per decision variable. Equation 1 shows an easy implementation of a random variable
with a normal distribution.

N ( μ , σ ) = μ + σ ∑i =1U
12

(1)

Where: μ is the mean, σ is the standard deviation, and U is a uniform random
number generator. The Evonorm procedure has the same philosophy of an evolutionary algorithm because there are an evaluation process, a selection, and a variation
procedure where the crossover and mutation are substituted by new procedures, the
calculation of the parameters of the normal distribution functions per decision variable and the generation of a new population.
In continuous optimization a vector of real numbers can represent continuous decision variables. It is used a random variable per decision one. EvoNorm evolves the
random variables to generate new real vectors of decision variables. These variables
will be evaluated and the best of them will be selected to calculate new parameters of
the distribution function to generate a new population. The process is repeated again
and again (Table I). The calculation of the mean and standard deviation is a common
known arithmetic procedure (2, 3)
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μ ( pr ) = ∑i =1 PS ( pr , i ) / n
n

∑

σ ( pr ) =

n
i =1

( PS ( pr , i ) − μ ( pr )) 2
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(2)

(3)

pr represents the decision variables involved, and PS represents the selected individuals. n represents the number of individuals selected. PS is a matrix
of NT Pr columns and NTR rows both constants represents the total of parameters
Where

and individuals respectively.
Table 1. Seudocode of evonorm

1) Generation of a uniform random population P of size m.
2) Evaluation of the m individuals.
3) Selection of the best n individuals
(n<m)
4) Calculation of mean and standard deviation from n selected individuals.
5) Modify standard deviation if intensive
exploration is active.
6) Generation of a new population of size
m from random variables with parameters calculated in (4) and (5)
7) If a criterion satisfied then end else
go to step (2)
EVONORM is similar to UMDAc because uses random variables that generate
numbers with Gaussian distribution. The parameters of these random variables are
calculated from the population selected too. Evonorm searches the appropriate parameters of the normal distribution to improve the random variables associated.
Evonorm consider an intensive exploration phase because some functions are difficult to optimize. In this phase it is used a constant standard deviation equivalent to
the half of the range of a decision variable and it is used on a half of the total generations of Evonorm. Some functions do not require the intensive exploration phase,
nevertheless the use of this procedure improve lightly the performance of the search
in these functions.
The exploration is implemented by a simple condition: If the generation counter is
below of the 50 percent of the total generations then the standard deviation is equal to
the half of the range of the decision variable (to get a very intensive exploration) else
Evonorm uses the standard deviation calculated from the selected population. The
calculated mean is always used.
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3
Performance Comparisons between Evonorm and Evolution
Strategies
It is analyzed the performance of Evonorm and Evolution Strategies ( μ , λ ) without
recombination [11] on classic test De Jong functions [12, 13]. These functions take
care to include continuity, discontinuity, convex, nonconvex, unimodal, multimodal,
quadratic, non quadratic, low dimensional, high dimensional, stochastic and deterministic characteristics (4 to 8)
The exploration is applied during the 50 percent of the total generations at the beginning of the run. Table II shows the Evonorm parameters used to optimize every function. Evolution Strategies was adjusted to get the same number of evaluations. The
average performance of both algorithms in 100 runs to optimize all De Jong functions
are shown from figure 1 to figure 5.
De Jong function 1
3

f ( X ) = ∑ xi2

(4)

i =1

Where

− 5.12 ≤ xi ≤ 5.12

De Jong function 2

f ( X ) = 100( x12 − x 2 ) + (1 − x1 ) 2
Where − 2.048 ≤ xi ≤ 2.048

(5)

De Jong function 3
5

f ( X ) = ∑ int( xi )

(6)

i =1

Where

− 5.12 ≤ xi ≤ 5.12

De Jong function 4
30

f ( X ) = ∑ ixi4 + gauss (0,1)

(7)

i =1

Where

− 1.28 ≤ xi ≤ 1.28

De Jong function 5

f (X ) =

1
25

1 / K + ∑ f ( x1, x 2)
j =1

−1
j

(8)
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2

Where

f ( x1, x 2) = c j + ∑ ( xi − aij ) 6
i =1

Where

− 65.536 ≤ xi ≤ 65.536 , K = 500 , c j = j , and

0
16
32 − 32 − 16 ... 0 16 32 ⎤
⎡ − 32 − 16
[ a ij ] = ⎢
⎥
⎣ − 32 − 32 − 32 − 32 − 32 − 32 − 16 ... 32 32 32 ⎦

Table 2. Evonorm parameters used to optimize every De Jong function

Generations
Total of individuals
Individuals
selected
Use exploration

De Jong 1
50

De Jong 2
100

De Jong 3
50

De Jong 4
100

De Jong 5
150

25

50

50

50

200

5

10

10

10

40

Not

Yes

not

not

Yes

Figure 1. Performance of the algorithms to optimize De Jong function 1.
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Figure 2. Performance of the algorithms to optimize De Jong function 2.

Figure 3. Performance of the algorithms to optimize De Jong function 3.
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Figure 4. Performance of the algorithms to optimize De Jong function 4.

Figure 5. Performance of the algorithms to optimize De Jong function 5.
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4 Conclusions
The performance of Evonorm is superior to evolution strategies in De Jong functions
1, 3 and 4. In other functions 2 and 5 the performance is very similar in both algorithms. It is important to mention the use of exploration in these test functions. There
is an open opportunity to improve this algorithm because it is necessary to test
Evonorm with and without exploration. The Evonorm is effective to optimize De
Jong functions and the implementation of the algorithm is easy because the calculation of mean and standard deviation involve common used arithmetic operations.
Evonorm is an evolutionary algorithm for continuous optimization based in estimation of parameters of random variables with normal distribution functions. The parameters are calculated from a set of selected individuals. The algorithm shows a
good performance with the comparison again Evolution Strategies. The future work
includes new test functions and comparisons with similar evolutionary algorithms for
continuous optimization and makes the algorithm more independent to the problem. It
is supposed an independent interaction between variables so will be important to may
use multivariable normal distribution functions and different distribution functions
not only the normal one. It is expected to extend the use of Evonorm in multimodal,
constrain satisfaction and multi objective optimization.
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Abstract. In the present article, we propose a method for generation
of rules on genes mediating the development of human lung adenocarcinoma. The method involves the application of cyclic loess normalization
technique followed by the incorporation of the fuzzy sets low, medium
and high. Linguistic rules are generated on the gene expression values.
The system has been successfully applied on a microarray gene expression data consisting of expression values of 7129 genes in 10 normal and
86 tumor samples. In our results we have found that nine genes, including RPLP0, ADH1, UGB, FMO2, HBA2, SFTPA1, SFTPA2, HBB are
the most significant mediating the development of lung adenocarcinoma.
The results are in accordance with a number of earlier investigations.

1

Introduction

Lung cancer continues to be the most common cause of cancer related mortality in men and women. The treatments of lung cancer are primarily based on
the broad classification of tumors into small cell, non-small cell types and histological subtyping. The heterogeneity of lung cancer patients at each disease
stage with respect to outcome and treatment response suggests that additional
subclassification and substaging remains possible.
Recent studies [12, 6, 18] involving gene expression profiling of clinical specimens have had a profound impact on cancer research. In some examples [12,
6], correlations have been made between the expression levels of a gene or set of
genes and clinically relevant subclassifications of specific tumor subtypes. These
results have shown that true molecular classification and substaging of multiple
tumor types may be possible, leading to taking effective measures in prognosis
and patient management. Microarray Technology can be used to correlate the
gene-expression patterns with numerous clinical parameters including patient
outcome to better predict tumor behavior in individual patients [18]. Analysis
of lung cancers using array technologies has identified subgroups of tumors that
differ according to tumor types and histological subclasses, and to lesser extent,
survival among adenocarcinoma patients.
© A. Gelbukh, S. Suárez. (Eds.)
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Fuzzy set theory is capable of handling uncertainty in the gene expression
values arising due to incompleteness, imprecision, noise and experimental errors.
The notion of fuzzy sets has been used in the domain of gene expression analysis. These include identifying interacting genes that fit a known “fuzzy” model
of gene interaction by testing all combinations of gene expression determining
profiles [29], a list of differentially expressed genes [7], a knowledge-based model
of Zhang et. al. [31] to determine the influence of genes on classification of a sample into a tumor category, transforming gene expression values into qualitative
descriptors using a set of linguistic rules involving fuzzy logic [29], fuzzy inferencing for classification of tumor samples [20], application of fuzzy ARTMAP
to identify normal and tumor patients [4]. Recently, Sokhansanj et. al. [27] have
demonstrated an approach with exhaustive search for fuzzy gene interaction
models that best fit transcription measurements by microarray technology.
In this article, we have applied linguistic fuzzy sets on gene expression data
of lung adenocarcinoma to identify a set of genes mediating the development
of lung adenocarcinoma. The method involves a normalization method of cyclic
loess [11] to reduce the variation among the expression levels of the gene over
different samples. Then we have represented the whole-normalized data set in
form fuzzy linguistic variables [23]. In this way, we have found three different
classes corresponding to low, medium and high on gene expression values, for
normal and tumor samples separately. In the next step, we have performed the
matching operation with normal to tumor samples, which has led to identify 293
genes that have changed significantly from normal samples to tumor samples.
Finally, rules are generated using the technique involving confidence factor for
these genes. We report here the nine significant rules corresponding to nine
genes among these 293 genes that have changed their expression values most
significantly from normal samples to tumor samples. The gene expression data
we have considered here are oligonucleotide arrays containing gene expression
profiles for 10 normal and 86 lung adenocarcinoma including 67 stage I and 19
stage III tumor samples on 7129 genes.

2

Related Work

Zhang has proposed a rule discovery procedure that is based on prior knowledge of the influence of each gene for classification of a sample into a tumor
category [31]. Only (gene, expression) descriptors that are consistent with the
classification are considered as the antecedent of the rule. For example, if some
parameter is positive for gene A, then only (A, HIGH) will be retained. On the
other hand, a negative value of the parameter indicates that only (A, LOW )
would be retained. This is certainly arbitrary and depends on the coding for the
class variable. The magnitude of the parameter is ignored in this rule generation
process. All possible descriptor sets are considered to compose the rules in the
initial step. For example, if parameter for genes A and B are both positive in the
logistic regression model, the corresponding rules are (A, HIGH), (B, HIGH),
(A, HIGH), and (B, HIGH). Every rule thus constructed is considered for
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elimination using the impact of its removal in the number of misclassifications.
If there is no change or the number of misclassifications goes down, then the rule
is eliminated.
A set of heuristic rules in the fuzzy logic framework to transform expression
values into qualitative descriptors are evaluated in [29]. This model is used to
find triplets of activators, repressors and targets in a gene expression data set.
The predictions made by the algorithm agree well with experimental data. The
algorithm can also assist in determining the function of uncharacterized proteins
and is able to detect a substantially a larger number of transcription factors than
that could be found at random. This technique extends current techniques such
as clustering to allow the users to generate a connected network of genes using
only expression data.
An investigation has been made using information on importance of genes in
classification using fuzzy inferencing. This is similar to that of other classifiers,
but simpler and easier to interpret [20]. The fuzzy inference system has the theoretical advantage that it does not need to be retrained when using measurements
obtained from a different types of microarrays.
Interpretation of classification models derived from gene expression data is
usually not simple. Rather, it is an important aspect in the analytical process.
The performance of small rule-based classifiers is based on fuzzy sets and distribution of data [32]. The classifiers result in the rules that can be readily
examined by biomedical researchers. The fuzzy logic-based classifiers compare
favorably with logistic regression in all data sets they have considered.
Sokhansanj demonstrated an approach with exhaustive search for fuzzy gene
interaction models that best fit transcription measurements obtained by microarray technology [27]. Applying an efficient, universally applicable data normalization and fuzzification scheme, the search converged to a small number of models
that individually predict experimental data within an error tolerance. Although
gene transcription levels are only used to develop the models, they include both
direct and indirect regulation of genes. Biological relationships in the best-fitting
fuzzy gene network models successfully recover direct and indirect interactions
predicted from previous knowledge to result in transcriptional correlation. Fuzzy
models that fit on data set were used for robust prediction of another experimental data set for the same system. Linear fuzzy gene networks and exhaustive
rule search are the first steps towards a framework for an integrated modelling
and experiment approach to high-throughput “reverse engineering” of complex
biological systems.
Advances in molecular classification of tumors may play a central role in
cancer treatment. Using gene expression profiles obtained by cDNA microarrays,
a neural network model known as simplified fuzzy ARTMAP has been developed
that is able to identify normal and tumor patients [4]. Furthermore, it makes
the distinction among patients with molecularly different forms of carcinoma
without any previous knowledge of those subtypes.
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3

Proposed Method

In this section, we describe the method of generating linguistic rules on genes
mediating the development of lung adenocarcinoma. The method has two parts.
In the first part, we have used cyclic loess normalization technique [11] for transforming expression values in different normal samples of a gene into one value.
Similarly, expression values in different lung adenocarcinoma samples of a gene
into one value. The entire method is described in details below.
3.1

Normalization

The need of normalization arises naturally when we deal with experiments involving multiple arrays. There may be two broad characterizations one could use
for the type of variation in different arrays: interesting variation and obscuring
variation. Interesting variation deals with the biological differences, for example
[14], when large differences in the expression level of particular genes between
a diseased and a normal source are observed. On the other hand, obscuring
variation is introduced during the process of carrying experiment with different
samples of either normal or diseased type. The purpose of normalization is to
deal with this obscuring variation.
Here we use cyclic loess method [11] to normalize the data set for normal
lung samples and as well as tumor samples. This approach is based upon the idea
of the M versus A plot, where M is the difference in log expression values and
A is the average of the log expression values corresponding to a pair of samples.
An M versus A plot for normalized data should show a point cloud scattered
about the M = 0 axis.
This is due to the fact that the expression values of the pair of samples
become closer on application of a normalization method. In particular, for any
two arrays i, j with probe intensities xki and xkj where k = 1, . . . , p is the
probe index, we calculate Mk = log2 (xki /xkj ) and Ak = 1/2 log2 (xki xkj ). A
normalization curve is fitted to these M versus A plot using loess. Here we fit a
parabolic curve. The fits based on the normalization curve are M̂k and thus the
normalization adjustment is given by (Mk − M̂k ). This adjustment is apportioned
equally to xki and xkj .
To deal with more than two arrays, the method is extended to look at all
distinct pair wise combinations. The normalization is carried out in a pair wise
manner, recording an adjustment for each of the two arrays in each pair. After
looking at all pairs of arrays we have a set of adjustments that can be applied
to the set of arrays. Then we repeat the process until the difference in the
expression values becomes less than some predefined threshold. Typically only 5
or 6 complete iterations through all pair wise combinations are needed to achieve
an acceptable result. After getting the normalized values of the genes, we have
taken mean of these normalized values of each gene to represent a gene by a
single expression value. The steps of the method [11] are provided below for the
sake of clarity.
For each gene, do
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STEP 1: Choose pair wise samples.
STEP 2: Compute Mk and Ak for each pair using the above
 method.

n
STEP 3: If there are n samples for a gene, there should be
pairs, so as
2
 
n
to get
number of Mk and Ak .
2
STEP 4: Fit Mk with respect to Ak . Here we use the parabolic curve fitting
2
algorithm. In this algorithm we use the formula M̂k = a + bAk + cA
 k . So for a
n
set of Ak values, we can get a set of M̂k values. Finally we can get
number
2
of (Mk − M̂k ) values. We call these (Mk − M̂k ) values as an adjustment.
STEP 5: Record these adjustments for each sample and compute the resultant
adjustment of each sample.
STEP 6: Update the old log expression value for each sample by the following
formula,
new log2 xik = old log2 xik + resultant adjustment
STEP 7: Repeat Step 1 to Step 6 until the differences between the log expressions values are less than some threshold values specified by the analyzer
(i.e. repeat those steps until the log expression values of different samples are
close enough).
3.2

Grouping (into classes) based on fuzzy sets

In conventional statistical methods, the absolute expression pattern of genes is
presented to a system for computations. However, in real life situations, gene
expression pattern may be uncertain and/or incomplete. In such cases it may
become convenient to use linguistic variables such as low, medium, high, very
high, or more or less to replace numerical feature information [23].
The proposed model is capable of handling absolute expression pattern i.e,
numerical and inexact i.e, linguistic forms of the input data. Any input expression value can be described through a combination of membership values in the
linguistic property sets low, medium and high.
Each input expression value xjk of jth gene of kth sample in quantitative
form can be expressed in terms of membership values to each of the three linguistic properties low, medium and high. Therefore for n samples, we have an
n-dimensional gene expression pattern xj = [xj1 , xj2 , . . . , xjn ]T for jth gene,
which may be represented as a 3n dimensional vector
vj = [Ulow (xj1 ), Umedium (xj1 ), Uhigh (xj1 ), . . . , Uhigh (xjn )]T .

(1)

Here Ulow (xjk ) is membership value of jth gene with expression value xjk in
kth sample, to the fuzzy set low. Hence in trying to express input xj with the
linguistic properties, we are effectively dividing the dynamic range of expression
value into three overlapping partitions called low, medium, and high for each
gene. Note that, for reducing complexity, we have already applied normalization
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technique (described in Section 2.1) for transforming expression values in various
samples of a gene into one value. This makes the dimension of xj to be one and
hence the dimension of vj to be three. That is, for a jth gene we have only one
expression value xj .
We now describe the formulation of the membership functions corresponding
to the fuzzy sets low, medium and high. These three membership functions are
termed as Ulow , Umed , Uhigh corresponding to the fuzzy sets low, medium and
high. Here we have considered triangular membership functions for modelling
the fuzzy sets. Thus, the membership function Ulow is defined as
Ulow (xj ) = 1,
if xj ≤ xmin
= 1 + (xj − xmin )/(xmin − cmed ), if clow ≤ xj < cmed
= 0,
otherwise

(2)

Similarly, Umed and Uhigh are defined as
Umed (xj ) = (xmin − xj )/(xmin − cmed ), if clow ≤ xj < cmed
= (xmax − xj )/(xmax − cmed ), if cmed < xj ≤ chigh
= 0,
otherwise

(3)

Uhigh (xj ) = 1,
if xj > chigh
= 1 + (xj − xmax )/(xmax − cmed ), if cmed < xj < xmax
= 0,
otherwise

(4)

Here xmax and xmin denote the upper and lower bounds of the observed range
of the gene expression values. The parameters are computed as follows:
cmed =
(xmin + xmax )/2
clow = (cmed − xmin )/2 + xmin
chigh = (xmax − cmed )/2 + cmed
The basic nature of these membership functions is as follows: (i) Maximum
value of each function is 1. (ii) Minimum value of each function is 0. (iii) The
membership functions corresponding to low and medium, cut at the point for
which Ulow = Umed = 0.5. Similar is the case for Umed and Uhigh such that at
the point of intersections of the membership functions corresponding to medium
and high, Umed = Uhigh = 0.5. (iv) The membership value corresponding to a
gene expression value to a fuzzy set is maximum at the center of the fuzzy set and
decreases as it is away from the center of the fuzzy set. It may be noted that one
may use other membership functions for modelling the fuzzy sets low, medium
and high, keeping the similar basic nature of the membership functions. The
choice of c-values automatically ensures that one of the membership values Ulow ,
Umed or Uhigh of each gene in the corresponding three dimensional linguistic
space should be greater than 0.5, and among the other two one should be zero.
This allows a gene to have a strong membership to at least one of the properties
low, medium, high. So after representing the genes with three linguistic variables,
we group the genes based on their membership values into low, medium or high.
That is, a gene with membership value to low greater than 0.5 is considered,
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as a member of the fuzzy set low. Thus we have got three classes of genes in
low, medium and high. This process is executed both on normal and tumor
samples separately. However, the values of the parameters (i.e, c-values) of the
membership functions, for both normal and tumor samples are computed, based
on the normal lung samples.
3.3

Rule generation based on linguistic variables

The membership values of various genes in both normal and tumor samples are
used for rule generation in if-then form in order to justify any decision on some
genes reached. These rules describe the extent to which a gene is responsible for
causing adenocarcinoma in lung. The rules generated are in the form of if-then,
where the antecedent is formed by two conjunctive clauses – one corresponding
to the linguistic representation of a gene in normal samples and the other corresponding to that in tumor samples. The consequent part of the rule represents
whether the tumor sample is adenocarcinomic or not. In order to generate the
antecedent (“if”) part of a rule, we compute confidence factor CON F as given
by
CON F =

1
[vmax nmax + (1/(cl − 1)) × (Σj (vmax − vj ))], 0 ≤ CON F ≤ 1 (5)
2

where j = 1, 2, . . . , cl; cl being the number of classes. (Here cl = 3, as the classes
are low, medium and high.) Here vmax = maxcl
j=1 {vj }, vj is the membership
value to jth class and nmax indicates the number of occurrences of vmax in
vector v. Note that CON F takes care of the fact that the difficulty in assigning
a particular gene to a fuzzy class depends not only on the highest entry in the
output vector vmax but also on its differences from the other entities vj . It is
seen that the higher the value of CON F , the lower is the difficulty in deciding a
fuzzy set to which the gene belongs, and hence greater is the degree of certainty
of the output decision. Based on the value of CON F the system makes the
following decisions heuristically while generating a rule. Let vk = vmax such
that the pattern under consideration belongs to the class Ck . We have: (i) if
(0.8 ≤ CON Fk ≤ 1.0) then very likely fuzzy set Ck . (ii) if (0.6 ≤ CON Fk < 0.8)
then likely fuzzy set Ck . (iii) if (0.4 ≤ CON Fk < 0.6) then more or less likely
fuzzy set Ck . (iv) if (0.1 ≤ CON Fk < 0.4) then not unlikely fuzzy set Ck . (v) if
(CON Fk < 0.1) then unable to recognize fuzzy set Ck .

4

Results

In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated on lung
adenocarcinoma gene expression data [1, 2, 5].
4.1

Description of the data set

The data set is obtained by microarray experiments of Affymetrix Corporation
for Ann Arbor tumors and normal lung samples [1, 2, 5]. In this data set, there
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are expression values of 7129 genes (more specifically, Affymetrix probe-sets) for
86 lung tumor and 10 normal lung samples[19, 28].
Among these 86 tumor samples 67 samples corresponding to stage I and 19
to stage III tumors. There are also 10 neoplastic lung samples. The data set was
trimmed of genes expressed at extremely low level. That is, genes were excluded
if the measure of their 75th percentile value was less than 100 [2]. Array to
array variation in the overall distribution of gene expression values detected by
quantile-quantile plots was removed by applying a quantile normalization using
a linear spline as a monotone transformation [5]. The gene expression profile
of each tumor was normalized to the median gene expression value among all
the samples. Features on the oligonucleotide arrays representing the genes in the
individual tumors found as outliers were carefully reviewed to confirm expression
levels and exclude artifacts. More details on this data set is found in [1, 2, 5].
4.2

Analysis of the results

The above data
expression value of 10 normal samples of 7129 genes.
 contains

10
So there are
pairs, i.e., 45 pairs for each gene.
2
Table 1. Computation of resultant adjustment. Adi stands for the adjustment for ith
sample.
Sample1
+a1,2 /2
−a1,3 /2
−a1,4 /2
+a1,5 /2
−a1,6 /2
−a1,7 /2
−a1,8 /2
+a1,9 /2
+a1,10 /2
Ad1

Sample2
−a1,2 /2
+a2,3 /2
−a2,4 /2
+a2,5 /2
−a2,6 /2
+a2,7 /2
−a2,8 /2
+a2,9 /2
−a2,10 /2
Ad2

Sample3
−a2,3 /2
+a1,3 /2
+a3,4 /2
−a3,5 /2
−a3,6 /2
+a3,7 /2
−a3,8 /2
−a3,9 /2
+a3,10 /2
−Ad3

Sample4
+a2,4 /2
−a3,4 /2
+a1,4 /2
−a4,5 /2
+a4,6 /2
−a4,7 /2
+a4,8 /2
−a4,9 /2
+a4,10 /2
Ad4

Sample5
−a2,5 /2
+a4,5 /2
+a3,5 /2
−a1,5 /2
+a5,6 /2
−a5,7 /2
+a5,8 /2
−a5,9 /2
+a5,10 /2
−Ad5

Sample6
+a2,6 /2
−a5,6 /2
+a3,6 /2
−a4,6 /2
+a1,6 /2
−a6,7 /2
+a6,8 /2
−a6,9 /2
+a6,10 /2
Ad6

Sample7
−a2,7 /2
−a3,7 /2
+a4,7 /2
+a5,7 /2
+a6,7 /2
+a1,7 /2
−a7,8 /2
+a7,9 /2
−a7,10 /2
−Ad7

Sample8
+a2,8 /2
−a5,8 /2
+a3,8 /2
−a4,8 /2
−a6,8 /2
+a7,8 /2
+a1,8 /2
−a8,9 /2
+a8,10 /2
−Ad8

Sample9
−a2,9 /2
+a3,9 /2
+a4,9 /2
+a5,9 /2
+a6,9 /2
−a7,9 /2
+a8,9 /2
−a1,9 /2
−a9,10 /2
−Ad9

Sample10
+a2,10 /2
−a5,10 /2
−a6,10 /2
+a7,10 /2
−a8,10 /2
+a9,10 /2
−a4,10 /2
−a3,10 /2
−a1,10 /2
Ad10

We have first of all, applied normalization algorithm described in Section
2.1. According to the algorithm, we have consider pairwise samples and calculate
adjustment iteratively until the expression values of the two samples become very
closed. This is depicted in Table 1. In Table 1, a1,2 indicates the adjustment value
of pair, sample 1 and sample 2. We have distributed this adjustment value to
the sample 1 and sample 2. Here the log expression value of sample 1 is less than
sample 2. So we divided the adjustment, say a1,2 , such that sample 1 got +a1,2 /2
and sample 2 got −a1,2 /2. In this way each sample has 9 values after distribution.
Finally, we calculate the resultant adjustment by adding those values including
sign for each sample. Now for each sample, we update the old log expression
value of a gene by adding resultant adjustment of the corresponding sample.
This completes one iteration. After 5 or 6 iterations we have got the normalized
value of each sample for a gene. That is, log expression value of the 10 samples
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become close enough. In this way we normalized 7129 genes for normal and
tumor samples. After normalization, we have performed mean operation on the
values of the genes. So ultimately we represented each gene with a single value.
This would help us a lot for further analysis as well as for implementation with
respect to the complexity of the problem is concerned.
The membership values of 7129 genes to the classes low, medium and high
were then calculated using equations (2)-(4), and grouped into three fuzzy classes
based on these membership values. In case of normal samples there are 6288
genes in class low, 835 genes in class medium, 6 genes in class high. Similar
steps were followed for the 86 tumor samples using the parameter values already computed for normal samples. In the case of tumor samples, there are
6251 genes in class low, 871 genes in class medium, 7 genes in class high. It is
interesting to note that number of genes of corresponding to the classes of normal and tumor samples changed significantly. In order to determine the extent
of changes, we have compared these classes, i.e., between (lownormal , lowtumor ),
(mediumnormal , mediumtumor ), (highnormal , hightumor ). Based on this comparison, we have identified a set of 293 genes, each of which has changed the
corresponding class. That is, one of these 293 genes may belong to the class
low for normal samples, but is included in the class other than low for tumor
samples.
Finally, we applied the rule generation technique based on the algorithm
specified in Section 2.3 on these 293 genes to generate 293 rules. Among these
293 genes, we have reported the rules for 9 genes that have changed significantly
from normal to tumor samples. These rules are provided in Table 2. For example,
the rule for the gene FMO2 is as follows:
If FMO2 is very likely in class medium for normal samples and very likely
in class low for tumor samples then the tumor sample is adenocarcinomic.
The results are validated by some earlier investigations on these genes. That
is, these genes were found to be responsible for lung adenocarcinoma by these
investigations. These include the references in [3] for RPL0, [10, 24] for ADH1,
[22, 26] for UGB, [17] for FMO2, [8, 13] for HBA2, [30, 15, 25] for SFTPA1, [21]
for SFTPA2, [16, 9] for HBB.

5

Conclusions

In this article, we have described a rule generation method for identifying a few
genes responsible for a specific disease. First of all, the expression values for genes
in different samples were normalized to remove sources of variation between the
arrays. Here we have used a cyclic loess normalization method [11] on normal
and tumor samples. After normalization, we have performed the mean operation
that is mainly used to represent a gene by a single log expression value. We have
then applied the concept of fuzzy sets to classify the genes into three fuzzy
classes, viz., low, medium, and high. Incorporation of fuzzy set theory makes
the system capable of handling uncertainty in the gene expression values arising
due to incompleteness, imprecision, noise and experimental errors. Now we have
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Table 2. Rules corresponding to the nine most significant genes mediating the development of lung adenocarcinoma. The consequent parts of all these rules are “the tumor
sample is adenocarcinomic”.
Gene Name Antecedent clauses corresponding to
Normal
Tumor
RPLP0
Likely medium Very likely high
NULL
Very likely medium Very likely high
ADH1
Likely medium
Very likely low
UGB
Likely medium
Very likely low
FMO2 Very likely medium Very likely low
HBA2
Likely medium
Very likely low
SFTPA1
Very likely high Likely medium
SFTPA2
Very likely high Likely medium
HBB
Very likely high Very likely low

performed matching operation with normal classes with the tumor classes. After
matching we have identified the genes that moved significantly from one class of
normal to another class of tumor or vice versa.
Applying the above method on a lung adenocarcinoma data set containing
gene expression values, we have grouped those genes into three different classes
low, medium, high. The low, medium and high classes for normal consist of 6288,
835 and 6 genes respectively. Similarly, the low, medium and high classes of tumor
consists of 6251, 871 and 7 genes respectively. We have compared all three classes
of normal with low, medium and high classes of the tumor. On this comparison,
we have found 293 genes that are significantly changed their expression level
from normal to the tumor. Among these 293 genes, we have reported nine genes
that have changed significantly based on the rule we have got. These 9 genes
include RPLP0, ADH1, UGB, FMO2, HBA2, SFTPA1, SFTPA2, HBB. Among
those 9 genes we have found, the gene HBB that have moved most significantly
from class high of normal to the class low of the tumor. We have reported that
this gene is a down-regulated gene that is mediating the development of lung
carcinoma. Therefore, over or under expression of these 9 genes are responsible
for the development of lung carcinoma. These results have been validated by a
number of earlier investigations.
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Abstract. Selecting informative genes for the classiﬁcation of tumor tissues from microarray data is a challenging problem in bioinformatics. Recursive Feature Elimination with Support Vector Machines (SVM-RFE)
is known to be an eﬀective method for selection and classiﬁcation of microarray data. In this paper, we introduce a novel gene ranking method
based on a frequency analysis in gene subsets processed by SVM-RFE.
This novel ranking leads to select as informative genes the top ranked
genes. The eﬀectiveness of this method is assessed using two well-known
benchmark data sets from the literature, showing highly interesting results.
Key words: Microarray data analysis, Support vector machines, Adatron, Recursive feature elimination

1

Introduction

Recent advances in DNA microarray technologies enable to consider molecular
cancer diagnosis based on gene expression. Classiﬁcation of tissue samples from
gene expression levels aims to distinguish between normal and tumor samples,
or to recognize particular kinds of tumors [9, 1]. Gene expression levels are obtained by cDNA microarrays and high density oligonucleotide chips, allowing to
monitor and measure simultaneously gene expressions for thousands of genes in
a sample. So, data that are currently available in this ﬁeld concern a very large
number of variables (thousands of gene expressions) relative to a small number of observations (typically under one hundred samples). This characteristics,
known as the ”curse of dimensionality”, is a diﬃcult problem for classiﬁcation
methods and requires special techniques to reduce the data dimensionality in
order to obtain reliable predictive results.
Feature selection is one of the most popular ways for reducing data dimensionality. Feature selection aims at selecting a (small) subset of informative features (genes) from the initial data in order to obtain high classiﬁcation accuracy
[10, 6, 18]. A feasible approach to feature selection is to rank all the features according to their interestingness for the classiﬁcation problem and to select the
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top ranked features. The feature score can be obtained independently for each
feature, as it is done in [9] which relies on correlation coeﬃcients between the
class and each feature. The drawback of such a method is to score each feature
independently while ignoring the relations between the features. More recently,
[11] presents recursive feature elimination using support vector machines (SVMRFE), which relies also on ranking criteria but takes into account the relations
between features.
SVM-RFE is a backward feature elimination method [14] that searches among
the n initial features a subset of d features that maximizes the performance of
a SVM classiﬁer. To achieve this, one starts with all the features and iteratively
removes one feature until d of them are left. The removal is based on a ranking
criterion obtained from a SVM classiﬁer trained on the current subset of features.
One of the diﬃculties with such an approach is the choice of the appropriate
number d of selected features [17]. Moreover, SVM-RFE is basically a greedy
method that studies nested subsets of features, since the selected subset of size
m is included in the previously selected subset of size m + 1. As pointed out in
[11], there is no guarantee that this search strategy leads to optimal results.
The most important motivation of this work is to better understand how the
selected features occur during the iterative steps of SVM-RFE. So this paper
presents a novel approach of gene selection that combines the recursive feature
elimination algorithm with a counting method that allows to identify genes that
have a recurrent importance at diﬀerent stages of the elimination process.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we review the main characteristics of SVM, and explain how RFE ranks and selects the genes according to
their importance for class discrimination. In Section 3, we describe our counting technique for gene ranking. Experimental results are presented in section 4,
before the conclusion given in Section 5.

2
2.1

Feature ranking with SVM-RFE
Support Vector Machines (SVM)

The principle of a SVM classiﬁer is to ﬁnd an optimal hyperplane as a decision
function in a high-dimensional space [3]. Thus, let us consider a training data
set {xk , yk } ∈ n × {−1, 1} where xk are the m training examples and yk the
class labels. At ﬁrst, the method consists in mapping xk in a high dimensional
space owing to a function Φ. Then, it looks for a decision function of the form:
f (x) = w · Φ (x) + b

(1)

and f (x) is optimal in the sense that it maximizes the distance between the
nearest points Φ (xk ) and the hyperplane (this distance is called margin). The
class label of x is then obtained by considering the sign of f (x). This optimization problem can be transformed, in the case of L2 soft-margin SVM classiﬁer
(misclassiﬁed examples are quadratically penalized), in this following one:
m


1
2
ξk2
min w + C
w,ξ 2
k=1

(2)
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under the constraint ∀k, yk f (xk ) ≥ 1 − ξk . The solution of this problem is
obtained using the Lagrangian theory and one can ﬁnd that the vector w is of
the form:
m

w=
αk∗ yk Φ (xk )
(3)
k=1

where

αk∗

is the solution of the following quadratic optimization problem:

max W (α) =
α

m


k=1

1
αk −
2

m


αk αl yk yl

k=1,l=1



1
K (xk , xl ) + δk,l
C



(4)

m
subject to k=1 yk αk = 0 and ∀k, αk ≥ 0, with δk,l being the Kronecker symbol
and K (xk , xl ) = Φ (xk ) , Φ (xl ) is the Gram matrix of the training examples.
The SVM is commonly trained using either mathematical programming (MP)
approaches such as quadratic programming or by strategies that avoid the use
of the MP techniques. The latter techniques have the advantage of being easier
to implement, while providing similar levels of performance as their MP counterparts. One non-MP based approach is the kernel-Adatron (KA) algorithm [5,
13]; this algorithm iteratively updates the Lagrange multipliers, α, associated
with each example. The Adatron has been demonstrated as a useful tool for
analyzing microarray data (see [4]).
2.2

Recursive feature elimination (RFE)

Molecular biologists and oncologists seem to be convinced that only a small subset of genes are responsible for particular biological properties, so they want to
identify the most important or informative genes. Guyon et al. [11] propose an
SVM-based learning method, called SVM Recursive Feature Elimination (SVMRFE) for gene selection. The motivating idea is that the orientation of the separating hyperplane found by a linear SVM can be used to select informative
features: if the plane is orthogonal to a particular gene dimension, then that
gene 
is informative, and vice versa. Specially, given a SVM with weight vector
m
2
w = k=1 αk yk xk , the ranking criterion for gene i is c (i) = (wi ) . Thus, one
starts with all the genes; at each step of the RFE procedure, a classiﬁer is trained
on the given sample set, which determines a ranking value for each gene; then
the gene with the smallest value is discarded and the process is iterated. RFE
thus removes one feature at a time until a single gene is left.
The computational cost of RFE is a function of the number of features, because a classiﬁer must be trained each time a feature is removed. The removal
of chunks of features at each loop represents a feasible approach. Another alternative is to eliminate a chunk of least important features per step until a small
number of features is left, from which point, one feature is removed per step [6,
7].
SVM-RFE is a powerful method for selection and classiﬁcation, but the reasons of its eﬀectiveness are not completely known yet. Several authors have
studied this technique to better understand its properties. In [15], the authors
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present experiments of recursive and non recursive selection procedures applied
with diﬀerent types of classiﬁer in order to see whether the success depends on
the speciﬁc classiﬁer or on the recursive procedure.

3

A combined technique for gene ranking using
SVM-RFE

As explained in the introduction, SVM-RFE works on nested subsets: from the
selected subset of size m, the system builds a SVM classiﬁer associated to an
hyperplane determined by a vector of weights w. The coeﬃcients wi2 are the
ranking coeﬃcients of the genes and the gene with the smallest coeﬃcient is
removed to obtain the subset of size m − 1 on which this process is iteratively
applied. Even if one can determine a unique feature that gives the best separation
between two classes, there is no guarantee that the best pair of features for the
classiﬁcation must contain this feature. So the search strategy of SVM-RFE does
not guarantee an optimal result.
This work proposes to analyze the diﬀerent subsets of genes selected during
the successive steps of SVM-RFE. More precisely, we propose a model where
the ranking of genes during each step of SVM-RFE determines an importance
weight for each gene (the ﬁrst gene has the greatest importance weight); then
we compute the sum of these weights which assigns to each gene an importance
value that takes into account the role of this gene during the whole process
of SVM-RFE. Finally, this counting, based on weighted occurrences, is used to
establish a new ranking of the genes. This model is presented in Algorithm 1.
The algorithm implements the diﬀerent steps of a recursive feature elimination. At each step, we use the kernel-Adatron algorithm to compute the coeﬃcients of the SVM classiﬁer and we obtain the ranking coeﬃcients ci . The
feature associated to the smallest ranking value is eliminated from the subset of
”surviving features”.
Moreover, the ranking is used to determine the importance coeﬃcient assigned to each feature: at each step, the feature that is top ranked receives a
weight of n, where n is the initial number of features, the second ranked gene
receives a weight of n − 1, and so on... Finally the sum of these weights records
the diﬀerent positions of the feature during the process and produces a novel
ranking of the set of features.

4
4.1

Experimental results
Data sets

We applied our approach on two well-known data sets: the leukemia data set and
The colon cancer data set. The leukemia data set consists of 72 tissue samples,
each with 7129 gene expression values. The samples include 47 acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and 25 acute myeloid leukemia (AML). The original data
are divided into a training set of 38 samples and a test set of 34 samples. The
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1. The data set is initialized with the m examples.
Each example is described by n features (gene expression values)
Training samples : X = [x1 , x2 , ... xk , ...xm ]T
Class labels : y = [y1 , y2 , ... yk , ...ym ]T
2. Initialize the following variables:
Subset of surviving features : s = [1, 2, ... i, ...n]
Feature ranked list : r = [ ]
Importance of features : Imp [1, 2, ... i, ...n] = 0
3. repeat
Restrict training samples to good feature indices : X = X(:, s)
Train the classiﬁer : α = Adatron train(X, y)
P
Compute the weight vector of dimension length(s) : w =
k αk yk xk
2
Compute the ranking criteria : ci = wi , for all i in s
Sort the features according to ci ; let position(i) be the place of feature i in
this sorted list: 1 for the last feature associated to the smallest ci and
length(s) for the best feature associated to the greatest ci
Find the feature with smallest ranking criterion: f = argmin(c)
Update the importance value of all features
j
Imp(i) + (n − length(s)) + position(i) : i ∈ s
Imp(i) =
Imp(i) : i ∈ r
Update feature ranked list : r = [s(f ), r]
Eliminate the feature with smallest ranking criterion :
s = s[1 : f − 1, f + 1 : length(s)]
until s = [ ] ;
4. Sort the n features, in decreasing order, according to their importance value
Imp(i): the ﬁrst feature is associated to the greatest value Imp(i) and it is the
index of the top ranked gene

Algorithm 1: Feature Ranking by frequency counting and SVM-RFE

data were produced from Aﬀymetrix gene chips. The data set was ﬁrst used in
[9] and is available at http://www-genome.wi.mit.edu/cancer/.
The colon cancer data set contains 62 tissue samples, each with 2000 gene
expression values. The tissue samples include 22 normal and 40 colon cancer
cases. The data set is available at http://www.molbio.princeton.edu/colondata
and was ﬁrst studied in [1].
A linear normalization procedure transforming the gene expression to mean
value 0 and standard deviation 1 was applied to each dataset.
4.2

Experiments and results

We applied our model on each data set. In each case, we obtained a ranked
list of genes, from which we could select a subset of interesting genes. For a
selected subset, we used a leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) estimate of
the misclassiﬁcation rate, which means that each observation of the training set
is successively omitted from the data and then classiﬁed by a classiﬁer trained on
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the remaining observations, the mean of these experiments gives the estimated
misclassiﬁcation rate. For the classiﬁcation task, we used a SVM-classiﬁer.
Leukemia classiﬁcation We ran our gene ranking method on the entire
data set of 72 samples. The resulting misclassiﬁcation rate is 0/72 (100% of correct prediction) when we use the subset of the four top ranked genes. This result
is similar to the best published results: this maximal rate of correct classiﬁcation
is obtained with 6 genes in [16], but only with 2 genes in [11]. Table 1 shows
the four top ranked genes obtained with our method. The ﬁrst two ranked genes
have been reported in [6], the third has been reported in [8] and the fourth has
been reported in [9].

Ranking Gene Accession Number
1
M27891
2
M19507
3
M26708
4
M63138

Description
CST3 Cystatin C (amyloid angiopathy)
MPO Myeloperoxidase
PTMA Prothymosin alpha
CTSD Cathepsin D (lysosomal aspartyl protease)

Table 1. The 4 best-ranked genes of Leukemia data

Colon classiﬁcation We put all the Colon cancer data into one training
set of 62 samples. The LOOCV misclassiﬁcation rate obtained is 1/62 when we
use the subset of four top ranked genes (see table 2). The ﬁrst ranked gene has
been reported in [12], the second and third ranked genes have been reported in
[11], and the fourth ranked gene has been reported in [7]. The accuracy of our
method is equal to the best result known for this data set and reported in [11];
the unique misclassiﬁed sample is sample number 6, which is a normal tissue
reported by [1]. As we will show in the next section, the misclassiﬁcation rate
of 1/62 can be improved by combing our frequency counting technique with an
exhaustive search, leading to a 100% correct classiﬁcation.
Ranking Gene Accession Number
1
H06524
2
T62947
3
H64807
4
R62549

Description
Gelsolin Precursor, plasma (HUMAN).
60S ribosomal protein L24 (Arabidopsis thaliana)
Placental folate transporter (Homo sapiens)
Putative serine/threonine-protein kinase b0464.5

Table 2. The 4 best-ranked genes of colon cancer data

More experiments on colon data set
When we further analyzed the gene subsets processed by RFE, we observed
a signiﬁcant change at the stage that considers 32 genes. For the previous steps,
i.e. from the step that considers 2000 genes up to the step that considers 32
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genes, a particular gene, X69550, is always the best ranked one according to the
ci coeﬃcients. But in the following steps (with 32 genes and less than 32 genes),
this particular gene is no longer in the ﬁrst position and is eventually eliminated
when only 16 genes are retained.
This fact represents thus an important change in the subsets of relevant
genes and indicates that it may be useful to take into account the role of a
gene along the diﬀerent steps of a RFE process. This consideration goes with
what our counting-based ranking method does. In order to understand what
really happens from the step which considers the subset of 32 top ranked genes,
we decided to have a closer look at these genes and performed a combinatorial
search based on them.
Concretely, from these 32 genes, we examine all the subsets of k genes with
increasing values of k=1,2... until a 100% classiﬁcation rate is reached. This
experiment proves to be successful since we found that it is possible to classify
the whole data set without error (0/62) with only k=4 genes (using a leaveone-out cross-validation estimation). Once this result is reached, the exhaustive
search process is terminated.
Quantitatively, this 62/62 classiﬁcation rate with only 4 genes for the colon
cancer data set constitutes the best possible result and has never been reported
in the literature before. The set of 4 genes leading to this result contains (T62947,
J02854, T57882 and D14812). T62947 has been reported in [11], J02854 has been
reported in [1], T57882 has been reported in [6], and D14812 in [7].
According to our ranking, these genes have respectively received the positions (2,6,10 and 19). This result is very interesting since it shows that the 20
top ranked genes using our ranking contain a subset of genes that enables a
perfect classiﬁcation of the colon data set. Notice that this is not the case if
we consider the 20 top ranked genes using SVM-RFE alone. This indicates that
some important information is obtained by our ranking method when observing
the multiple occurrences of a gene across diﬀerent selection processes.
Comparison with SVM-RFE with correction of bias selection
The classiﬁcation rates given in the previous parts are obtained by a LOOCV
process that assesses the performance of the classiﬁers on a set of features previously selected, as it was done in [11]. As it was later pointed out in [2], error
estimation and gene selection are not independent processes because both are
based on the same training set and this way to conduct LOOCV induces a bias
in the results, that are too optimistic. The proper way to evaluate a feature
selection method is to perform a cross validation that is external to the selection
process.
Therefore we carried out a comparison between SVM-RFE and our counting
method with the following evaluation process. The initial data set is splitted
into two subsets, a training set and a test set. Each method (SVM-RFE and our
counting method) is applied on the training set to select a subset of relevant
genes and to build a classiﬁer; then this classiﬁer is used on the test set to
estimate the performance. 50 trails are performed, with a new split of the data
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into a training set and a test set each time. Table 3 summarizes the results for
our counting method, for SVM-RFE and two other methods from the literature.
We report the average and the standard deviation of the correct classiﬁcation
rate when n genes are selected; we give the results for the number n that gives in
these experiments the best expected classiﬁcation rate for our counting method
and for SVM-RFE. For the colon data set, each of the 50 experiments splits the
data into two groups of 31 samples, while ensuring that each group has 11 normal
and 20 cancerous tissues. For the leukemia data set, the data are splitted into
two groups, one of 38 samples (25 acute lymphoblastic leukemia and 13 acute
myeloid leukemia) and one of 34 samples (22 acute lymphoblastic leukemia and
12 acute myeloid leukemia) for each of the 50 splits.
As it can be observed, on the two data sets, our counting method provides
the best classiﬁcation rate.

Leukemia n = 64
Colon n = 32

Our Counting Method SVM-RFE
98.18% ±1.45%
97.47% ±1.88%
89.36% ±0.03%
88.71% ±0.04%

[2]
≈95%
82.5%

[12]
88.84%

Table 3. Mean and standard deviation for classiﬁcation rate over 50 splits

5

Conclusions and future work

This paper deals with the problem of selection of relevant genes for the classiﬁcation of microarray data. We propose a novel gene ranking method, based
on the SVM-RFE process, that provides encouraging results. Our ranking relies
on an analysis of the diﬀerent subsets of gene selected by RFE and takes into
account the role of a gene along the diﬀerent steps of the selection process. With
the top ranked genes, we obtain classiﬁcation results, which is better than that
SVM-RFE. Moreover, on the colon cancer data set, we show that we can extract
from the 32 top ranked genes a subset of 4 genes that gives a 100% classiﬁcation
accuracy. This classiﬁcation accuracy (with a bias selection) was never reported
before in the literaure.
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Abstract A software tool-box has been developed, which allows, not
only the volume reconstruction from X ray tomography images, but also
the visualization of reconstructed isosurfaces. Although it may be considered that the software needed is tightly linked to the hardware, we’ll
prove that we need ﬁve diﬀerent (hardware independent) software components for the whole process: (1) acquisition, (2) projection’s centering,
(3) reconstruction, (4) isosurfaces segmentation and (5) visualization.
The reconstruction component was taken from Xmipp, an old software
for 3D reconstruction of biological macromolecules, segmentation was
developed using k-means algorithm and the visualization was built using
the splatting technique. In addition we compare splatting with another
two surface visualization techniques such as simple voxels and deformable
simplex meshes. The most of the software components were developed
in C, C++ and perl. The graphical user interface for the visualization
component was developed in C++ using Qt and OpenGL libraries.

Keywords: 3D visualization, splatting algorithm, tomography.

1

Introduction

The objective of a three-dimensional reconstruction is to obtain information
about nature and structure of materials that conform the inside of an object.
The are several applications, for example data from electron microscopes are
used to reconstruct the molecular structure of proteins or to reconstruct the xray structure of an astronomical object such as supernova remnant, however one
of the most important applications has been in medicine to obtain the density
distribution within the human body from multiple x-ray projections [1]. This
process is referred to as computerized tomography and is a widely used technique,
which enables the reconstruction from projections and the visualization of the
internal structure of objects.
A tomograph generates images, named projections, of cross sections of the
scanned object, from data obtained by measuring the attenuation of x rays along
a large number of lines throughout specimen under study. Despite the fact that
acquisition part, in a process of computerized tomography, is tightly linked to
the hardware, another components of software are needed in order to solve the
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whole problem of visualizing reconstructions. Thus, we have analyzed ﬁve main
parts of software:
1) projection’s acquisition, 2) projection’s centering, 3) specimen’s reconstruction, 4) segment the diﬀerent densities of the reconstructed object, and
the last, 5) visualization of the surface for each segmented density. Every part
is independent of the others and consists of one or several programs, but all
parts must be used to resolve the whole problem of visualizing a tomographic
reconstruction.
This paper is organized as follow: in section 2 are described part (1) to (4)
of the developed software. In section 3 is described the visualization part developed with splatting technique and it is compared with others two visualization
techniques, one with voxels faces, and the other one with deformable simplex
meshes. Finally the conclusions are presented.

2
2.1

Software Parts
Acquisition

In this part we acquire projections of the specimen under study. In Fig. 1 is shown
a photograph of the tomograph for which we developed the software described in
this work. The X ray source generates radiation that goes throughout the specimen. X rays are invisible to human eye, therefore to detect them, their photons
must hit a phosphorescent screen, by this way the intensity of the light viewed
on the screen is proportional to the density and composition of the scanned object. In order to obtain several specimen’s projection views, the revolving plate
rotates the specimen around a ﬁxed axis. The projections are collected with a
CCD camera, it uses an optical device to get the views on the phosphorescent
screen. The process geometry depends on a single rotation angle, it is known as
single axis geometry [1,2].
All tomograph’s devices are controlled by an old PC with ISA slots and
Windows 98 operating system. The card’s drivers to transfer the CCD’s images
to the PC, and to shut the X ray beam, only work in that operating system.
There is not enough information about the PC’s cards, therefore we were unable
to migrate this program to the GNU/Linux operating system.
2.2

Reconstruction

We built a synthetic volume of mathematically described objects (it is called
phantom), placed at desired positions, at desired orientations and of desired
size and density, in order to separate possible problems which can not be separated physically such as acquisition’s noise. In addition we tested two reconstruction methods: weighted backprojection and ART (Algebraic Reconstruction
Technique), both were adapted from Xmipp collection [3], which is an old freesoftware for reconstructing biological macromolecules. Since backprojection’s algorithm calculates the inverse process for generating a projection the result is
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Figure 1: A tomograph’s photograph.

blurred, because the most of information is concentrated in the low frequencies. Then a ﬁlter must be applied to correct this problem. We implemented
the Wiener and Ramp ﬁlters and these are applied to each projection in the
reciprocal space. Ramp-ﬁlter is typically used in weighted backprojection hence
it produces more weight to high frequencies. On the other hand, Wiener-ﬁlter
has the aim of ﬁltering noise which it is tightly linked to the acquisition process.
Ramp-ﬁlter is very simple, in two
dimensions it is speciﬁed as in Eq. 1. Where
r is equal to the circle’s radius i.e. x2 + y 2 , and k is a constant proportional
to the Nyquist frequency [4].
Although the reconstruction weighted by Ramp-ﬁlter is acceptable, it become
worse when noise is present since this ﬁlter ampliﬁes high frequencies. In order
to solve it Wiener-ﬁlter could be used.

|r|, if r ≤ k
q(r) =
(1)
|0|, if r > k
To design the Wiener-ﬁlter, we require knowledge 
about noise and object
statistics. Eq. 2 express the Wiener-ﬁlter, where f = (x2 + y 2 ), and typical
used values are α = 0.5 and SN R = 60; the noise commonly is modeled as white
additive noise [5].
A(f, θ) =

|f |2πα(SN R)
3

2πα(SN R) + |f |(α2 + 4π 2 f 2 ) 2

(2)

To test the developed programs we generated seventy two phantom’s projections (taken every 5 degrees on the tilt angle), then we performed three
reconstructions using the reconstruction algorithms: backprojection, weighted
backprojection, and ART. To compare the reconstructions, we drew the changes
in the density along the 15th row on the 30th slice as is shown in Fig. refﬁg:eﬁciencia. The simple line represents the values of the original phantom’s
densities, the backprojection-reconstruction is represented by the square-line, it
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is improved when Ramp-ﬁlter is used (asterisk-line), however this ﬁlter decrease
the dynamic amplitude, thus the best reconstruction is developed by ART, which
it is represented by the cross-line.
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Figure 2: Graph of voxels’ density values along the 15th row and 30th slice of the reconstructed volumes. The best reconstruction is performed by ART, which it is represented
by the green line.

2.3

Projections centering

Before performing a 3D reconstruction, all projections must be located in a
coordinate system ﬁxed to the object, because if we take projections without
being aligned, we will reconstruct a distorted volume [1,2]. It is possible to set
experimentally the coordinate system origin, ﬁrst we need to put the specimen
on the revolving plate, after rotating the specimen we are able to verify if the
still-specimen is in the plate’s center. This is a boring trial-error process, which
could be solved by software, then we going to show how we solved this problem.
The centering problem can be divided in two cases: (a) when object is small,
and (b) when object is big. Fig. 3 shows the (a) case, a noncentered small object,
the object’s center is a l distance from the revolving plate center.
To solve the second case, noncentered projections of a small object, we can
assumed that the coordinate system origin was in the object’s center of mass,
hence we could estimate it with great accuracy from the projection’s centroid
because these are free of noise.
The projection’s center is a good reference when we can calculate it, that is,
when each projection shows the whole object, however we can not calculate the
centroid when the object is bigger and their projections do not show the whole
object. Fig.4 is a diagram of this case: a big object is not in the revolving plate’s
center and the object’s center is at a l distance of the plate’s center. As we know
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l

X Ray Source

Revolving Plate

Phosphorescent
Screen

CCD
Camera

Figure 3: The object is not in the plate’s center. There is a distance l from the plate’s
center to the specimen’s coordinates origin.

the tilt angle for each projection, the displaced distance for each projections is
l cos φ, where φ is the projection’s tilt angle.

l

X Ray Source

Revolving Plate

Phosphorescent
Screen

CCD
Camera

Figure 4: A projection does not show the complete object’s information when the object
is bigger that the width of the X ray beam.

To center the big object projections we assume not only that their projections
are taken with a small increment in the tilt angle but also the displacement is
only on the x axis, therefore the projection taken at 90 degrees must have a
displacement of value zero, and that projection can be used as a reference to
centering the others projections. Besides, we calculate, using cross-correlation,
the relative displacement between consecutive projections (so they have a small
displacement in the tilt angle). The increment in the tilt angle must be less than
5 degrees to get an error in the calculation of the displacement less than 1 pixel.
To automatically to know which is the reference projection from the displacement data, we need to apply the Eq. (3). In Eq. (3) x is the relative displacement
between two projections, j is a index to the reference projection, d is the absolute
displacement for the k projection.
⎧ j−1
⎪
⎨− i=k xi if k < j,
(3)
dk = 0
if k = j,
⎪
⎩k
if k > j,
i=j+1 xi

In order to apply Eq. (3), we suppose that we have all projections in the same
order as were acquired and we have calculated the x values, the displacement
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between a projections with respect to the previous projection. The reference
projection is the corresponding to the minimum value of function s in Eq. (4),
that represent the sum of all absolute displacements for n projections and dk
calculated as Eq. (3).
n−1

si =

dk

(4)

k=0

2.4

Segmentation

The reconstruction stage produces a three-dimensional matrix with a density
value for each of its elements. To separate the diﬀerent volumes with the same
densities, we decide using the k-means algorithm as a clustering kernel, since
it classiﬁes n objects into k disjointed groups, based in some object’s features.
Thus, we use the cluster-minimal distance between a density value and a group’s
center. Note that we need only separate the diﬀerent densities, or to separate
the objects composed by the diﬀerent densities; to separate the objects by their
structural components it is necessary to use a clustering algorithm that takes
into account the spatial coordinate (x, y, z) for each voxel.
The k-means algorithm perform the following steps:
– Step 1: Initialize the group’s centers
– Step 2: Each element is assigned to a group according to the minimal distance
between a group and the element.
– Step 3: For each group the center is recalculated with the new assigned
elements.
– Step 4: While there are changes in the group’s elements, go the step 2.
In the developed program, the number of clusters and the groups centers
must be initialized by hand from the density-histogram information. The number
of clusters is equal to the number of peaks. Each group’s center is deﬁned by
two threshold values around the histogram peaks. The segmentation program
produces binary volumes as number of groups were speciﬁed.

3

Surface Visualization Using Splatting

Splatting is a novel technique for rendering a volume based in points, it is used
to render surfaces or volumes in its surface representation, that is, a 3D object
is represented as a collection of samples, which they are lying over its surface
[6,7]. Each sample point has position, normal, color and some others parameters,
which allow to know the distance among sample points and their neighbors. The
projection of a point (and its contribution around) is known as the rendering
primitive splat. In order to represent the splats we used triangles, squares, and
circles (actually a circle is a polygon of twelve sides). Each one of them seems
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a small planar patch, which are assigned to a point oriented along the object’s
surface.
The aim of our software component is to visualize the surface of the reconstructed volumes using the splatting technique. So as to perform this part the
following steps were made:
– Step 1: Extract the surface for each segmented volume using mathematical
morphology. The center of each voxel will be the coordinates of the point and
this point will be used to represent the surface.
– Step 2: Calculate the normal to each point over the surface.
– Step 3: Associate a splat to each surface point and set its position according with
its normal.

By subtracting an eroded volume (it built with a structural element which
consists of a voxel and its six neighbors), to the original volume we performed
step 1, the extraction of the voxels in the binary volume surface; so that we
developed an program which receives a binary volume and produces another
binary volume only with the surface voxels set to 1.
The step 2 is solved in very simple way: A plane is ﬁtted to a point and
its neighborhood, then the point’s normal is obtained. The plane’s equation is
given by Ax + By + Cz + D = 0, in addition if we divide this equation by D,
we will obtain A x + B  y + C  z = −1, that is, we only need three points for
obtaining the values of the three unknowns, however we could have 27 points in
the neighborhood; therefore we decide to use the SVD method (Singular Value
Decomposition) to solve the overdetermined system, moreover by using SVD we
assure that we have gotten the best plane ﬁtted in the least squares sense. Once
we calculated the plane we know that the point’s normal is (A, B, C). Now we
need the correct normal direction, so we checked the values of the two neighbors
voxels in the normal’s position of the original volume; the correct direction is
where the neighbor voxel has the value of 0 (outside the volume no density
exists).
Finally, to perform the step 3, a splat is represented using OpenGL-primitives;
for that reason we designed and programed an graphical user interface (GUI)
made in Qt [8] and OpenGL [9] to visualize the volumes. Qt is a library to
rapid prototyping developed in C++, it has an excellent documentation, and it
allows to assign an OpenGL-widget to the GUI. As input to the GUI we have
a ﬁle with the format: a number in a single row that represents the maximum
distance between two voxels, 6 numbers per row of the three coordinates values
to every point and three of their normal’s values. Coordinates-values must be
normalized between −0.5 and 0.5. The splat-rendering primitive was performed
when the visualization is made, that is, a splat is assigned to every point, located
according to its normal, and with a size of the maximum distance of two voxels
in order to avoid holes in the visualization. Furthermore, we represented splats
as triangles, squares, and circles, besides it allows the visualization of points as
a quick visualization help.
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3.1

Results

The visualization of the trial-phantom and its ART-reconstruction are presented
respectively in Fig. 5 and Fig.6. The ﬁrst row shows the visualization with points;
we can watch splat’s representations with triangles, squares, and circles corresponding to the second, third, and fourth row. In spite of rendering with triangles
should be the cheapest, in the sense of computational resources, we weren’t able
to notice that, since we tested a relatively small phantom; in other words, we
didn’t felt a loss of performance with any splat primitive. However, the best
splat is represented with circles, because we can see holes on images on second
and third row, which they correspond to the triangle and square splat implementations.
The reconstruction’s visualization is good as we can see in Fig. 6, also the
phantom’s size was lightly increased since we performed a morphological closing
operation in order cover holes in the reconstructed surface.
We also made a comparison of the phantom’s visualization between splatting,
simple voxels (using Scubes program [10]) and a deformed simplex mesh [11]. As
we can see in Fig. 7 the visualization with simple voxels is not good because the
normals are calculated to every voxel face. The visualization with the deformable
simplex mesh is not good, because it is unable to represent an object with genus
grater than 0 (with one o more holes), in addition is not a simple task to assign
initial values to the mesh and the deformation’s program is not easy to use. The
visualization with splats not only is easy to use and fast to calculate but also
produces the best quality; however it is necessary for splatting that the surface
is covered with a enough number of points to avoid holes in the visualization.

4

Conclusions

We developed the software for working with a x-ray tomograph. We proposed a
software made of ﬁve components: acquisition, projection’s centering, 3D reconstruction, isosurface’s segmentation and visualization. We designed and built
four of the ﬁve parts. The 3D reconstruction component was adapted from
Xmipp, we used weighted backprojection and ART algorithms of this collection. In our test, ART algorithm is better than weighted backprojection: the
former produces not only a better quality but also a better dynamic amplitude.
We solved by software the problem of projection’s centering.
For the segmentation part, we use the k-means algorithm so as to cluster
the density values of the voxels around k densities. The number of densities
and the initial values for the groups centers are given by hand from the 3Dreconstruction’s densities-histogram.
To visualize the isosurfaces on the reconstructed volumes we designed a simple algorithm to calculate the surface’s normals: a plane is ﬁtted using SVD to
the neighborhood to each surface voxel. We used the voxel’s center as the point
that sampling the surface. In addition, we used OpenGL primitives to represent
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a splat, we tested the primitives of triangles, squares, and circles. The best visualization in provided by the circles (actually a circle is a polygon of twelve sides).
We show that splatting is easy to use give us the best quality visualization.
We think that all the programs developed must be tunned according to a
speciﬁc application, therefore they must be changed to adjust the visualization
to an speciﬁc reconstruction application task.
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Frontal view using points

Lateral view using points

General view using points

Frontal view using triangle Lateral view using triangle General view using triangle
primitive
primitive
primitive

Frontal view using square
primitive

Lateral view using square
primitive

General view using square
primitive

Frontal view using circle
primitive

Lateral view using circle
primitive

General view using circle
primitive

Figure 5: Comparison of the visualization with points and three primitives, triangle,
square and circle, to render the splats.
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General view using points

Frontal view using triangles Lateral view using triangles General view using triangles

Frontal view using squares Lateral view using squares General view using squares

Frontal view using circles

Lateral view using circles

General view using circles

Figure 6: Visualization using diﬀerent splats of the reconstructed phantom.
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Frontal view using simple
voxels

Frontal view using a
deformable simplex mesh

Lateral view using simple
voxels

General view using simple
voxels

Lateral view using a
deformable simplex mesh
General view using a
deformable simplex mesh

Figure 7: Comparison of the visualization with other two techniques: using simple voxels and a simplex mesh deformed to cover the phantom surface.
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Abstract. For real-world software to remain satisfactory to its stakeholders requires its continual enhancement and adaptation. Acceptance
of this phenomenon, termed software evolution, as intrinsic to real world
software has led to an increasing interest in disciplined and systematic
planning, management and improvement of the evolution process. Almost all of the previous work on software evolution has been concerned
with the evolution of large scale real-world software systems developed
within a single company using traditional management techniques, or
with the large scale open source software systems (LSOSSS). However,
there is to our knowledge little or no work that has considered small scale
open source software systems (SSOSSS). This paper presents an analysis
of the evolution behavior of two small size open source software systems,
the Barcode Library and Zlib. Surprisingly, unlike large scale open source
software systems, the evolution behavior of these small size open source
software systems appears to follow Lehman’s laws for software evolution.
Key Words: Small Scale Open Source Software Systems, Case Study,
Software Evolution, Metrics, Lehman’s Law of Software Evolution, Software Maintenance.

1

Introduction

The software maintenance phase of the software life cycle is often underestimated, although it consumes remarkable resources. During the 1970s, maintenance was estimated to account for thirty-ﬁve to forty percent of the software
budget for an information systems organization. By the 1980s, estimates of the
expenditure had reached sixty percent of a software system, from initial vision
to abandonment [8].
Software systems evolve during the software life cycle due to product improvement and additional development to include new features. This growth is
accompanied by increasing complexity of the software. At a certain point, every
new release introduces new complexity and renders development more diﬃcult.
As this point is reached it becomes necessary to analyze the structure of the
system to identify potential shortcomings which may be candidates for restructuring and as a consequence, the term Software Evolution is introduced. Software
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evolution, i.e. the process by which programs change shape, adapt to the marketplace and inherit characteristics from preexisting programs, has become a
subject of serious academic study in recent years. Partial thanks for this goes to
Lehman and other pioneering researchers. Major thanks, however, goes to the
increasing strategic value of software itself [16].
The larger a software product grows, the more important the ability of the
architecture of the system to support evolvability becomes. Focusing on the
analysis of software evolution has revealed a high potential for improvement
of the software development process. Software evolution is more important as
systems become longer lived. However, evolution is challenging to study due to
the longitudinal nature of the phenomenon in addition to the usual diﬃculties
in collecting empirical data [8].
Often the real structure of software system is not fully known to engineers.
Therefore, it is diﬃcult to reason about any possible deﬁciencies and how they
may be corrected. Thus, it is critical to capture software architecture for the
maintainability of a software system. After such an analysis, restructuring can
be applied, which may help to improve the discovered situation. In the last
few years numerous methods for the analysis of software architecture have been
developed. Diﬀerent sources of information, for example release information,
design documents, and source code, are used to draw conclusions about the
structure of software systems. Many approaches base their analyses on the micro
level of program source code. For very large systems these approaches can reach
a level where it is diﬃcult to make any reliable statements about the quality
of the software. Instead, methods that focus on the macro level (for example
number of modules/subsystems, number of classes, and so one) must be applied
to analyze these large systems.
A study of the literature reveals that most of the previous work on software
evolution has looked primarily at large real-time software systems [11] or large
open source software [13], [14], such as the Linux kernel. Surprisingly, little or
no work has been concerned with the evolution of smaller size software systems,
which leads us to think about observing the evolution behavior of small size open
source software systems. This paper presents a study of the evolution behavior of
two such small size open source software systems, the Barcode Library and Zlib.
We consider the evolution for both the systems, with particular emphasis on the
Barcode Library. We have applied both micro and macro level analysis to these
systems. However, as our target systems are very small in size, we particularly
focus on the micro level, measuring evolution of the uncommented non-blank
line of codes (UNBLOC or ULOC for short).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some signiﬁcant
related work is reviewed. In Section 3, a brief description of the target open
source software systems is provided. Section 4 presents the methodology and
measuring metrics used in this work. In Section 5, a detailed case study observing
the evolution behavior of the target software systems is presented, and ﬁnally
Section 6 summarizes our observations and conclusions.
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Related Work

An extensive study on software evolution has been carried out by Lehman et
al. [9], [10], [11], [12], over the last 35 years. Based on their experience we have
several laws of software evolution, known as Lehman’s Laws of Software Evolution [11], [12]. The work by Godfrey et al. [7] has shown that Linux continuously exhibits a global super-linear growth pattern, and recently Robles et al.
[14] conclude that Lehman’s laws, especially the 4th law [11] is not well ﬁtted
to large size open source software systems. However, a more detailed empirical
study [13] does not support the hypothesis that open-source development fosters
faster system growth than closed-source development as opposed to [7], [14]. In
[6], the authors examined the structure of several releases of a Telecommunications Switching System (TSS) stored in a database of product releases and found
that there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the behavior of the whole system versus
its subsystems. In [2], Burd et al. have evaluated the evolution of the GCC compiler and found interesting results. Capiluppi et al. have also authored several
works on the evolution of open source software projects [4] and have proposed
some models [3] working with mid-size projects. Succi et al. [17] also observed
super-linearity in the evolution of the Linux kernel, but found linear growth for
both GCC and Apache.

3

Target Open Source Software: Barcode Library and
Zlib

In our work we have studied two useful small scale open source software systems,
the Barcode Library and Zlib Tool. The Barcode package [1] is mainly a C library
for creating bar-code output ﬁles. It includes both command line and graphical
front-ends. The package is designed as a library because the main use for barcodegeneration tools is embedding in other applications. The library addresses bar
code printing as two distinct problems: creation of bar information and actual
conversion to an output format. Based on the functionality, the Barcode Library
is divided into ﬁve modules: the Front-End Module, the Output Module, the Basic
Encoding Module, the Advanced Encoding Module and the Header File Module.
More detail about Barcode can be found in [1] and in the relevant documentation
of the diﬀerent versions.
Zlib [15] is a well known compression tool which is also designed to be a
free, general-purpose, legally unencumbered (i.e., not covered by any patents),
lossless data-compression library for use with virtually any computer hardware
and operating system. The Zlib data format is itself portable across platforms.
In this work we study both of these tools but focus particularly on the evolution
of the Barcode package.

4

Methodology

We have collected 9 diﬀerent releases of the Barcode Library and 43 diﬀerent
releases of Zlib from their home pages. We have calculated the total size, total
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lines of code (LOC), and number of uncommented non-blank lines of code (UNBLOC or ULOC for short) for each of the releases of both the software systems.
For the case of Barcode Library, we have also done the same for the ﬁve modules
mentioned in Section 3 above. The open source program Numlines [18] is used
to assist in these calculations. For each of the releases of the Barcode Library
and Zlib we have also calculated the number of global functions, variables and
macros using Ctags [5]. For drawing the least-squares ﬁt of the plotted data a
small java tool is developed and called the Least-Squares Fitter (LSF).
There are several kinds of metrics being used by diﬀerent researchers. In this
work we have used the following metrics for observing the evolution of Barcode
Library and Zlib. In the following, we use the usual notation Releasei for the ith
release, Growing Ratei for the growing rate of the ith release, and so on.
Sizei = Size of Releasei in bytes i.e., total size of ith release in bytes
UNB-LOCi = Number of uncommented non-blank LOC in Releasei
Addedi = Number of UNB-LOC of the newly added ﬁles in Releasei
Changedi = Number of UNB-LOC of the changed/modiﬁed ﬁles in Releasei
Growing Ratei =(Addedi X 100) / (UNB-LOCi−1 )
Changing Ratei =(Changedi X 100) / (UNB-LOCi−1 )
Handledi = (Changedi + Addedi ) - (Changedi−1 + Addedi−1 )
UnHandledi = (UNB-LOCi )- (Handledi )
Handling Ratei =(Handledi X 100)/ (UNB-LOCi )
Once the data was collected for each of the releases of Barcode and Zlib libraries,
we plotted the data over time, for Zlib against the release serial number (RSN)
as suggested by Lehman, and for the Barcode Library against calendar time
(number of months/days since ﬁrst release) following the style of several other
researchers. We then considered whether our plotted data appears to follow
Lehman’s laws of software evolution [11] or not.

5

Observations on the Evolution of Barcode Library and
Zlib

During the analysis of the software systems we have made some interesting
observations. In the following subsection we concentrate on the global systems
and their evolution ﬁrst. Then we zoom in on the subsystems. The outliers that
may be recognized in the subparts are discussed in more detail. The evaluation
covered releases of the Barcode Library from June 1999 until March 2002, which
contains 9 releases over the period of thirty three months. For Zlib, we considered
43 releases covering a period of about 11 years.
5.1

Overall Growth w.r.t. Size

To begin, Fig. 1(a), shows the overall growth of Barcode Library beginning from
the ﬁrst version released in June 1999. We can see that over time the size of the
system has increased to meet additional user requirements. We have manually
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analyzed the Barcode Library documentation for all of the versions and found
that in most of cases the growth was required to add new functionally to meet
user requirements. Thus later versions have more functional capability, covering
more user needs. In the early days of the Barcode Library there were a number
of releases with fewer new functionalities added, and therefore we can observe
(Fig. 1(a)) a period of several versions with comparatively little growth in size
compared to the ﬁrst three. However, we see that the growth follows a monotonic
process and therefore we can say that the growth of Barcode Library does follow
Lehman’s 6th Law of continuing growth of system size.
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Fig. 1. Growth of Barcode Over Time (months + days) w.r.t Size of the Released
Versions

This is even clearer in Fig. 1(b), where we have plotted the size data against
the number of days since the ﬁrst release. We have used our LSF tool to compute
a least squares ﬁt of the data and found that the linear equation Y = 65.92X +
63138.28 where X is the number of days, is a good predictor of Barcode system
size over time. This linear growth is in contrast to the super-linear growth of
Linux, reported in [7], [14], and can be termed continuing growth, Lehman’s 6th
law of evolution.
In Fig. 2, we have created a similar plot for Zlib, but in this case we have
plotted the data against the release serial number (RSN) as suggested by Lehman
rather than time. Here, we also ﬁnd that system growth continues over time. We
have analyzed the changed log histories of the diﬀerent versions and also found
that, like Barcode, the growth seems to be primarily due to the addition of more
functionalities to meet additional user requirements.
As we see, even when plotted against RSN, growth of this system also seems
to be liner in nature and can be ﬁtted to the linear equation Y = 6568.53X +
175518.76 with correlation coeﬃcient 0.9668. Therefore, we can say that the
growth of Zlib also follows the Lehman’s 6th law of continuing growth. However,
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we can also see that although growth is continuing, occasionally it is very high
compared to other releases, as we also observed in the case of the Barcode Library.
In both cases we found similar growth with respect to size of the development
releases, and both seem to follow Lehman’s 6th law of evolution.
5.2

Growth w.r.t. Number of Files

Measuring growth with respect to the size of released versions might be questionable in the sense that a system could grow in size without adding new functionalities, for example due to addition of unnecessary lines of code (e.g., cloned
or redudant code added by a poor coder) or a large number of new comments or
blank lines. For this reason recent researchers often use other kinds of metrics,
such as number of modules, number of subsystems, number of classes and so on,
to measure object-oriented source code. As our target systems are written in C
and are quite small in size, we have considered number of ﬁles as another of our
metrics.
In Fig. 3(a), the number of ﬁles in the releases of the Barcode Library have
been plotted against calendar time. For this system it seems that there has been
little signiﬁcant growth in the number of ﬁles, and only 6 ﬁles have been added
over the entire period of evolution from the initial version to the latest version
In Fig. 3(b), we have found more interesting results for Zlib. In this case
we see that the number of ﬁles remains relatively constant over all releases,
except for some earlier releases where the size of the system has actually been
decreased over time. In the case of Barcode (Fig. 3(a)), we could say that system
is growing continuously in number of ﬁles over time, following the 6th law of
Lehman, but the same is deﬁnitely not true in the case of Zlib (Fig. 3(b)) where
it is clear that number of ﬁles remains constant over most of the latest releases.
This is very much contrasted with the literature, especially for large open source
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systems, where the reported growth has even been super-linear with respect to
the number of modules/subsystems [7], [14]. We therefore decided to consider
other kinds of metrics as well.

5.3

Growth w.r.t. LOC and UNB-LOC

Considering the unusual (lack of) growth in Zlib with respect to the number of
ﬁles as shown in Fig. 3(b), we decided that perhaps simply counting the number
of ﬁles might not be a good metric for evolution of these systems. When target
systems are very small, perhaps in most cases the number of ﬁles remains more or
less the same over the evolution period. We have considered the number of lines
over system releases. As the total number of lines may also contain commented
lines or blank lines, we decided to try observing evolution by considering only
the number of uncommented, non-blank lines of code (UNB-LOC). UNB-LOC
is an old technique for measuring evolution, but we have found that for small
size software systems, especially those are written in non-object-oriented context,
considering the UNB-LOC may be a better or perhaps even the only appropriate
metric for evolutionary growth.
In Fig. 4(a), we have plotted the total lines of code (T-LOC) and total UNBLOC (T-ULOC) for the Barcode Library. We have also shown the total UNBLOC for the *.c ﬁles and *.h ﬁles separately. As we see, there is a linear growth
over time except in the case of the *.h (header) ﬁles. Our main concern is the
T-ULOC of the releases and we see that the growth of this curve is a good ﬁt
to the linear equation Y = 44.55X + 1115. This leaves little doubt that this
measure of growth of releases of this system seems to follow Lehman’s 6th law
of evolution The LOC and UNB-LOC (ULOC for short) for Zlib have also been
plotted in Fig. 4(b) against RSN and we can observe the same linear nature
of continuing growth. In the case of the UNB-LOC curve, the linear equation
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Y = 103.41X +3356.25 is found to ﬁt with correlation coeﬃcient 0.977, deﬁnitely
consistent with Lehman’s 6th law of evolution.

5.4

Handled and Unhandled UNB-LOC for the Barcode Library

Until now we have discussed only the 6th law of evolution. However, what fraction
of the system is handled or unhandled is also a major factor in software evolution
and is directly related to some of the Lehman’s laws. In this section we have
studied what fraction of the system is handled or remains unhandled over time,
in order to estimate the changing rate and growing rate of the system.
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In Fig. 5, we have plotted the ULOC, the handled ULOC, and unhandled
ULOC for the total system. We have found interesting results for the case of
handled ULOC. We see that except for some early releases, the handled ULOC
consistently increased for a time and since then has decreased signiﬁcantly. We
can also see the same eﬀect in the corresponding unhandled ULOC curve. The
handled ULOC and unhandled ULOC curves can be ﬁtted with the linear equations Y = 11.58X + 892.20 and Y = 36.48X + 519.19 respectively.
One interesting observation to note here is that there is no change from
version 0.93 to version 0.94 (during the time period October 1999 to December
1999), as we see that the unhandled ULOC curve touches the total ULOC curve
and handled ULOC curve is at the X-axis. It would be interesting to ﬁnd out
how and why version 0.94 evolved from version 0.93.
Next, in Fig. 6 we have plotted the number of ﬁles that are changed and
newly added over time (although we know number of ﬁles is not a good metric
for such small size software systems).
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Fig. 6. Changed/Added Files Over Time(months) of Barcode.

We see that very few ﬁles are added over time and this adding phenomenon
is also decreasing in the latter versions. However, initially the number of changed
ﬁles is more than in later versions, and the number is also decreasing, following
some properties of Lehman’s 1st and 5th laws. We know Lehman’s 1st law predicts continuing change and the 5th law concerns conservation of familiarity. To
focus on these two laws, we have plotted the changing rate and growing rate of
Barcode in Fig. 7 by taking into account the handled ULOC. In this Fig. 7, we
see that the Barcode Library system is changing continuously over time, with
some exceptions in the earlier versions, especially in the case of version 0.94
from version 0.93. Therefore, we can say that this changing nature of Barcode
Library follows the Lehman’s 1st law. On the other hand, both the changing
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rate and growing rate tend to decline over time which lead us to the 5th law of
evolution, the Conservation of Familiarity. However, as we mentioned earlier,
we really could not predict what actually added/modiﬁed to version 0.94 from
its previous version 0.93 and therefore, in the next subsection, we go into more
depth on the Barcode Library by observing its evolution at the module level.
5.5

Module Level Observations of the Barcode Library

As we know from Section 3, ﬁve modules are considered in the Barcode Library
corresponding to parts of the two main purposes of the library. To observe the
evolution of the module level, we have plotted the UNB-LOC for each of the ﬁve
modules of the system over time in Fig. 8. We see that except for the Header File
module, all others are increasing in the number of UNB-LOC over time, following
Lehman’s 6th law of continuing growth and signaling the 1st law of continuing
change. We have found that the most promising module is the Basic Encoding
Module which is increasing more rapidly over time than any other module with
respect to both size and rate of growth. We have also noticed that except for the
Basic Encoding Module, all other modules tend to decline in incremental growth
which brings us in mind of Lehman’s 5th law of evolution on the module level
also. We can therefore say that with few exceptions, the evolution of the Barcode
Library modules follows Lehman’s 1st , 5th and 6th laws of evolution well.
To be sure about our predictions, in Fig. 9 we have plotted the percentage
UNB-LOC of the modules with respect to the total system over time. Here we
see that except for the Advanced Encoding Module, all other modules either
change in parallel or tend to decline in incremental size with respect to the
percentage of the total system. A parallel curve, like the later releases of the
Basic Encoding Module, implies that this module is growing at the same rate as
the total system. However, we can also see that except for the Advanced Encoding
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Module, all others are decreasing in their rate with respect to the whole system,
demonstrating the predictions of Lehman’s 5th law.
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We mentioned earlier the problem with version 0.94, where we could not
ﬁgure out how or what had actually been changed or added in version 0.94
from version 0.93. We have assumed that something might happened in the
Basic Encoding Module as this seems the most promising module among the
others. Therefore, we have done a more in-depth focus on this module by plotting its individual ﬁles in Fig. 10. As we can see from this ﬁgure, ﬁles code39.c
and code128.c are growing over time, while ean.c is not. We can also see that
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Fig. 10. File-Level Growth of the Basic Encoding Module Over Time of Barcode
code128.c has a smoother growth than the others, which helps us imagine that
code128.c might be one of the main ﬁles of this module, or even of the whole
system (since Basic Encoding Module is the most growing module and code128.c
is in this module). Perhaps it changes over versions at a smooth rate and most
of the system changes are being made in this ﬁle.
However, we still cannot predict clearly how and why version 0.94 evolved
from version 0.93 as yet, even with these ﬁle level observations. With our strong
belief that evolution might be associated with code128.c (as most promising ﬁle,
in most growing module), we have considered the size of this ﬁle over versions
0.93 to 0.94 and found that there are only 2 bytes of diﬀerence between these
two ﬁles. Even more interesting, there are only 2 bytes of overall size diﬀerence
between versions 0.93 and 0.94. For our further interest, we have used the Linux
command diﬀ to see the real diﬀerences between code128.c of version 0.93 and
that of version 0.94, and we have found that a few lines of code have been
replaced with the same number of lines but with more complicated code in the
same lines of code128.c in version 0.94 from version 0.93. We have also found
that some comments are added with the same lines.
5.6

Observing the Complexity

Complexity of a system is always a major concern. Lehman also has the 2nd law
of evolution, relating to the complexity of the system. The 2nd law states that as
a system evolves the complexity of the system increases unless work is done to
maintain it. As we know, since the C language has a single ﬂat namespace, the
complexity of a C program depends largely on the number of global functions,
variables and macros (unlike C++ or Java). We have counted the total number
of global functions, variables and macros for each of the releases of Barcode and
Zlib using Ctags [5]. We have plotted this for Barcode Library over time in Fig.
11(a) and that of Zlib against RSN in Fig. 11(b)).
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From Fig. 11(a), it can be seen that as Barcode has evolved, the complexity of
the system has increased, following the Lehman’s 2nd law of evolution. We have
also found a good ﬁt to the linear equation Y = 2.22X + 98.62 using LSF, which
indicates that the complexity of the system has been increased with roughly
linear growth over the months since its ﬁrst release in June, 1999.
We can also observe more or less same behavior in the case of Zlib in Fig.
11(b). Here it can be seen that initially the complexity of the system increases,
consistent with the 2nd law of evolution, and then later special work has been
done to control the complexity. As we result, after the 21st release, the complexity
of the system decreased drastically, and then again increased gradually over the
next releases, again following Lehman’s 2nd law of evolution.

6

Conclusion

In this work, the evolution behavior of two small scale open software systems
has been observed. It has been found that the evolution of these small scale
software systems is consistent with Lehman’s laws of software evolution, unlike
the reported evolution of larger open source software systems, which have been
reported to show evolution behaviors inconsistent with Lehman’s laws. In our
study we have mainly focused on Lehman’s 1st , 2nd , 5th and 6th laws of evolution
and found that for the most part the evolution of both the Barcode Library and
Zlib follows these laws with some minor exceptions.
While more research would be required to make any ﬁrm conclusions, these
observations lead us to believe that perhaps small size open source software in
general may follow Lehman’s laws of evolution more consistently than do larger
systems such as those reported by Robles et at. [14] and Godfrey et al. [7].
However, there are critical diﬀerences in our studies, including both that Robles
and Godfrey have worked with very large scale open source software systems
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developed by very large groups of people, and that they have concentrated on
the 4th law of evolution. Although we have not speciﬁcally focussed on the 4th
law, from the observations of this case study, it is however clear that neither
Barcode Library nor Zlib has super-linear growth in their evolution and hence,
it can be concluded that the evolution of both Barcode Library and Zlib does
follow Lehman’s 4th law of evolution in some sense.
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Genetic Algorithm Attack on Simplified Data Encryption
Standard Algorithm
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Abstract. With the exponential growth of networked & electronic systems, the
demand of efficient and fool proof internet security is increasing. Security has
emerged as a critical concern in wide range of electronic system. Cryptology is
at the heart proving these securities. It consists of two complementary fields of
study: cryptography and cryptanalysis. Cryptanalysis is one of the major
challenging areas of intense research in the discipline of security. In this paper,
we explored the use of genetic algorithm to break a simplified data encryption
standard algorithm (SDES). To test its performance, we compared the
implemented genetic algorithm attack with brute force search algorithm attack.
Through extensive experiments and analysis it can be concluded that 1) genetic
algorithms attack run ten times faster than brute force search algorithm attack
with accuracy, and 2) genetic algorithms attack are 13% more accurate than
brute force search algorithm attack, with same running time. A generalized
version of cryptanalysis of SDES will give better insight into the attack of
DES and other cipher.

Keywords: Simplified data encryption standard, Genetic Algorithm, Key search,
brute force search algorithm

1 Introduction
The demand for effective internet security is increasing exponentially day by day.
Businesses have an obligation to protect sensitive data from loss or theft. Such
sensitive data can be potentially damaging if it is altered, destroyed, or if it falls into
the wrong hands. So they need to develop a scheme that guarantees to protect the
information from the attacker. Cryptology is at the heart of providing such guarantee.
Cryptology is the science of building and analyzing different encryption and
decryption methods. Cryptology consists of two subfields; cryptography &
cryptanalysis. Cryptography is the science of building new powerful and efficient
encryption and decryption methods. It deals with the techniques for conveying
information securely. The basic aim of cryptography is to allow the intended
recipients of a message to receive the message properly while preventing
eavesdroppers from understanding the message. Cryptanalysis is the process of
recovering the plaintext and/or key from a cipher. In other words cryptanalysis can be
described as the process of searching for flaws or oversights in the design of ciphers.
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This paper proposes the cryptanalysis of simplified encryption standard algorithm
using genetic algorithm. The cryptanalysis of simplified data encryption standard can
be formulated as NP-Hard combinatorial problem. Solving such problems requires
effort (e.g., time and/or memory requirement) which increases with the size of the
problem. Techniques for solving combinatorial problems fall into two broad groups –
traditional optimization techniques (exact algorithms) and non traditional
optimization techniques (approximate algorithms). A traditional optimization
technique guarantees that the optimal solution to the problem will be found. The
traditional optimization techniques like branch and bound, simplex method, brute
force search algorithm etc methodology is very inefficient for solving combinatorial
problem because of their prohibitive complexity (time and memory requirement). Non
traditional optimization techniques are employed in an attempt to find an adequate
solution to the problem. A non traditional optimization technique - Genetic algorithm,
simulated annealing and tabu search were developed to provide a robust and efficient
methodology for cryptanalysis. The aim of these techniques to find sufficient
“good” solution efficiently with the characteristics of the problem, instead of the
global optimum solution, and thus it also provides attractive alternative for the large
scale applications. These nontraditional optimization techniques demonstrate good
potential when applied in the field of cryptanalysis and few relevant studies have been
recently reported.
In 1993 Spillman [12] for the first time presented a genetic algorithm approach
for the cryptanalysis of substitution cipher using genetic algorithm. He has explored
the possibility of random type search to discover the key (or key space) for a simple
substitution cipher. In the same year Mathew [10] used an order based genetic
algorithm for cryptanalysis of a transposition cipher. In 1993, Spillman [13], also
successfully applied a genetic algorithm approach for the cryptanalysts of a knapsack
cipher. It is based on the application of a directed random search algorithm called a
genetic algorithm. It is shown that such a algorithm could be used to easily
compromise even high density knapsack ciphers. In 1997 Kolodziejczyk [8] presented
the application of genetic algorithm in cryptanalysis of knapsack cipher .In 1999
Yaseen [14] presented a genetic algorithm for the cryptanalysis of Chor-Rivest
knapsack public key cryptosystem. In this paper he developed a genetic algorithm as a
method for Cryptanalyzing the Chor-Rivest knapsack PKC. In 2003 Grundlingh [7]
presented an attack on the simple cryptographic cipher using genetic algorithm. In
2005 Garg [2] has carried out interesting studies on the use of genetic algorithm &
tabu search for the cryptanalysis of mono alphabetic substitution cipher. In 2006
Garg [3] applied an attack on transposition cipher using genetic algorithm, tabu
Search & simulated annealing. In 2006 Garg [4] studied that the efficiency of
genetic algorithm attack on knapsack cipher can be improved with variation of initial
entry parameters.
The SDES [11] encryption algorithm takes an 8-bit block of plaintext and a 10-bit
key as input and produces an 8-bit block of cipher text as output. The decryption
algorithm takes an 8-bit block of ciphertext and the same 10-bit key used as input to
produce the original 8-bit block of plaintext. The encryption algorithm involves five

f
functions; an initial permutation (IP), a complex function called K which involves
both permutation and substitution operations and depends on a key input; a simple
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permutation function that switches (SW) the two halves of the data; the function f K
again, and a permutation function that is the inverse of the initial permutation ( IP

−1

). The function f K takes as input the data passing through the encryption algorithm
and an 8-bit key. Consider a 10-bit key from which two 8-bit sub keys are generated.
In this case, the key is first subjected to a permutation P10= [3 5 2 7 4 10 1 9 8 6],
then a shift operation is performed. The numbers in the array represent the value of
that bit in the original 10-bit key. The output of the shift operation then passes
through a permutation function that produces an 8-bit output P8=[6 3 7 4 8 5 10 9] for
the first sub key (K1). The output of the shift operation also feeds into another shift
and another instance of P8 to produce subkey K2. In the second all bit strings, the
leftmost position corresponds to the first bit. The block schematic of the SDES
algorithm is shown in Figure 1.
10
key

bit

P1

Encryption
8 bit plain text

Decryption
8 bit plain
text

Shif
I
fK

K

fK

Shif
K
2

IP8 bit
text

K
1

1

S
fK

P

IP-

P

S
K

fK

2

I
cipher

8 bit
text

cipher

Figure 1. Simplified Data encryption scheme

Encryption involves the sequential application of five functions:
1. Initial and final permutation (IP).
The input to the algorithm is an 8-bit block of plaintext, which we first permute
using the IP function IP= [2 6 3 1 4 8 5 7]. This retains all 8-bits of the plaintext but
mixes them up. At the end of the algorithm, the inverse permutation is applied; the
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inverse permutation is done by applying, IP

−1

= [4 1 3 5 7 2 8 6] where we have

IP −1 (IP(X)) =X.
2. The function f K , which is the complex component of SDES, consists of a
combination of permutation and substitution functions. The functions are given as
follows.
Let L, R be the left 4-bits and right 4-bits of the input, then, f K (L, R) = (L XOR
f(R, key), R)
where XOR is the exclusive-OR operation and key is a sub - key. Computation of
f(R, key) is done as follows.
1. Apply expansion/permutation E/P= [4 1 2 3 2 3 4 1] to input 4-bits.
2. Add the 8-bit key (XOR).
3. Pass the left 4-bits through S-Box S 0 and the right 4-bits through S-Box S1 .
4. Apply permutation P4 = [2 4 3 1].
The two S-boxes are defined as follows:

S1

S0
1
3
0
3

0
2
2
1

3
1
1
3

2
0
3
2

0
2
3
2

1 2 3
0 1 3
0 1 0
1 0 3

The S-boxes operate as follows: The first and fourth input bits are treated as 2-bit
numbers that specify a row of the S-box and the second and third input bits
specify a column of the S-box. The entry in that row and column in base 2 is the
2-bit output.
3. Since the function f K allows only the leftmost 4-bits of the input, the switch
function (SW) interchanges the left and right 4-bits so that the second instance of
f K operates on different 4- bits. In this second instance, the E/P, S 0 , S1 and P4
functions are the same as above but the key input is K2.

2 Objective of the Study
Cryptanalytic attack on SDES belongs to the class of NP-hard problem. Due to the
constrained nature of the problem, this paper is looking for a new solution that
improves the robustness against cryptanalytic attack with high effectiveness.
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The objective of the study is:
•
•

To determine the efficiency and accuracy of genetic algorithm on the
cryptanalysis of SDES.
To compare the relative performance of genetic algorithm with brute force
search algorithm.

3 Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithms are considered as one of the most efficient search techniques.
Although they do not offer an optimal solution, their ability to reach a suitable
solution in considerably short time gives them their respectable role in many AI and
searching techniques. The following section introduces genetic algorithms and
describes their characteristics.
3.1 Genetic Algorithms Description
The genetic algorithm is based upon Darwinian evolution theory. The genetic
algorithm is modeled on a relatively simple interpretation of the evolutionary process;
however, it has proven to a reliable and powerful optimization technique in a wide
variety of applications. Holland [9] in 1975 was first proposed the use of genetic
algorithms for problem solving. Goldberg and Dejong [5] were also pioneers in the
area of applying genetic processes to optimization. Over the past twenty years
numerous application and adaptation of genetic algorithms have appeared in the
literature. During each iteration of the algorithm, the processes of selection,
reproduction and mutation each take place in order to produce the next generation of
solution. Genetic Algorithm begins with a randomly selected population of
chromosomes represented by strings. The GA uses the current population of strings to
create a new population such that the strings in the new generation are on average
better than those in current population (the selection depends on their fitness value).
Three processes which have a parallel in biological genetics are used to make the
transition from one population to the next (selection, crossover, and mutation) see
Figure 2
Old population

Selection

New population

Mutation

Crossover
Figure 2. The basic genetic algorithm cycle
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The selection process determines which string in the current will be used to create
the next generation. The crossover process determines the actual form of the string in
the next generation. Here two of the selected parents are paired. A fixed small
mutation probability is set at the start of the algorithm.

4 Methodology: Genetic Algorithm Attack on SDES Algorithm
4.1

Problem Formulation

The possibility of using the genetic algorithm in key search is very attractive due to
the ability of genetic algorithm to reduce the complexity of the search problem, and
since the cryptanalysis problem is a search problem in principle, the security of a
cipher is based in many cases on the complexity of the type of attacks to this
particular cipher system.
An attack on the SDES using Genetic Algorithm is presented here.
Three
problems arises in the use of GAs in cryptanalysis
•
•
•

Key representation
Fitness function
Stopping criteria of genetic algorithm search

4.1.1 Key Representation
The binary string is used to represent a chromosome, as key is also a binary word.
The mating, crossover and mutation processes are applied directly on the candidate
keys to generate new keys directed to the correct key.
4.1.2 Fitness Function
The ability of directing the random search process of the genetic algorithm by
selecting the fittest chromosomes among the population is the main characteristic of
the algorithm. So the fitness function is the main factor of the algorithm. The choice
of fitness measure depends entirely on the language characteristics must be known.
The technique used to compare candidate key is to compare n-gram statistics of the
decrypted message with those of the language (which are assumed known). Equation
1 is a general formula used to determine the suitability of a proposed key(k), here ,K
is known as language Statistics i.e for English, [A,…….,Z_], D is the decrypted
message statistics, and u/b/t are the unigram, bigram and trigram statistics. The
values of α, β and γ allow assigning of different weights to each of the three n-gram
types where α + β + γ =1.
Ck ≈ α.∑|K(ui) − D(ui) | +β. ∑|K(bi, j) − D(bi, j) | +γ. ∑K(ti, j,k) − D(ti, j,k)
i∈A

i, j∈A

(1)

i, j,k∈A

When trigram statistics are used, the complexity of equation (1) is O(P3) where P
is the alphabet size. So it is an expensive task to calculate the trigram statistics. Hence
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we will use assessment function based on bigram statistics only. Equation 1 is used
as fitness function for genetic algorithm attack. The known language statistics are
available in the literature [12, 13].
4.1.3 Stopping Criteria
Two variants of stop conditions are applied. In the variant-I, the algorithm will stops
when the fitness function reaches to the value 1. In the variant - II the algorithm will
stop either the fitness function reaches to the value 1 or generates 200 populations.
4.2 Proposed Genetic Algorithm Framework
A description of a series of test rounds is as follows.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Run step 2 - 11 for the S-DES.
Randomly select an encryption key from the main solution pool and encrypt the
known plaintext message.
Create a new solution pool from the pool of common syllables and calculate the
fitness value using equation 1 for all the solution in the new solution pool by
decrypting the known-cipher text with each solution key by calculating the
number of character matches in the subkey.
Choose two solutions with the best fitness value. Each solution should minimally
able to recover at least 50% of the original plaintext message.
Randomly select a “crossover” point and swap the content between the two
solution key arrays.
Evaluate the fitness for each new child (solution key) by decrypting the knownciphertext with each “child” key and calculating the number of character matches
in the subkey.
Choose the “child” solution with the highest fitness value.
Randomly select locations and mutate the selected locations with arbitrarily
chosen unigram, bigram and trigram from the pool of common syllables.
Evaluate the fitness of the solution. If the fitness value is better then the current
fitness value then update the current fitness value and the best solution variable.
Repeat step 8-9 until the fitness value is 1 or there is no change is best fitness for
a predetermined number of iterations.
Repeat step 2-10 twice to produce a test series of 10 test rounds. Obtain the
average number of search keys required to decrypt the full message correctly.

4.3 Implementation of the Attack
The above mentioned point was taken into consideration and implemented the attack
using “C” language. The attack is implemented by generating independent two 8 bit
sub-keys to represent the target key. The first generation is generated randomly using
a simple uniform random number generator, to cover the bit space of the last round
sub key. Then for each chromosome, a candidate sub key, the fitness is set to zero,
then the entire test pair are used and the output difference is compared to the expected
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differential. If the correct difference is found the fitness value is incremented and
finally normalized to the number of pair.
The genetic algorithm then goes in the normal way to generate new generations.
The roulette wheel is used as a selection method. The algorithm is stopped based on
the criteria described earlier. The algorithm has been implemented to get key bits of
the last round; essentially the attack shall continue upward to get the entire key bits.

5 Experimental Results
Experimental results obtained from genetic algorithm was generated with 100 runs
per data point using ‘C’ language e.g. ten different messages ere created for genetic
algorithm and each attack was run 10 times per message. The best result for each
message was averaged to produce data point. The attack had been implemented
several times, initial genetic algorithm parameters were used in the experiment are
listed in Table 1.
Table1. Parameters of genetic algorithm

Population size in each generation
Probability of crossover
Probability of mutation
Minimum number of generations
Convergence measure

200
.8
.02
100
.99

To test the performance of genetic algorithm for the attack of S-DES, we
compared it with brute-force search algorithm. Brute-force search algorithm tries
every possibility; it always finds the best correlation. By comparing with brute-force
search algorithm, we want to know how often genetic algorithm finds the optimal
solution and how well it performs in average. The correlation coefficient is used as
the measure of finding number of bits matched in key with accuracy.
We tried the different amount of cipher text in this experiment. Both algorithms
were run on different amount of cipher text. As we are increasing the amount of
cipher text, we essentially increase the search space of genetic algorithm. This enables
us to track how well genetic algorithm works in different search space sizes.Table 2
list the result for genetic algorithm and brute force search algorithm, when the
different amount of known cipher text is used.
By comparing the correlation column for the two algorithms, we can also see that
the genetic algorithm performs better then brute force algorithms. The accuracy of
finding number of bits matched in key (correlation) for both algorithms is very close
for all the 10 messages. Even some of them are exactly the same. This can be better
viewed using the graphical representation, as shown in Figure 3.
Comparing the running time of the two algorithms, we found that running time of
genetic algorithm is not sensitive to the size of the search space. For different amount
of cipher text, genetic algorithm converges at average period of 3 minutes. In contrast
brute force search algorithm is more sensitive to amount of cipher text, as it takes up
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to 30 minutes. From Figure 4, we can immediately see that the running time of brute
force search algorithm is nearly ten times as much as that of genetic algorithm.
Table 2. Comparison of genetic algorithm and brute force search algorithm

Amount of
Cipher text

Genetic Algorithm

Brute force search algorithm

TIME

TIME

Correl.

(M)

Number of
bit matched

Correl.

(M)

in the key

Number of
bit matched

in the key

(N)

(N)

100

2.62

.65

7

24.3

.5

8

200

4.5

.57

6

25.1

.53

6

300

2.13

.29

3

24.67

.31

4

400

2.35

.46

6

25.23

.43

7

500

2.52

.45

6

24.42

.41

6

600

2.07

.76

8

24.73

.77

9

700

4.07

.41

7

25.57

.53

7

800

2.82

.53

8

24.4

.49

8

900

2.53

.27

5

24.15

.16

6

1000

2.17

.37

9

24.35

.34

9

Accuracy of num ber of bits
m atched(correlation)

Accuracy comparision of the two algorithms
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

GA
BF

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Amount of cipher text

Figure 3. The accuracy of genetic algorithm and brute force search algorithm is very close.
But genetic algorithm runs ten times faster (see Figure 5). The accuracy is the actual correlation
found by each algorithm
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Running time comparision of the two algorithm

R u n n in g t im e ( M in )

30
25
20

GA

15

BF

10
5
0
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Amount of cipher text

Figure 4. The running time brute force search algorithm is 10 time longer then genetic
algorithm

6 Conclusion
The paper explains the genetic algorithm attack on the simplified data encryption
standard algorithm. In this paper we have compared genetic algorithm and brute
force search algorithm results for the attack of S-DES. Our experimental result shows
that genetic algorithm is very efficient method for the cryptanalysis of S-DES.
Genetic algorithm takes only 3 Minute to find the correct solution. In contrast, the
brute force search algorithm takes up to 30 Minutes. When we are amount of cipher
text increases, the running time of genetic algorithm keeps almost the same, but the
brute force search algorithm takes more than half an hour. Genetic algorithm is an
extremely effective approach for the attack S-DES. It found the best correlation for
different amount of cipher text, the performance of genetic algorithm is really good.
The overall average accuracy of genetic algorithm (against the best correlation found
by brute-force search algorithm) is 95.04%, while average accuracy of brute force
search algorithm is only 82.2%. So genetic algorithm improved the accuracy of
finding the bits in the key by 13% with same running time.
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Abstract. The benefits of peer-to-peer (P2P) systems as vehicles for
information dissemination are overwhelming. They beat the conventional
client-server (C-S) approach in terms of scalability, availability, and network
efficiency to mention a few. Nevertheless, the problem of protecting
copyrighted material in P2P systems is far from solved, whilst several solutions
have been proposed and are in use in a C-S environment. In this article, we
propose a framework which allows ‘legal’ P2P file exchange, making it
possible for copyright holders to employ P2P as a distribution vehicle. We
illustrate a scenario where all parties involved, including the end user, benefit
from our approach. Lessons learned and conclusions are drawn from a
prototype implementation.

1 Introduction
The Internet as we know it today has become the major vehicle for distributing
multimedia digital material directly and conveniently to the end user. But what is the
ultimate technology for content provisioning?
The main mechanisms for reaching the user terminal are known as client-server (or
C-S) and peer-to-peer (or P2P). In C-S, the content is made available via computer
servers (or server farms). The user can search for relevant information (via any of the
popular search engines) and finally retrieves the content through the browser (i.e. the
client application). Clearly this approach is limited in terms of scalability, availability,
and efficiency, since the server (or server cluster) constitutes a computational and
network bottleneck. We have all experienced occasions when a web page (or server)
is not accessible or when we cannot connect to a real-time streaming service.
Most limitations of C-S have been overcome in P2P systems. In this case, the user
terminals themselves form a sort of self-organized content distribution network. Any
of the terminals joining the P2P network can in fact play not only the role of passive
user (or client) but also, and seamlessly, the role of content provider (or server) because of this, all terminals are peers. Assuming that suitable publish and search
mechanisms are in place, content can be downloaded from any terminal (holding a
copy of it) to any other terminal. In the most common P2P systems, whenever the
demand and popularity of a file increases, more and more copies of that file will be
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spread in the P2P network. In fact, many peers will have that file among their
resources and other peers will have the chance to download it from several sources,
feeding a positive circle chain. Thus, we can easily see why this approach is
considerably more powerful than its C-S counterpart (there is no single server, no
single point of failure, and no bottleneck).
Despite its superiority as a mechanism for moving content around, P2P presents a
major problem when it comes to protecting copyrighted material. In fact, we can
confidently say that none of the largest media production companies is currently
conceiving P2P as a vehicle for distributing copyrighted material. P2P systems have
in fact become popular in the realm of free (or illegal) content distribution, while most
of the non-free content reaches the user via C-S transactional systems for which
suitable security means are available.
In this paper, we propose a system which allows content providers to use P2P as a
vehicle for distributing copyrighted material, addressing the three key legal challenges
of the copyright law: copy infringement; distribution infringement, and vicarious and
contributory liability (a thorough explanation of these issues is given in [1]).
In our approach, a trusted entity (for instance the network operator) handles user
authentication, registration, authorization and transactions, acting as an intermediary
between content provider and users. This portion of the system works in C-S mode,
whereas copyrighted content circulates among users in a P2P fashion. We explain
how existing encryption and key management technologies can be used in a new way
in order to protect files in P2P systems. Our approach is combined with an incentivebased scheme where all parties involved benefit from the ‘legal’ circulation of
information.
Conclusions are drawn from a prototype implementation which has been developed
by an academic institution in collaboration with a major network operator. Our
prototype runs on thin mobile terminals (personal digital assistants), in addition to
ordinary personal computers, and is able to operate not only in wired and wireless
networks but also over UMTS.

2 Related Work

2.1 Existing Solutions
While there is a huge variety of different applications and protocols when considering
P2P and Digital Right Management (DRM) contexts separately, it appears that no
effective solutions are actually available, when trying to merge such contexts.
The great most of P2P systems simply do not have any features at all that allow
DRM policy to be integrated. To our knowledge, the only P2P system that claims to
distribute DRM-protected content is Kazaa [4]. The latter, however, exploits software
from Altnet company [5], which has been recognized by any antivirus as responsible
of spywares and other malwares (i.e., “software installed without the user’s informed
consent, is difficult or impossible to uninstall, and transmits information about the
user’s activities without notice or consent” [3]). It is even not completely clear if
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those files are downloaded in a C-S manner, as some sources report (for instance [8]),
or via P2P, as Kazaa claims. During trials that we have performed ourselves after
installing Kazaa, we have not been able to find any DRM-protected file residing on
peers, whilst all of them were on central servers. Thus we are not able to confirm that
Altnet system embedded in Kazaa is actually P2P. In any case, the installation of
spywares as an integral part of DRM policy is clearly unacceptable and not viable, if
seeking a business approach.
A number of different protocols exist for DRM itself. Actually one of the biggest
problems that DRM is facing is the lack of interoperability [9], so that users are tied to
very specific applications every time they want to render their files. This clearly feeds
a large-scale mistrust toward DRM systems in general. The situation has been made
even worse after the clamorous case of one of the most popular worldwide record
companies, which has grossly exploited spyware techniques, in the intention of
achieving efficient copyright respect [3].
There is actually a growing interest from several major companies dealing with
DRM for the so called OMA-DRM project [7]. This represents an attempt toward a
large-scale standardization of DRM and at the same time it includes several features
that would make it portable in a P2P environment. OMA-DRM is actually still at a
development stage and further studies on its implementation in large-scale real
systems would be needed, in order to draw more precise conclusions [10].
2.2 Requirements for DRM-enabled P2P
The P2P realm is evolving at an unprecedented pace, which makes it very difficult to
capture a complete snapshot of P2P systems and technologies. To the best of our
knowledge, none of the existing P2P systems satisfies the following requirements,
which are fundamental to effective DRM for commercially-viable P2P:
• Content provider protection: prevents the user from illegally duplicating and
distributing digital material. Current encryption schemes used in C-S systems
cannot be easily exported to P2P - users can currently easily inject content
(obtained either legally or illegally) into the P2P network. Some P2P systems
such as Freenet [2] guarantee user’s anonymity, further exacerbating the illegal
file distribution problem.
• P2P provider protection: the P2P platform developer incurs in vicarious liability
if it can be proved that they can exert some form of control over direct
infringers’ behavior [1]. This is one of the reasons why Napsters lost a lawsuit
and was shut down.
• User protection: some P2P systems make use of spyware to monitor user actions
and achieve some sort of DRM. As mentioned, this is the case of Kazaa.
Our solution, as proposed below, satisfies these three requirements, while also
having the following advantages:
• It makes use of well-established encryption technologies;
• It is generic, and may be used with different devises and file formats other than
the ones used to develop our prototype;
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• It is based on user incentives (it allows the implementation of different economic
and rewarding schemes), and ensures that all parties involved (user, content
provider, P2P service provider) benefit from joining the service;
• It does not require an unbreakable DRM system (at present it would be
unrealistic to assume that such a system can be realized) since the user (i.e. the
potential hacker) would stop receiving rewords in that case (this will become
clear after the following section). Our system is sufficiently robust to prevent
involuntary copyright infringement and would require substantial expertise and
facilities (beyond the abilities of the typical expert Internet user) to be broken.
• It is based on a robust authentication framework handled by the network
operator, which instills a sense of trust and encourages user participation to the
P2P playground.

3 DRM-enabled P2P system

3.1 System entities
In a real-case scenario there will be several entities that will compete for a slice of the
media selling market and others who will collaborate to enhance the user accessibility
to content. However, for the sake of simplicity we assume that the key players of our
P2P content distribution systems are:
• A Content Provider (CP). This will be a media production or broadcasting
company producing music, videos, films, etc. and holding the copyrights.
• A Trusted Entity (TE). This will be a network operator, service provider or any
other company that manages a large amount of subscribers and has gained their
trust. The TE has the means to handle user authentication, authorization,
charging and billing (via a transactional system).
• The users (or Peers). These will be ordinary users with a terminal connected to
the Internet (subscribing to a TE) and who want to purchase copyright protected
material. Peers will seamlessly act as content distributors in the P2P network.
In general there will be several content providers advertising their products (music
files, videos, etc) via brokers (yellow or white pages). Users will register with
different (competing) trusted entities (for instance their own mobile network operator)
that will also have to federate in order to allow user and service portability (similarly
to what mobile network operators do to support the roaming user). Our approach to
DRM-enabled P2P has been designed to work across network operator boundaries
(inter-domain) and independently from access network technologies and user terminal
type. The CP may also act as TE or vice versa.
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3.2 Bootstrapping
The distribution of digital content from producer to the end user will be ‘initially’
mediated by the TE who, for each file, will produce the encrypting/decrypting key
and encrypt the file itself. One of the state-of-the-art symmetric encryption techniques
will be used. We’ll see how, once the P2P network gets populated with copies of the
original individual files, the TE will not have to act as a content distribution hub
anymore, since content will be distributed directly by the peers. The TE will still hold
a master copy of all files injected in the P2P system.
Content Provider

Content Server: NO

S-CSCF

Peer:PeerA

Peer:PeerB

Provide Content()
Generate license; encrypt file()
Store license and encrypted file()
Register and authenticate()
Successful registr. and authent.
Search a file()
File found only in the server()
Return result of the search

Download the file()
Return the protected file

Pay for the license()
Select license matching that file()
Rename license file, according to peer A ID()
Return the license fit on peer A
Play the file()
Search for a file()
Found file; shared by peer A()
Return result of the search
Download the file()
Return the protected file
Amount paid by peer B: split among:
- Content Provider
- NO
- peer A

Pay for the license
Select license matching that file
Rename license file, according to peer B ID()
Return the license fit on peer B
Play the file()

Fig. 1. Sequence of diagram describing main entities and interactions.
Figure 1 illustrates the bootstrapping of the content distribution process, starting
from the scenario where there are no peers and all content is stored in the content
server. We assume that this is managed by the Network Operator (NO) who is also in
charge of user and transaction management.
The first operation any peer will have to perform before getting access to the
services/content available in the P2P network is registration/authentication. PeerA
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will then join the P2P network and have access to the search facilities which will
provide the same sort of functionality of ordinary Internet search engines.
3.3 File protection hurdles
If the retrieved file is copyright protected, PeerA will have to be debited the relevant
cost before obtaining the license key that will decrypt the file. This process would be
straightforward in a C-S system but is extremely detrimental in the context of P2P.
Once PeerA gets hold of the key, it could easily share the license key of the file with
any other peer. This is in fact the crucial problem with current P2P systems which we
want to counter since this is what generates the copy and distribution infringement
issue.
The technical problem we have to address is how to allow the same encrypted file
to circulate in the P2P network, allowing authorized users to read (or play) it freely
but preventing illicit swapping of licenses. We tackle this problem from different
fronts. First, we protect the key (Sect. 3.4). Then, since it is quite hard to create an
unbreakable DRM system (especially in the context of P2P), we couple the P2P
system with a strong user authentication and authorization system (provided by the
network operator in our prototype). Finally, we encourage lawful peer participation
via an incentive mechanism, which, on the other hand, demotivates hacking actions
(Sect. 3.5).
3.4 P2P file protection
The application running on the peer (e.g., the player if the file is a music or video file)
expects the key to have a specific filename. The filename is generated by the server
using a secret function, F, that gets as input the tuple {peer ID; ID of the
encrypted file}. F can be specified starting from state-of-the-art cryptographic
algorithms and will incorporate a set of operations consisting of bits manipulations,
shifts, bitwise mathematical operations etc. Every bit of the input tuple is considered
by F, so any variation of the input would result in a different output.
Going back to Figure 1, upon receiving the payment for the relevant license, the
server renames the license file univocally to PeerA and forwards it to the peer.
PeerA will now use F to compute the location (filename) where the license key will
have to be in. It will, then, feed the actual key and source file to the player. A further
advantage of our approach is that the only proprietary module is the one running F,
while it will work with any type of file and application. For instance, if we are using
the system to distribute music files, our system will operate with any (locally
installed) player application.
Let us see what happens when a second peer, PeerB is searching the same file that
PeerA has just obtained (for simplicity Figure 1 does not illustrate PeerB‘s
registration phase). Now there are two copies of the same encrypted file, one in the
server and the other in PeerA’s shared resources. Clearly, this time PeerB will
download the file from PeerA, so the server will be relieved from this task. Given
that the file is protected, PeerB will have to pay for the license, expecting the key to
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be stored in a file whose filename is uniquely tailored to PeerB. This is something
that PeerA cannot produce, unless it successfully reverse-engineers F. Then, even if
PeerA were to pass its own license key to PeerB, this would not be in the correct
filename and path and would be unusable by the decryption routine.
As more peers join the P2P system and express interest in certain files, the latter
would gradually populate the system. The licenses, though, will always have to come
from the server, which is how we obtain a DRM-enabled P2P. In addition, the more
peers are interested in a given file, the more copies of that file will be circulating into
the system, leading to increasing levels of scalability and availability.
3.5 Trust, policing, and incentives
In order to further increase the level of security, the file protection mechanism
described above is carried out in conjunction with a strong user authentication and
authorization component. Our prototype, as specified in Section 4, is integrated in the
context of the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), which is the service provisioning
framework adopted by the major network operators [6]. Because of that, the IMS
comes with a strong emphasis on user management and with specific service
components for transaction management, charging and billing. The operator will,
therefore, be in a good position to act as trusted entity, monitor the user activity, and
handle the necessary key management process.
Effectively, what the operator’s platform gives us is the ability to know that the
peers in our P2P system are who they say they are. Peers will have also accepted
appropriate terms and conditions at registration time. In this way it will be possible to
prosecute copyright infringers.
Experience has shown that law enforcement per se is never sufficient to stop the
compulsive hackers. Economic incentives, instead, appear to be more successful at
deterring illegal activities. In our system, a P2P file exchange is handled as an atomic
transaction which is concluded when the license has been paid for. Referring to
Figure 1, once PeerB pays, the operator charging system will credit a portion to
itself, a portion to the copyright holder and another portion to PeerA, as a reward for
acting as file distributor.
Therefore, peers have concrete advantages from ‘legal’ file circulation. Even if
they managed to hack the system, obtain an unencrypted copy of the original file, and
get away with the network operator’s policing system, they would damage themselves
by injecting the unencrypted file in the P2P system – i.e., they would not receive any
economic incentive in doing so.

4 The Prototype
What we have actually prototyped is a P2P system built on the IMS (Figure 2). We
believe to be first to have accomplished a concrete example of an operator-mediated
P2P system, where P2P operations are supervised, traced and charged by the network
operator (i.e., the trusted entity).
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Fig. 2. Logical view of prototype implementation.

Figure 2 presents a simplified view of the system which is, in fact, considerably
more complicated, since the IMS is a comprehensive service provisioning platform.
The presence, charging and registration components have been implemented
according to standards specifications [6]. We have built our DRM-P2P system as an
extension to the IMS. The content provider does not belong, in general, to the
operator’s (IMS) domain, although this is not a requirement.
Our IMS P2P set of functionalities has been implemented in Java 1.5.06
(December 2005 release) and has been tested on Linux and Windows XP. We have
also prototyped a peer-side application for mobile terminals – specifically the
Hewlett-Packard iPAQ h5555 Pocket PC - based on J2ME and WindowsMobile. In
this way we have proved that the proposed approach works on relatively thin
terminals in addition to ordinary computers.
For encryption and key management we have adopted the AES (advanced
encryption standard) symmetric block cipher algorithm - CBC (cipher block chaining)
cipher mode and PKCS7 padding mode. CBC needs not only a key but also an
Initialization Vector (IV). Hence, in our prototype, the license includes two strings
(128 bits each), which are pseudo-randomly generated by the server at encryption
time.
For the input parameters of the encryption function, F of Sect. 3.4 we have adopted
the SIP identifier (to uniquely identify the peer ID) and as file ID the name of the
encrypted file. A more robust solution would be to use hash functions (e.g. based on
MD5). But this operation would have been too heavyweight (especially as file size
grows), considering that our peers maybe thin mobile clients. F can be defined
starting from ordinary cryptographic algorithms, performing an original set of
operations, manipulations and shifts on the input parameters.
Just to get an idea of the order of magnitude of the decryption overheads incurred
on a terminal with a 2.4 GHz CPU, 1 Gbyte RAM, we obtained the following figures
(similar on Linux and Windows XP):
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File size (Mbytes)
3.7
6
15
50
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Overheads (seconds)
1
2
4
14

Finally, the user rewarding scheme has been implemented according to the
functionalities specified by OMA DRM v2 [7].
The aforementioned technological choices are merely an indication of how our
system may be readily realized. However, other similar (or future) technologies can
be chosen.

5 Conclusions
The community interested in media and information dissemination is split between
those who advocate and those who oppose the copyright law. The widespread
appearance of P2P systems has re-fuelled this controversy, since the P2P approach is
significantly more efficient than its C-S counterpart. P2P is, however, being largely
used for distributing free content while also sparking the illegal distribution of
copyrighted material.
The perspective presented in this article is that the copyright infringement issue
would naturally disappear if all parties involved (including the user) could benefit
from the legal distribution of copyrighted material. We have presented a framework
which exploits P2P as a content distribution platform (giving the user the role of
distribution hub) while also addressing the DRM issue.
Our system can be used to experiment with different types of economic (incentivebased) models. An interesting exercise would be to see what happens when different
incentive schemes are deployed in a very large scale. We plan to run simulations to
unveil the effects that different incentives have on system scalability.
We do expect to see an increase in user participation to the P2P distribution role.
Current P2P systems suffer from the so-called free-riding issue, whereby peers obtain
content from the network but do not act as distributors. They do that in order to save
the consumption of their own computer and network resources. But, in doing so, they
fail the very purpose of P2P and lead to a dramatic reduction in performance – the
performance of P2P systems degenerates dramatically when free-riders dominate the
scene. By providing economic incentives to user participation, our approach will
combat the free-riding issue.
Having integrated our prototype with a state-of-the-art (standardized) service
provisioning platform (i.e., the IMS), we are effectively showing an evolutionary path
towards commercially-viable P2P content distribution. We have also demonstrated
that such approach can work across network boundaries (we have tested it on UMTS,
as well as on wired and wireless access networks) and for different terminals (PDAs
and personal computers).
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Hence, our findings indicate that P2P can, indeed, become the ultimate technology
for content provisioning. A lot of work lays ahead in order to fully address a number
of legal, standardization and interoperability issues.
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Abstract. Our principal concern lies in designing and implementing a model of
integration and communication of services within SOA environment, elaborated
enough to allow several services to use a single input/output GSM (Global
System for Mobile Telecommunication) channel. This model must offer a high
flexibility in integrating new services (or new applications). This model is
based on the characteristics of SOA and on communication of type
publication/subscription from Event Driven Architecture (EDA).
Keywords: Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), Enterprise Service Bus
(ESB), Event Driven Architecture (EDA), middleware.

1 Introduction
SOA is the philosophy that views software systems as multiple services connected to
each other. In the context of SOA, a service is simply an autonomous application that
runs and communicates to other services by exchanging messages. But an
implementation of SOA suggests the use of an Enterprise Services Bus (ESB) because
of complexity in managing nxn pairs of communication that could exist if we have n
services. The goal of this article consists in designing and implementing an ESB that
enable several services to use the same GSM channel for input/output and offers a
high flexibility of integration of new services.
The ESB is something that plays a role of router between the services. More
explicitly, the bus ensures the transport of messages between the various services
which are connected to in order to carry out business functionalities. Because the data
used by each service are not always in the same format, the ESB consequently needs
to have a function of transformation, data conversion between the services. Moreover,
as a router, it will have to ensure the connectivity and the transport of messages.
These functionalities are in fact the necessary sub-set. For these purely functional
aspects and since we are in a distributed environment, it would be necessary that this
bus supports the needs for rise in load, huge volume of data, safety and reliability of
the messages, also real time, etc.
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The communication model used for these services is of type event-driven. So, we
will use the Event Driven Architecture (EDA) that proposes the development
frameworks we have in the market. EDA is the type of architecture in which all the
components are communicating to others by sending events. There is the publisher,
the receiver and/or the broker of events. The publisher publishes the event; the
receiver subscribes to the event before and specifies the action to be taken in the case
of this event. The broker manages events. As such, it sends it to the good receiver
after receiving it from the publisher. Event is like a signal. It naturally has its data. For
example, you have a new mail is an event which has the mail content as its data. So,
event transports simultaneously its data. Events are mostly caused by changing some
data.

2 Our Context
In our case, connections to the bus are done with a SMS (Shorts Message Service).
SMS is a technology in the GSM that allows sending small text to a mobile phone.
SMS is used in multiple applications nowadays to ensure mobility of the users. [16] is
the standard that specifies the format of SMS.
The figure 1 shows the conceptual architecture of this bus based on the use of
SMS messages.

Fig. 1. Conceptual architecture.

The application that we built on this architecture meets the need of mobility of the
users above. It will be possible to whomever to reach the information system (IS) of
his company, with a certain number of rights naturally, to collect desired information.
A specific case would be for example to give the possibility to an itinerant salesman
to query the IS of his company in order to get for example the stock of a certain
product. This query will be done from a mobile phone. Specifically, he will send a
SMS to the system. Once the SMS is received, the ESB will send it to the suitable
service which has been given the responsibility to analyze it and to carry out the
required processing. At the end of the process the result from this service will
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automatically be returned to the applicant. The applicant will at this time receive it
directly on his mobile phone.
This form of communication is more advantageous because the user continues to
have access to the IS of his company at anytime and anywhere (as long as the GSM
network permits it). He is able to get the real time information which is essential for
his business! In those IS where there are multiple updates, the user always has the
possibility of getting actual data (for example case in the stock exchange place).
Our objective is to give to users the access to a multitude of services while passing
by the same channel as figure 2 shows. Because there is only one channel and many
services will access it, it is now necessary to have something (an application) that will
manage this resource. We call it: a Manager. Its aim is to allow services to receive
messages dedicated to them. These services can run as standalone applications. These
services can be built by other teams; and, in order to use the channel, they will easily
be grafted on the system. The mode of communication between these services and the
manager should thus be by exchanging messages: a communication base on program
interfaces would lay more problems and would be more constraining.
Indeed, while communicating by the publication of the interfaces, the services and
the manager will have mutually to know themselves; this would oblige the manager to
know the interfaces of all the services. One could imagine the amount of difficulties
that arises when one wants to add a new service. Thus, the manager must be modified
each time a new service is added. This adds maintenance problems and shows a
considerable lack of flexibility in adding and removing services. In addition, it also
poses a real problem of performance because the manager will be blocked at each
service call since the communications would need to be synchronous in that case. If
the performance is reduced then is also the quality of service (QoS). The huge volume
of solicitation of the manager (what will be the case besides) will lead directly to
freezing system what puts everything in danger!
Compared to the above discussion, we built a single manager that takes directly
into account installation of the new services into the system. This manager is
completely autonomous.
However, the access to the system needs to fulfill some criteria of security in order
to guarantee the safety and the integrity of the system. For this purpose, it will be
necessary to define rules of authentication and authorization. And given the fact that
some data are confidential in the IS, it would be interesting to apply some concepts of
cryptography and encryption to these data. These aspects were not largely applied
here because of the prototype case of this application. But they must always be in
mind once in a distributed or opened environment.
The figure below shows the necessary infrastructure that enables the system to
operate. But it is interesting to present the models of communication used to make
components communicate to each other. The dotted lines in this figure delimit the
various circuits that exist for the transport of the requests from the mobile phone to
the services; then answers from the services to the requester mobile phone. This
figure shows also the technological options in circuits 2 and 3:
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Fig. 2. Physical architecture and technological options.

The circuits sections in question are marked by yellow rounds 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.
They are described below:
1. This portion contains the various services which can execute requests from the
users. New services can be integrated by using the infrastructure offered into 2.
2. This circuit represents the channel used so that these services communicate with
the Manager. An analysis enabled us to note that this communication is not only
of client/server type but should also be made by exchanging messages in order
to meet the objectives referred above. The technological options are as follows:
MSMQ (Microsoft Message Queue), MQ Series, and JMS (Java Message
Queue). Services will subscribe to the events of arrived messages on these
queues. So, the manager will write message on the queue. But the manager also
subscribe to the same event on another queue in other to get results from
services.
3. This circuit represents the channel used so that the Manager communicates with
the GSM Link Server. It is a traditional type of communication between
applications. Hence the use of directed object middlewares. The technological
options are as follows: DCOM/COM+ (Distributed Component Object Model),
Remoting, CORBA (Common Object Request Broker), Java/RMI (Remote
Method Invocation). But since the GSM Link Server generates also events and
that these events must be captured by the Manager, we implemented a model of
EDA architecture between the two services that enables capturing events
produced by GSM Link server. All communications are based on events and
data are simply serializable objects that pass through the middleware.
4. This channel is used for the connection of the Modem to the serial port of GSM
Link Server.
5. It is the GSM network which communicates with the GSM Link Server through
the use of the Modem that serves as the interface with. The modem is connected
to a COM port of the computer. And when an SMS arrives the modem writes
data to the COM port and the listening program can then read the incoming data.
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The data received on this port are analyzed against [16]. After this analysis, the
program composes an object that is made up of the incoming SMS elements as
stated in [16]. The system then fires an event and includes the composed object
as the event’s data. The event constitutes what the manager will the event.
On the figure above, applications involved in the system are identified by green
rounds and each machine conceptually consists of one application.
Rounds 6, 7 and 8 contain respectively the Product service, Stock quotation
service, the directory services. Rounds 9 and 12 are managers who send/receive
messages for services; they consume also the services offered by the GSM Link
Server (round 10). This machine has the functionalities that enable it to manage a bulk
of modems represented by the component numbered 11.
The preceded sections enable us to show the physical architecture necessary to the
implementation of our system having in mind the needs of mobility and real time.
This architecture enables us to control the physical infrastructure and the ways that
the various messages will get to their recipients. The following section presents the
implementation of the prototype which turns for the execution of the main scenario by
requesting a service from a SMS.

3 Implementation of the Prototype
3.1 Tools and Languages for Development
1. Our application is a multi-tiers architecture. We used:
2. Microsoft SQL Server 2000 as the Database Management System;
3. Microsoft MSMQ™ for the exchange of messages between the services and the
Manager;
4. Microsoft Visual Studio.NET with the Microsoft NET Framework as the
development environment;
5. The implementation language used for the business objects is Visual C#.NET;
6. Microsoft NET Remoting for the communication of the Manager and GSM Link
Server;
7. A modem for the sending/receiving SMS.
3.2 Tests
The correct functioning of the system consists in launching GSM Link Server
initially. This application can run in background. It communicates directly with the
modem which can be connected at any time on the serial port of the computer it is
running on.
After starting this server, one then now launches the Manager who will undertake
to communicate with the server. The starting of the service is characterized by the
presence of a notification icon Windows taskbar.
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The launching of the Modem is done from the Manager; what shows the remote
control we have on the Modem which is the material from which events are all from.
Events from the modem can be displayed as follows:

Fig. 3. The Manager main form.

The business services can be launched at any time.
We present the execution of the principal scenario described in the preceding
sections:
1. Composition of the SMS by a user starting from his mobile phone. For example,
the query to be sent is: "# STOCK#PRD00001 # " i.e. "I want the quantity in
stock of the product code PRD00001.(STOCK: ID of the service, PRD00001:
Produced ID, #: separator)
2. Reception by the modem, then by GSMLink Server;
3. Generation of the event corresponding to the reception of the SMS; and transfer
of the data;
4. Reception of the data transmitted by the Manager and displaying; then insertion
in the messages queue;

Fig. 4. Reception of the SMS by the Manager.

5. Automatic reception of the message by the concerned service and displaying,
processing follows;
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Fig. 5. Reading the message from the message queue.

6. Insertion of the result in the messages queue;
7. Automatic reception of the message by the Manager, then sending of the SMS to
the server (GSM Lin Server);
8. Reception and sending of the SMS by the server (GSM Lin Server);
9. Reception of the result by the user through the portable. For example: #
PR00001#45000#60 # From Sale Forces Automation # (PRD00001: Produced
ID whose stock is required, 45000: Unit Price, 60: Quantity in stock, From Sale
Forces Automation: For the signature of the source).

4 Conclusion
Services oriented architectures are today one of the elaborate solutions brought to
solve the problem encountered during the integration of the components deployed in
the different application servers. The services offered by this architecture are built on
standards and because of that purpose could thus be consumed from any platform.
This characteristic offers enormous advantages at the level of systems integration as
well as at the level of constructing new solutions. The construction of new solutions
will take less time because it is possible to compose a new service from those which
already exist. This decreases considerably the T2M (Time-to-Market). However, it
poses a small problem when one wants to integrate real time aspects in the solutions
of company because the services are connected to each other and communicate in a
traditional way (question/answer). This style of solution badly supports real time.
However, company’s IS are generally in a constant state of changes. Each change of
state can be seen as an event. The fact that the quantity in stock of a product reaches a
threshold is an example. This event can then automatically orchestrate a whole of
consequent. Thus EDA are styles of architectures which implement this type of
process offering solutions on a real time basis. Consequently, the coupling of the SOA
with the EDA offers a more modern architecture than traditional ones.
In the context of the integration of services, the use of point-to-point can easily
lead to a mesh network of services. This type of network is difficult to manage or
maintain because of the high number of services and connections. The buses of
services bring to this problem not only flexibility in the connection of the services but
also reliability in sending message safely, the management of the priorities and the
scalability (which is the capacity to be extended), etc. The research made in this
direction enabled us to enrich the design of our system which is indeed a kind of bus.
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Our research in this paper consisted in putting together the concepts of SOA,
EDA, EAI and middlewares. These concepts enabled us to develop a model of bus of
services allowing services considered as back-end to be able to use only one
input/output GSM channel. This bus allows a flexible integration of new services (the
services back-end). This system allows the services considered as back-end to give
answers to queries carried out by the users of a given IS.
The problem we faced at the beginning of this work was that it was not possible
that several services (or applications) use only one modem at the same time (or a bulk
of modems). But now that is quite possible. This system can be distributed at the level
of the Intranet as well as over the Internet i.e., the modem can be controlled from
anywhere! The immediate economic impact is the resource sharing (modem in this
case) and the market broadening.
With this purpose, we have exploited SOA, EDA and especially we could enable
EDA to be distributed (and we called it d-EDA for Distributed Even Driven
Architecture) by developing a certain architecture of classes on a middleware
typically object-oriented.
The d-EDA has many advantages since from a network standpoint which
generates events, several applications running on various machines can now process
these events differently. These types of architectures are useful for example in
Telecom, in hospitals (alarms of the medical equipment, etc), and in any field where
one uses a device that generates events to be treated by an application.
The perspectives for this work go in the implementation of all the functionalities
offered by a bus of services since we built only prototype not a complete bus. We
used it only as a router with not as much intelligence as needed. We will enrich the
system by the introduction of a messages broker and an intelligent routing process in
order to be able to compose the results coming from several services. We will have to
also integrate into this bus the capacity to receive Simple Object Access Protocol –
SOAP messages. Naturally, it would be interesting to deal with the web services.
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Abstract. This article analyzes and characterizes the Generic Service
Specification (GSS) framework proposed by Maniatis et. al [3]. GSS is
constituted by a generic scheme of specification for the service class and an
algorithm for intelligent mapping. The scheme of generic specification allows
network administrators to describe the classes of their domain according to
GSS. An intelligent mapping algorithm deployed at the point where different
networks converge performs the correspondence of the requested session
specification to a specific service class when crossing a domain on the end-toend path. The proposal of Maniatis is extended by applying fuzzy logic for the
calculation of the degree of correspondence between two network service
specifications.
Keywords: QoS, GSS, UMTS, mapping.

1 Introduction
The existing quasi-ubiquitous Internet, the increasing reliance in data transport over
IP networks in preference to other technologies (i.e. circuit switched networks), and
the worldwide expansion of the wireless IP based network, has brought about a
Quality of Service (QoS) provision dilemma. Actual IP networks are unable to
allocate consistent QoS characteristics to a user’s session going through diverse
administrative domains. Universal Mobile Telecommunications System’s (UMTS)
classes of service [1], differ from those of the legacy wireline world. Integrated
Services (IntServ), Differentiated Services (DiffServ) and Multiprotocol Labeling
Switching (MPLS) technologies provide partial solution in the inter-domain realm of
QoS provision. The ever-growing types of multimedia applications exert a burden on
the capability of the networks to provide the expected performance to users
applications.
In view of this panorama, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) started in 2004
the initiative “Next Steps in Signaling” (NSIS) [2], a signaling system for IP networks
aimed to provide QoS assurance. Over this foundation, Maniatis, et. al. propose the
Generic Service Specification (GSS) framework, consisting of a “universal” template
of QoS and traffic attributes, which is passed on from one domain to another, and
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interpreted at the edge of the networks by an Intelligent Mapping Algorithm (IMA),
in charge of deciding the best correspondence for the incoming session with one of
the native classes of service. This paper deals with a GSS framework implementation
for incoming inter-domain sessions in UMTS.

2 The Generic Service Specification Schema
The GSS framework defines a GSS schema stating a Network Service Specification,
comprised of QoS objectives and traffic classification of a session that needs to
traverse two or more administrative domains. The schema is handed on from one
domain to the next. With this information the IMA can calculate and decide the best
native service correspondence for the incoming session. Fig. 1 shows the Network
Service, QoS, and Traffic Specifications of the GSS schema, and the particular
parameters that describe them.

Fig. 1. Logic Diagram of the GSS schema

The QoS specification can have either numeric or descriptive values, when using
the latter, the range of each parameter has six levels: veryLow, low, medium, high,
veryHigh, and unspecified.
Traffic specification descriptors can adopt the following values: Bit rate (constant
or variable {veryLow, low, medium, high, veryHigh, and unspecified }), packet size
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(constant or variable {verySmall, small, medium, big, veryBig, and unspecified }),
burstiness (veryLow, low, medium, high, veryHigh, and unspecified), greediness (yes,
no, unspecified), adaptativity (yes, no, unspecified), and duration (shortLife, longLife,
and unspecified). This data allows the receiving domain to effect operations of
admission control, policing and resource management.
To convey the relative importance among the eleven unitary components of the
network service specification, they are assigned a weight, whose integer values span
from zero (not relevant), to ten (capital importance). The weights differentiate
applications, i.e. voice needs a weight ≈ 10 in maxDelay, whereas web requires a
weight ≈10 on maxLoss.
The GSS schema is structured with the Extensible Markup Language (XML) [4],
as suggested by [3].

3 The Intelligent Mapping Algorithm
Since different QoS models specify non-homogeneous classes of service, the IMA at
the edge router of a UMTS domain has the purpose of deciding (with a criteria
described in this section) which of its native classes is the one that more resembles
that of the GSS schema received.
Each class of traffic in the UMTS domain is described in a Network Service
Specification by means of a XML document, following the same pattern of the GSS
scheme.
The fundamental operation for the selection of a certain network service
specification is the calculation of the correspondence degree, which denotes the grade
of similarity between two different network service specifications. Absolute or
relative conformance can be used to calculate the correspondence degree. In the case
of absolute conformance, the attribute’s values are compared, if they are identical the
weight associated to the attribute is added to the total correspondence degree,
otherwise it is subtracted. In the case of relative correspondence, the calculation
involves a more complex process, stemming from the fact that numerical values and
descriptive values (rank of numerical values, i.e. 200 ms to 600 ms) may exist for the
same attribute [3]. Furthermore, the correspondence degree implies an uncertainty
factor, because it makes reference to a degree of similarity between two data sets.
Fuzzy logic is used to deal with the uncertainty present in the structure of the Network
Service Specification data set. The IMA models the QoS specification’s parameters
(maxDelay, twoWayDelay, maxLoss, maxJitter, bwGuaranteed) as linguistic
variables, whose descriptive values (veryLow, low, medium, high, veryHigh, and
unspecified) represent a linguistic value. For each linguistic value numerical figures
(known as support) must be defined. In this work, the support for each linguistic value
is allocated on the basis of the recommendation [6]. The numerical value within each
support that holds the greater degree of similarity is known as core. Table 1 gives an
example the support and core for maxDelay.
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Table 1. Numerical values correspondent to maxDelay
maxDelay

Min. limit

Core

Max. limit

verylow

0 ms

100 ms

300 ms

low

200 ms

400 ms

600 ms

medium

500 ms

1s

2s

high

2s

4s

6s

veryhigh

5s

10 s

5 min

The membership degree takes on values between 0 (non-member) and 1 (identical
member) [5]. In order to ascribe a degree of similarity to the discrete values of the
support, a Membership Function has to be defined. A Triangular MF (Fig. 2) is
invoked by the IMA to compute the membership degree. The MF is expressed by
Equation 1, where a < b < c take up the values of recommendation [6], as exemplified
in Table 1.

Fig. 2. Triangular membership function [5]

⎧ 0,
x<a
⎪
⎪x−a, a ≤ x ≤b
⎪b− a
triangular (x; a,b,c) = ⎨
⎪c − x , b ≤ x ≤ c
⎪c −b
⎪⎩ 0,
c<x

(1)

Upon obtaining the membership degree, the IMA can figure out the relative
correspondence. First it calculates the relative weight multiplying the numerical value
of the membership degree times the attribute’s weight. Then an addition of the
relative weights is performed. When the membership degree equals 0, the weight is
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subtracted (the whole value of the weight, or a fixed fraction of it). Once the relative
correspondence estimate is obtained, the IMA yields the name of the local network
service specification that has the greater correspondence degree. Whenever the
relative correspondence outcome is negative, Best Effort service should be assigned.
Fig. 3 depicts the action diagram of the IMA.

Fig. 3. Intelligent mapping algorithm action diagram
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4 GSS Framework Results
To evaluate the GSS framework implementation, an iterative program that generates
network service specifications was elaborated and tested with the following
conditions: When the membership degree between two values is zero: (a) the
parameter’s weight is subtracted (b) a fraction of the weight is subtracted. The value
and weight of the QoS attributes (maxDelay, maxJitter, maxLoss, twoWayDelay and
bwGuarantee) were set according to Table 2. The UMTS domain holds 17 network
service specifications. Because of space limitations, a sample of these specifications is
enlisted in Table 3.
Table 2. Set of network service specifications attribute’s values generated
Attribute

Content

Weight

Value

Min. Value

Max. Value

Increment

1

10

1

2

10

2

2

10

2

maxLoss

from 100 to 5000 with
increments of 10%
[1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5,
7.5, 10 ]
[0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05]

twoWayDelay

unspecified

0

0

0

bwGuarantee

unspecified

0

0

0

maxDelay
maxJitter

Table 3. Network service specifications sample
maxDelay
Application

maxJitter

Descriptive
value

Weight

Numerical
value

Descriptive
value

Weight

Numerical
value

1. Voice

veryLow

10

100

veryLow

10

1

2. Video-conference

veryLow

10

100

veryLow

10

1

3. Interactive games

low

10

250

unspecified

0

4. Telemetry/two way

low

10

250

unspecified

0

Upon receiving a service request, the IMA selects a network service specification
from this set of alternatives. For negative correspondence, though best effort is
suggested, the algorithm yields the network service specification whose
correspondence degree associate is equal to the maximum calculated.
Trials were run for 0%, 25%, 50% and 100% of the attribute’s weight being
subtracted for negative correspondence. In this paper we exhibit results for the two
latter instances. Table 4 displays the overall results for the case when 50% is
subtracted.
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Table 4. Test 1: 50% of the weight is subtracted
A network service specification
was identified as adequate for the
requested service

The use of the BestEffort class was
recommended for the requested
service

330,675

246,825

[57.26%]

[42.74%]

Table 5 shows a set (randomly chosen) of the results obtained.
Table 5. Service specification outcomes (50%)
maxDelay

maxJitter

maxLoss
Weight

Correspondence
degree

Specification
selected

0.010

6

12.535

2

0.001

10

-0.420

5

0.030

6

-0.500

1

ms

Weight

ms

Weight

FER

146.41 ms

2

1

8

235.79

5

5

8

459.50

3

10

10

895.43

10

5

6

0.030

2

-6.000

1

1311.00

4

2

2

0.000

6

3.000

5, 4, 17

1919.43

1

4

8

0.000

6

1.500

5, 14, 17

ms: miliseconds

FER: frame error rate

Table 6 shows overall results for the 100% case.
Table 6. Test 2: 100% of the weight is subtracted
A network service specification
was identified as adequate for the
requested service

The use of the BestEffort class
was recommended for the requested
service

170,465

407,035

[29.52%]

[70.48%]

In the Table 7 is a set of the results obtained during the test 2 of the algorithm
Table 7. Service specification outcomes (100%)
maxDelay

maxJitter

maxLoss
Weight

Correspondence
degree

Specification
selected

ms

Weight

ms

Weight

FER

146.41

2

1

8

0.010

6

9.535

2

235.79

5

5

8

0.001

10

-4.420

5

459.50

3

10

10

0.030

6

-7.000

1

895.43

10

5

6

0.030

2

-14.000

1

1311.00

4

2

2

0.000

6

0.000

5, 4, 17

1919.43

1

4

8

0.000

6

1.500

5, 14, 17
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By comparison of the outcomes in Tables 4 and 6, it can be seen that subtracting
the whole weight narrows the number of correspondence instances with respect to
subtracting 50% of the weight. The decision on which one to apply lies on the system
administrator, since on the one hand the figures indicate that the first case is more
“accurate” or selective, but on the other hand, that sessions which could be given a set
of QoS characteristics will be either rejected or assigned best effort service.

5 Conclusions
End-to-end QoS assurance without degradation in an interdomain scenario is still an
unattained goal for IP networks. The IETF has ongoing work to define the NSIS, with
the aim of providing a respectable solution to this goal.
In this paper we describe a GSS and IMA implementation, which in the context of
the NSIS, yields QoS conformance for IP sessions coming from any administrative
domain into a UMTS mobile network.
The IMA defines fuzzy logic sets out of each network service specification’s
attribute, to compute an overall relative correspondence benchmark, to search for the
local service with the greater likeness to the specified by the GSS.
Results show that in many cases a one to one correspondence is achieved,
nevertheless, there are frequent multiple selections, because the relative
correspondence degree obtained from overall weight calculation can be met by
various local services. These results lead to the need of further research on the
definition of the fuzzy group’s membership function applied and the weight
manipulation criteria, for the purpose of obtaining more convergence in the local
service selection
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Abstract. The mobile ad-hoc network consists of nodes driven by the battery
with a limited life time. So, studies in relation to minimization of the total
amount of energy consumed in the network are deemed to be mandatory. Until
now, there haven’t been sufficient studies on routing algorithms that can be
specifically applied to the environment of the ad-hoc network even if many
studies have focused on energy-efficient routing algorithms. Therefore, in this
paper, we propose the online energy aware routing algorithm that is most
suitable for the ad-hoc environment. The proposed algorithm is an improved
version of the conventional AODV algorithm and it is referred to as the
NBEMV-AODV (Neighborhood Energy Mean Value–AODV). In this
algorithm, the overall network lifetime is significantly extended using the
energy mean values of the neighboring nodes. The simulation results indicate
that our energy-aware routing protocol achieves significant improvements in
network lifetime by compared with existing AODV by using NS-2.

1 Introduction
A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is composed of a group of mobile, wireless
nodes which cooperate in forwarding packets in a multi-hop fashion without any
centralized administration. In MANET, each mobile node acts as both a router and an
end node which is a source or destination, thus the failure of some nodes’ operation
can greatly impede performance of the network and even affect the basic availability
of the network, i.e., routing, energy depletion of nodes has been one of the main
threats to the availability of MANET. Since the mobile nodes have limited battery
power, it is very important to use energy efficiently in MANET.
Ad hoc wireless network has applications in emergency search-and-rescue
operations, decision making in the battlefield, data acquisition operations in hostile
terrain, etc. It is featured by dynamic topology (infrastructureless), multihop
communication, limited resources (bandwidth, CPU, battery, etc.) and limited
security. These characteristics put special challenges in routing protocol design [1].
The one of the most important objectives of MANET routing protocol is to maximize
energy efficiency, since nodes in MANET depend on limited energy resources.
Several routing protocols for MANET’s have been suggested in late 90’s: DSR,
AODV, DSDV, TORA and others (see [2] for comprehensive review of these
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protocols). The classical MANET settings assume that neither node locations nor
relative locations of other nodes are available. In this paper, we consider only
protocols which do not rely on location knowledge – even if each node is supplied
with GPS, the node mobility implies significant communication overhead caused by
location updates. The primary objectives of MANET routing protocols are to
maximize network throughput, to maximize energy efficiency, maximize network
lifetime, and to minimize delay. The network throughput is usually measured by
packet delivery ratio while the most significant contribution to energy consumption is
measured by routing overhead which is the number or size of routing control packets.
The general consensus based on simulations ( e.g., in the network simulator NS2 [3])
is that reactive protocols, i.e., those finding routes on fly by request with no work in
advance, perform better than proactive routing protocols, which try to maintain the
routs for all source-destination pairs (see [4]). In hop-by-hop reactive routing
protocols (e.g. used in Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing (AODV) [2]),
every intermediate node decides where the routed packet should be forwarded next.
Rout requests are generated at each hop by local broadcasting in case of path
discovery. A simple flooding broadcast for route requests generates a considerable
redundant packet overhead which is a major cause of inefficiency of MANET routing
protocols.
In this paper, we propose an improvement of AODV routing protocol of node
energy-awareness. With a simple modification in applying the Energy Mean Value
algorithm of AODV, our proposed routing protocols can achieve better load balancing
among nodes, which results in a longer network lifetime.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss to Ondemand routing protocols in MANETs. Section 3 explains a proposed NBEMVAODV which applies Neighborhood Energy Mean Value algorithm. Section 4
includes performance evaluation results of NBEMV-AODV compared with existing
AODV using NS-2 (Network Simulator 2). Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Description of AODV
In this section, we start with a general review of On-demand routing protocol, Ad-hoc
On-demand Distance Vector (AODV), in MANETs. This protocol initiate route
discovery only when a route is needed and maintain active routes only while they are
in use. Unused routes are deleted.
AODV is based on distance vector algorithm. However, AODV, unlike other
proactive distance vector algorithms, does not use periodic or triggered updates to
disseminate routing information. AODV requests for a route only when needed and
does not require nodes to maintain routes to the destinations that are not actively used
in communications. Routing tables are built using route discovery techniques and
maintained using Route maintenance, which are described as follows.
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2.1 Route Discovery
When a node needs to send a Packet to a destination to which it does not have a
routing entry. It broadcasts a route request (RREQ) packet. To prevent unnecessary
broadcasts of RREQs the source node uses an expanding ring search technique as an
optimization. In an expanding ring search, the source node initially uses a time-to-live
(TTL) = TTL_Start in the RREQ packet IP header and sets a timeout for receiving a
reply (RREP). Upon timeout the source retransmits a RREQ with TTL incremented
by TTL_increment. This continues until TTL reaches the highest value. Source will
retransmit the RREQ with the highest TTL if it does not receive any reply within
time-out period. Maximum number of retransmission must be determined. Nodes
receiving RREQs setup reverse paths to sources of RREQs in their routing tables, and
either reply to the RREQ if they already have an entry for the destination or forward
the RREQ. If there isn’t any intermediate node, having a route to the destination,
finally the destination will reply. Nodes receiving RREPs setup paths to the
destinations and in this way desirable routes will be discovered.
2.2 Route Maintenance
An existing routing entry may be invalidated if it is unused within a specified time
interval, or the next hop node is no longer reachable. In that case, the invalidation is
propagated to neighbors that have used this node as their next hop. Each time a route
is used to forward a data packet. Its route expiry time is updated when a node detects
that a route to a neighbor is no longer valid. It will remove the invalid entry and send
a route error message to the neighbors that are using the route. The nodes receiving
route errors will repeat this procedure. Finally source will request a new route if it still
needs the route.

3 NBEMV-AODV Routing Protocol by Applying an Neighborhood
Energy Mean Value Algorithm
The NBEMV-AODV algorithm that we propose is a protocol based on the AODV, an
on-demand routing protocol and it maximizes the overall network lifetime by
allowing the network to effectively consume the limited battery of the moving nodes,
which is one of the main limitations in the ad-hoc network. The NBEMV-AODV
protocol is a very realistic online energy aware algorithm that is suitable for many
applications in the actual ad-hoc network and it extends the network lifetime to its
maximal permissible duration by using the energy mean values of the neighboring
nodes and allowing the network to consume its energy more efficiently. The existing
AODV protocol does not consider the energy status of each node but it rather sets the
route according to the basic AODV route setting method. When a certain node has a
higher rate of node participation, it will participate in many nodes and the battery
energy will be consumed at a rapid pace unless it carefully considers how much
energy it has. Eventually, the node won’t be able to participate in the network.
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In order to extend the network lifetime by preventing the energy from
concentrating on a certain node and distributing it efficiently over the network, the
status of energy of the network should be considered as well as the status of energy of
each node. In the NBEMV algorithm that we propose is basically inspired by the fact
that the communication is achieved between the neighboring nodes. In the route
setting method of the AODV protocol, the RREQ message uses the status of energy of
the node and the energy mean values of the neighboring nodes in order to delay the
RREQ flooding. Consequently, the possibility for the node, whose status of energy is
vulnerable, to participate in the route is greatly reduced through the method such that
it eventually leads to the maximized network lifetime.

Fig. 1. NBEMV-AODVs Path Calculate and each node one-hop neighbor list

3.1 Operation of the Proposed AODV
In an existing AODV, if a source node is going to communicate with a destination
node, the source node broadcasts RREQ messages first and a path is established by
the RREP reply to RREQ arrive first.
Our proposed method is based on the fact that the actual communication is
achieved between the neighboring nodes. We improved the two aspects of the existing
AODV protocol in order to extend the entire network life.
First, the existing AODV protocol does not manage the list for the neighboring
nodes. In addition, it doesn’t manage the information of their energies either. Hence,
we modified the existing AODV protocol and allow it to have the neighboring node
list and manage the information on energy. The RREQ message is made available, so
that each node can manage its neighboring node list. When a node broadcasts the
RREQ message to the network for the purpose of route discovery for the data
transmission, the RREQ messages includes the status of its energy in the 11 bits of the
reserved fi eld. When the RREQ message being broadcasted to the network arrives at
the intermediate node, that is, the neighboring node, the intermediate node browses its
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neighboring node list and determines whether the message originates from the
neighboring node. If it is not listed in the neighboring node list then it will be newly
added to the list. Otherwise, the list will not be updated. The neighboring node list
and the energy information accompanying it are maintained for the duration specified
by ACTIVE_ROUTE_TIMEOUT and the neighboring node list will be updated with
the new RREQ message obtained from the route discovery of other source nodes.
Second, the Energy Mean Values, E(mv) for the current node and the neighboring
nodes are obtained using the energy information of the neighboring node described
above.
Energy Mean Value process can be expressed in a numerical formula as follows.
- Each node remained energy : Ne_R(ev)
- The number of neighbor nodes : Neighbors(cnt)
- The neighbors node Energy Mean Value : E(mv)

E( mv) = ((

Neighbors( cnt )

∑ Ne _ R
i =1

( ev)

) + Self(ev) ) /( Neighbors(cnt) + 1)

The Energy Mean Values obtained as above are compared with the remaining
energy in the node when the node is searching for another route after the initial route
discovery. If it is below the mean value then the RREQ message is delayed by 2.0ms.
If it’s above the mean value, then the RREQ message is delayed by 0.01ms. This
reduces the possibility for a certain node to participate in the route if it has a lower
energy than the neighboring node. Therefore, the neighboring node with a relatively
large energy participates in the route so that the overall network life can be extended.
Fig. 1 illustrates an example of the route discovery by the proposed NBEMVAODV protocol that uses the neighboring node list and compares the energy mean
values of the neighboring nodes. The remaining energy of the node c is 0.2 and the
energy mean value for the nodes in the neighboring node list including itself is 0.4.
So, when the RREQ message passes by the node b and finally arrives at the node c,
the time delay is set to 2.0ms such that the possibility for it to participate in the
subsequent route is reduced. In other words, the possibility for the route participation
of a node with a relatively less energy is reduced. So, the energy consumption is
distributed over the network by allowing the node with a relatively larger energy to
participate in the route. As a result, the overall network life is extended significantly.

4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluated NBEMV-AODV routing protocols by comparing its
performance with existing AODV and New-AODV[5]. We implemented our
improved AODV protocol using NS-2, which is a discrete event-driven network
simulator with support for various mobile ad-hoc network routing algorithms. We
used a simulation model, an ad-hoc network model using the CMU (Carnegie Melon
University) [6] of Monarch Research Group for NS-2. The used Channel is a Wireless
channel/Wireless Physical, Propagation Model is Two-ray Ground reflection Model,
Queuing Model is Drop-Tail/Priority Queue and MAC protocol which is 802.11. The
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radio network interface card (NIC) model includes collisions, propagation delay and
signal attenuation with a 2Mbps data rate and a radio range of 250 meters.
4.1 Simulation
In our simulation model, a network with 49 mobile nodes is placed in a rectangular
region size of 800 x 800 unit2 where 49 nodes are uniformly distributed in the region.
The initial energy of all the nodes is 10J. The transmission power is 600mW and the
receiving power is 300mW. During the simulation, there are 100 CBR (constant Bit
Rate) traffic streams between the source and destination pairs.
We evaluated the performance of our proposed NBEMV-AODV protocol (using
Neighborhood nodes Energy Mean Value) by comparing the traditional AODV
(Existing-AODV) and New-AODV (using Entire Network Energy Mean Value).
We analyzed the two main areas of performance of the proposed scheme through
our simulation model. First, the number of nodes fully consuming its energy is
analyzed. Second, the number of packets received by the entire receiving nodes is
analyzed. The proposed NBEMV-AODV is compared with the existing AODV and
New-AODV protocols. The New-AODV protocol is the result from preceding studies
and it is a type of AODV protocol where the network life is extended by using the
energy mean value of the entire network. The New-AODV shows an ideal
performance in obtaining the energy mean value of the entire network under a specific
constraint. Nevertheless, it is a very unrealistic and difficult matter to obtain the
energy mean value for the entire network in reality. Thus, we proposed the NBEMVAODV that is applicable to the actual ad-hoc networks and comparatively analyzed
its performance vs. the existing protocols.
4.1.1 Simulation Model
The traffic model consists of five links, <0, 48>, <3, 45>, <6, 42>, <27, 21> and <43,
4>. it means that <”source”,”destination>. The formally AODV protocol’s RREQ
messages delay time of NS-2 is determine to the formula “0.01 * Random::uniform()”, that is not fixed specifically.
We used three kinds of simulation models. The models are as follows.
First, we applied the simulation model, which was mentioned above, leaving the
existing-AODV protocol unchanged and counted (for 100second) the number of
nodes that consumed all energy in the entire network.
Second, we applied the simulation model, which was using Entire Network Energy
Mean Value (New-AODV[5]. It compared energy states of each node with the energy
state of the entire network, taking into consideration the Energy Mean value. If a
node’s energy state is higher than that of the entire network, then the RREQ delay
time is set at 0.01ms. And if a node’s energy state is lower than that of the entire
network, then the RREQ delay time is set at 2.0ms.
Third, we applied the simulation model, which was our proposed NBEMV-AODV
(using Neighbor Energy Mean Value). It compared energy states of each node with
the energy state of the entire network, taking into consideration the Energy Mean
value. If a node’s energy state is higher than that of the entire network, then the
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RREQ delay time is set at 0.01ms. And if a node’s energy state is lower than that of
the entire network, then the RREQ delay time is set at 2.0ms.
4.2 Simulation Results
Table 1 represents the nodes that consumed its full energy as time elapses.
As shown in Table 1, the existing AODV and New-AODV protocols and the
NBEMV-AODV protocols become unable to communicate in 41.9907 seconds,
65.0685 seconds and 61.03859 seconds, respectively.
Fig. 3 is a graphical representation of these data. For our further analysis, we
analyzed in which ways the nodes fully consume its power in the network.
Fig. 2 is a graphical representation of each case. In case of the existing AODV
protocol in Fig. 2(a), the node 3 and the node 45 consume all of their energies in
39.986 seconds and 41.87 seconds, respectively. As a result, the network is divided in
two and the source nodes can not transmit the data anymore.

(a) Existing-AODV

(b) New-AODV(using Entire Network
Energy Mean Value)

(c) NBEMV-AODV(using Neighborhood node Energy Mean Value)
Fig. 2. Simulation results for different ways of the node consuming all of the energy
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Fig. 2(b) corresponds to the case of New-AODV protocol. The node 3 and the
node 27 consume all of their energies in 51.68 seconds and 64.00 seconds,
respectively. The network is divided in two as well in this case. However, unlike the
existing AODV protocol, several source nodes are still able to communicate. When
the node 21 consumes its energy in 65.06 seconds, the rest of the source nodes cannot
transmit the data anymore.
Table1. The number of nodes consuming all of the energy vs. time

Fig. 2(c) corresponds to the NBEMV-AODV protocol proposed by us. In this case,
the node 3 and node 45 consume all of their energies in 46.61 seconds and 61.03
seconds. Consequently, the network is divided in two and none of the source nodes
can transmit the data

Fig. 3. Network life comparison of the NBEMV-AODV protocol, the existing AODV and
New-AODV protocols

To summarize, in the existing AODV protocol, a total of 21 nodes consume all of
their energies in 41.99 seconds. As a result, the network is divided in three and
becomes unable to communicate. In the New-AODV protocol, 19 nodes consume all
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of their energies in 65.06 seconds. As a result, the network is divided in three and
becomes unable to communicate. In the NBEM-AODV protocol, 19 nodes consume
all of their energies in 61.06 seconds. As a result, the network is divided in two and
becomes unable to communicate
The following is an analysis of the packet transmitted in each type of AODV
protocol.
Table 2. The number of packets received by the entire receiving nodes

Table 2 represents the total number of received packets. According to this table,
the total number of the received packets in the existing AODV protocol, the New
AODV protocol and the NBEM-AODV protocol are 2595, 2974 and 2973,
respectively

5 Conclusions
We propose a NBEMV-AODV protocol which extends the entire network lifetime in
an Ad-hoc network environment through NS-2. Our study does not state that the
New-AODV is necessarily the best solution. Since the New-AODV uses the energy
mean value for the entire network, it is quite impractical to apply it to an actual
network environment. Therefore, based on the fact that the actual communication is
achieved between the neighboring nodes in the network, we proposed the NBEMVAODV that is applicable to an actual network environment. From our simulation
result, it is clear that the NBEMV-AODV protocol is suitable for applications in an
actual network environment and much more energy-efficient than the existing AODV
protocol as well as its performance is almost as good as the New-AODV protocol.
Acknowledgements. This research was supported by the Brain Busan 21 Project and
the Korea Industrial Technology Foundation in 2006.
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Abstract. Devices communicating with each other over a serial bus must have
some protocol to avoid data loss, as well as enabling faster devices to communicate with slower ones. In a network, there may be several electronic modules
across which a communication link has to be established. There must be some
algorithm to solve conflicts between the contending nodes in the network. In
this design, we have implemented an efficient network interface model which
can prevent data loss due to collisions. The proposed interface model follows
the I2C protocol with a slight change in the manner in which the data transfer is
initiated or terminated. The I2C bus is a true multimaster bus which includes
arbitration safeguards against data collisions. The interface model described
can be used to connect any number of devices to a network.

1 Intoduction
The I2C bus has become the de-facto world standard that is now used in different Integrated Circuits(ICs). The advantages of using I2C are numerous and by employing
the I2C protocol in a design, much of the auxiliary support circuitry such as address
decoders and standard logic gates needed for communications can be eliminated. In
an I2C bus there is no central server to resolve the data conflicts. The collisions are
prevented using the wired-and configurations of the Serial DAta (SDA) line and the
Serial CLock (SCL) line, and the data loss is prevented by the fact that every byte on
the SDA line has to be followed by an acknowledge. The important I2C bus specifications[1] are described in Section 2. The network interface design presented in this
paper can be used to interconnect any number of devices on a network efficiently as
long as the total capacitance limit is not exceeded. The model can be a master or a
slave or a combination of both. The model can be used as an initiator to start/stop all
possible data transfers. The model can be used as target (slave) device which detects
start/stop conditions and perform data transfer according to the master’s request. The
model is capable of handling traffic and detecting faults, if any, on the bus. Moreover,
if data transfer is to be done intermittently, the chip can be used in parallel for different applications. The implementation[2] methods are given in Section 3 and the performance results of the proposed model using simulation is given in Section 4.
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2 I2C Bus Specification
The I2C bus is built around a two-wire serial bus, SDA (serial data) and SCL (serial
clock). Each device is recognized by a unique address, and can operate either as a
transmitter or as a receiver. The I2C master is the device that initiates a transfer and
generates the clock for the same. Any device addressed by the master is the slave. If
more than one master attempts to transmit at the same time, there will be a conflict.
The I2C specification resolves this conflict by its arbitration process. Before explaining the arbitration process, the basic I2C characteristics is given in Section 2.1.
2.1 I2C Characteristics
The SDA and SCL lines are bi-directional lines connected to a positive voltage supply
through a pull-up resistor. The bus is free when these lines are high. The data on the
SDA line is valid only when the SCL line is low. During data transfer, the master
generates the START and STOP conditions, which are unique conditions. A high to
low transition on the SDA line while the SCL line is high, indicate the START condition, while a low to high transition on the SDA line while the SCL line is high, indicate the STOP condition (Fig. 1). The START and STOP conditions are always generated by the master. The bus is considered to be busy if a START condition is
generated.

Fig. 1. START and STOP condition

2.2 Acknowledge
Every data put on the SDA line is 8-bits long. Each byte has to be followed by an acknowledge bit (Fig.2).
After transferring each byte, the master frees the SDA line for the slave to send
the acknowledge bit. The slave sends the ACK by pulling the SDA line low. The
master reads the SDA line in the next clock pulse and senses the acknowledge. If the
slave cannot accept the data due to some reason, it sends a NAK (No-AcKnowledge)
by leaving the SDA line high. The master sends the NAK and can either stop the
transfer or initiate a restart
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Acknowledge on the I2C bus

2.3 Clock Synchronization
The SCL lines of the I2C bus have wired-and connection. This plays an important
role in clock synchronization. The wired-and connection implies that the I2C device
with the lowest low period will hold the SCL line low. If the slave is busy to service
an internal request and needs more time to respond to the master’s request, it can pull
the SCL low. As long as the SCL is held low by the slave, the master cannot bring it
to the high state. This is known as ‘clock stretching’.
2.4 Arbitration
The SDA lines also have wired-and configurations like the SCL lines. This fact is
used in arbitration of the I2C bus. A master may transfer data only if the bus is free.
Now two or more masters may attempt to transfer data at the same time by initiating a
START condition simultaneously. Arbitration takes place on the SDA line while the
SCL line is at the high level such that the master transmitting a high while another
master is transmitting a low, will lose the control of the bus. Arbitration may continue for several bits. Its first stage is the comparison of the address bits. If both the
masters are trying to address the same slave, then the arbitration will continue into
the data bits till one of the masters attempt to transmit a high while another is transmitting a low. The losing master will then release its SDA line and will revert to the
slave mode if it is being addressed by the winning master. The winning master’s address and data are the only valid items on the I2C bus and nothing is lost in the arbitration process.
2.5 Addressing Format
The multiple devices on the I2C bus can be differentiated using their addresses. The
I2C devices can be addressed using a 7-bit addressing or a 10-bit addressing. The 7bit addressing format is described as we have used this format in our network inter-
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face model. The first byte sent on the I2C bus after the start is usually an address
byte. One exception involves sending a “general call” address following the start
condition. The “general call” addresses everyone on the I2C bus. Any device not
wishing to listen to the “general call” can do so by not sending an acknowledge to the
master. The addressing scheme is shown in Fig. 3.
7 bit slave address

Read/write

Fig. 3. The first byte after START

The bits 7 through 1 of the address byte carry the I2C address information and the last
bit, bit 0 determines if the I2C operation will be a read or write. A zero in bit 0 tells
the slave that the master will be writing data to the slave device, and conversely a 1
in the lsb (least significant bit) tells the slave that the master will read information
from the slave. Only the device that contains a match for the first seven bits will ultimately respond to the master

3 Implementation of the Proposed Interface
The proposed network interface consists of a master section and a slave section(Fig.
4). The internal signals have not been shown for the sake of simplicity. The details
of the master and slave blocks are shown in figs. 5 and 6 respectively. The device can
function as a master or a slave depending on the stimuli provided. In this design, we
have modified the I2C protocol by changing the generation of START and STOP
conditions. In the I2C protocol the START condition is denoted by the master pulling
down the SDA line while the SCL is high. Similarly, a master signals end of transmission by taking back the SDA to high state while the SCL is high. We have made
the interface respond only to the rising and falling edges of the SCL[3]. Checking for
the START or STOP conditions involves continuously monitoring the SDA line for
changes while the SCL is high. This implies that the interface will be busy for half of
the clock period doing practically nothing. So we have used an alternate method to
utilize the high state of the clock in performing data shifting operations between the
user and the interfacing device so that data can be transferred between the communicating ICs with minimum of delay. The data initiation and termination signals are instead generated and conveyed to all the ICs in the network through a common BUS
line. The interface is a three wire device consisting of the SDA, SCL and the BUS
lines. The state of the bus at any time is reflected by the BUS line. If a transfer is in
progress, the BUS line is at a low state to signify that the bus is busy. The master
senses the state of the I2C bus through a signal called BUS. All the BUS lines of the
devices have a wired-and configuration like the SDA and SCL lines. The I2C bus is
free if the BUS is at a high state. Any master attempting to transmit, first senses
whether the BUS is at a high state. If the BUS is high, the master immediately captures the I2C bus by pulling down the BUS line to a low state. If two masters attempt
to capture the bus at the same time, then the winning master is decided by following
the I2C arbitration logic. The START and STOP signal generation and detection can
be performed in another way which follows the I2C specification. This involves gen-
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eration of another clock signal which is delayed by a fixed time period from the
SCL signal. This delayed clock signal is locally generated by all the devices connected to the network from the SCL signal which is clocked by the master. Then instead of having to continuously monitor the SDA line for changes when the SCL is
high, the SDA has to be checked for a change only after a fixed time from the rising
edge of the SCL. But this method involves generation of very accurate delays and it
also has to take the propagation delay of the SDA and SCL signals into consideration.
From our experiments we have seen that delay in SDA is usually not equal to the delay in the SCL line and hence this second method requires greater coding effort. The
unequal delays are also to be expected as the SDA changes only a certain time after
rising or falling edges of the SCL. The master and slave are further divided into
smaller functional units. The details of the master and slave blocks and their functioning are described in Section 3.1

.
Fig. 4. Functional block diagram of the network interface

3.1 Master Block
The block diagram (Fig. 5) below shows the details of the master block.
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Fig. 5. Functional block diagram of the master

The master block has its own buffer where data to transmitted can be stored by the
user(external data) or the data received from the slave can be stored by the master
(internal data). The buffer has a fixed capacity, and if the master or the external user
tries to send more data to the buffer while it is full, the buffer will generate overflow
signal(ext_ovf or int_ovf). Similarly, the buffer will generate the end_of_data signal(ext_eod or int_eod) if any attempt is made to retrieve data from the buffer while it
is empty. The master has five main functional units: a) Initiator b) Address Block c)
Write Block d) Read Block e) Clock generator. The functioning of the master block
is given below:
Step 1: When the master has to perform any data transfer, the Initiator senses
whether the bus is free. If the bus is free, it pulls the BUS line to a low and enables
the clock generator which generates the clock for data transfer, and the Address
Block.
Step 2: The Address Block sends each bit of the address byte on the SDA line on
falling edges of the SCL and also checks whether the data on the SDA line is what it
has sent. If the data on the SDA line does not match with the address bits, the Address Block senses that it has lost control of the bus to another master and sends the
signal “Control-add” to the Initiator which then frees its SDA, SCL and BUS lines.
After completion of address sending, the Address Block frees the SDA line for the
slave to send acknowledge (ACK). If the slave sends an ACK, then it sends a signal
“over-add” to the Initiator which then enables the read or write block. If the slave
sends a NAK, it sends a signal “error-add” to the Initiator which then terminates the
transfer.
Step 3: The Write Block transfers data to the slave on the SDA line at falling
edges of the SCL. It also checks whether the data on the SDA line is the same as the
data it has sent, and waits for the ACK from the slave after transfer of each byte. If
there is a NAK from the slave, it reports to the Initiator which then terminates the
transfer.
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Step 4: The Read Block reads data from the slave at falling edges of the SCL. After reception of each byte, it sends an ACK to the slave or NAK if it wishes to terminate the transfer.
3.2 Slave Block
The block diagram (Fig. 6) below shows the details of the slave block

Fig. 6. Functional block diagram of the master

The Slave Block has four main functional units: (a) Monitor (b) Address Block
(c)Receiver (d)Transmitter. The functioning of the slave block is given below:
Step 1: The Monitor continuously senses the state of the BUS line. If it senses that
the bus line has been pulled to a low state, it senses that a master has captured the bus.
It then enables the Address Block. Step 2: The Address Block checks whether the
address sent by the master on the SDA line matches with it address. In case of a
match, it sends the “add-match” signal to the Monitor which then enables the transmitter or receiver. In case of no match, the Monitor waits for the next “initiatetransfer” condition.
Step 3: The Receiver is responsible for receiving the data from the master and
sending the ACK (or NAK) to the master. It reads the data at positive edges of the
SCL. On detecting a release of the bus by the master , the receiver is disabled by the
monitor.
Step 4: The Transmitter sends data to the master on the SDA line at positive edges
of the SCL. It also checks for the ACK(or NAK) sent by the master. It terminates the
data transfer on receiving a NAK from the master.
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4 Simulation Results and Conclusion
We have used Modelsim 6.0 IIIa to simulate the I2C devices. We have simulated a
network containing three devices. Each of the devices have their own unique address
by which they can be addressed. The address of the devices are given below:
Table 1. Address map of the devices

Device name
dev1
dev2
dev3

Device address
1111100
1111101
1111110

We have simulated the traffic in the network by using a testbench[4]. The masters of
devices 1 and 2 were given a 8-bit data and their destination addresses were set to the
address of device 3. Both the masters were given the start signal at the same time so
that a conflict occurs. Due to the proposed I2C arbitration specifications, one of the
masters (device 1) wins control of the bus, and its data is transferred to the slave of
device 3 successfully. This can be seen from the simulation results given below (Fig.
7).

Fig. 7. Simulation waveform
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Abstract. We discuss the application of the computer technology on assessing
the level of basic knowledge for a wide spectrum of subjects. This approach
consists in questioning and then evaluating the validity of the students' answers.
The employment of the Monte-Carlo technique for estimation of the optimal
parameters allows us to develop a new approach to increase the accuracy of the
valuation and determination of the stability of the knowledge. As
implementation we use the Client-Server technology based on the natural
evaluation process, where the students (Clients) are tested by the remote
examiner (Server) in online regime. We focus on the Question and Testing
Interoperability stage and the possibility of creation of the learning objects. We
find that the optimal regime of assessment can be achieved at the specific
random generation of tasks (assessment items) in the test. The construction of
new adaptive methods and the program realizations of such technology are
discussed also.
Keywords: Online
Technology

assessments,

Monte

Carlo

Method,

Client-Server

1 Introduction
The goal of this paper is to consider the evaluation of the level of student’s knowledge
at computer testing. We discuss the following questions: (i) What is the level of
knowledge and how can it be estimated (ii), Why the random numbers must be used,
(iii) How the statistically stable conclusions can be obtained, and (iv) Which are the
optimum conditions for the evaluation of the student knowledge level.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Sec.1 we discuss the basic strategies and
methods of the tests; we present some numerical study of the student’s knowledge
level. In Sec.2 we present the algorithms and the program implementation of the
computer testing. First, we analyze the online testing system (OTS) to assess the
students’ basic knowledge through online tests implementation with the use of
learning objects [12] on the base of Client-Server technology. We focus on the elearning Question and Test Stage, and the generation of learning objects in XML
framework. Our goal is to accomplish the standard IMS Question & Test
Interoperability Specification version 1.2.1 [14]. The OTS is not competition for wellknown systems similar Blackboard [20] that offers an integrated solution for elearning. We consider a similar solution as the Questionmark Perception Assessment
software [19]. This enables educators to write, manage and report about assessments
on a secure manner in Windows and web environments on a secure manner, storing
the results for further processing in e.g. Oracle or SQL-Server Databases. The
difference with respect to Questionmark is that presented OTS is platform
independent, and it can save the database license expenses since storing the results in
XML - MySQL databases. In Sec. 3 we present the results of practical
implementation, and finally, we discuss and summarize our conclusions.

2 Approach to Methods of the Test
First we discuss the structure of the testing knowledge. Let us assume the knowledge
base (KB) as a collection (set) of the coupled questions-answers (xi, f ij , T)
(records). In such a collection xi is the asked question and f ij are proposed answers
to this question, i is the current number, j is number of answer in the list of proposed
answers, and T is time to test. Here i<=N, j<=Na , N is number of records in the
collection, and Na is number of proposed answers. To the sake of simplicity we
further refer to the experts (teachers) knowledge base as the etalon KB. We assume
that answers f ij are ordered on the closeness to the correct answer. Then Fi = f i1
is the correct answer to i-th question. (We note that before the presentation all data
undergo to random mixing.) At evaluating, the question is addressed to the student
and his answer is compared with the corresponding correct answer. After testing the
initial collection is extended with obtained results, e.g., obtained answers and other
relevant information (response time, rating, etc.). After test, the initial collection is
extended by the obtained answers, and there contains all necessary information for the
estimation of the student’s knowledge [7].
There are two different types of examination. In first type the student must
recognize the correct answer from several predefined variants f ij (the closed-ended
form of the test). In the second type the system allows student to write his answer
freely (the open-ended form of the test). Obviously that in first case (closed-ended
test) the problem of verification of the answer can be solved easily. But this problem
requires much more efforts in the case of open-ended test. Since the correct answer
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can be written in various but equivalent forms, the problem of reduction of the answer
to the unique referenced form has obvious solutions only for simplest cases. But in
general such a problem may turn out quite involved. Here we pay main attention to
the closed-ended test case.
We assume that the levels of the knowledge are ordered as follows: the quantity
Fi is greater or equal with respect to other answers Fi > = f ij . We suppose that it is
only the unique right answer to every question in the etalon collection [3].
Further we renormalize f i and Fi with some coefficients wi. With the use
wi=1/Fi the etalon knowledge is represented by a straight line Fi=1, while the student
knowledge is rewritten as f ij /Fi = fij, where 0 ≤ f ij ≤ 1 .
In Fig.1 are shown schematically both distributions: the etalon knowledge and
the student knowledge. The line at the top represents the level of correct (etalon)
knowledge (knowledge of the teacher), and the variant line the student’s knowledge.
X-axis corresponds to the number of asked question, while in the Y-axis the level of
student's answer is postponed.

Fig. 1. Distribution of normalized etalon KB (green color) and distribution of student's KB
(correct, wrong) in general (red color).

Here N is total number of records (tasks) in the collection, while n is the number of
records (questions) in the current test.
The details of the graphic representation fij depend on the rules used at the
examination. In the advanced cases the quantity (proposed answers) fij may have a
value proportional to a closeness of the student answer to the etalon answer Fi. In a
practical important case, one may use the following simple rule of the estimation:
fij=1 for correct answer, and fij=0 if the answer is incorrect. For a small number of
questions n such graphical representation is the histogram. At great number n>>1 the
discrete picture can be generalized to the case of continuous distribution of the
knowledge as
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dZ = f ( x)dx ,

(1)

In this case f(x) is the local density of knowledge at vicinity of x and x+dx.
In general the normalized knowledge Z may be defined as

Z=

1
N

N

∑f
i =1

(2)

i

,

Then the normalized etalon knowledge is reduced to

Zp =1

(3)

,

while the normalized knowledge of student is

Zs =

1
N

N

∑f
i =1

(4)

i

.

In the framework of the knowledge measurement, the following factors are
important: (i) For the objectivity of the estimation the student should not be
foreknown on the sequence of the asked questions. This means that the order of the
records in the task (both questions and predefined answers) should be randomized. (ii)
The number of questions should be large enough to achieve of the desired accuracy of
evaluation.
In result the student’s knowledge after the test may be represented as

Zs =

1 n
∑ f (ξ i ) .
n i =1

(5)

where the integer numbers ξj already are not the successive integer numbers of the
questions in the initial collection, but the random integers distributed in [1 ,N]. With
Eq.(5) the problem of the knowledge measurement may be redefined as the problem
of numerical evaluation of the sum Zs.
Mentioned above allows us to apply for such an evaluation the well-known
technique of the statistical modeling (the Monte Carlo method [2]). Then the idea of
evaluation takes following form: Since ξj are random numbers the Zs the Eq.(5) is
random also. From Eq.(5) and with the use of the central limit theorem[5] we can
write the density of probability p(Zs) as follows:

(

Zs − f
n
p(Z s ) =
exp(−
2σ 2
2πσ

)

2

n) ,

(6)
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1 n
∑ f (ξi ) and σ is the standard deviation for f (ξi ) . From (6) the
n i =1

probability for the quantity

Z s − f to be less than 3σ/√n is given by

σ

1
P ( Z s − f < 3 1/ 2 ) =
n
2π

3

−z
∫e

2

/2

dz ≈ 0.997

(7)

0

One can see that for a large number of the records (questions) in the test n>>1,
the student’s knowledge Zs, may be evaluated as Z s ≈ f independently on the
details of the used random distribution of ξi , as it is written in Eq.(5). But at limited
number of questions n, we have to optimize the distribution p(ξ) to minimize σ in
Eq.(6a), and to improve the accuracy of the evaluation. The question arises: what
distribution p(x) is good enough? To see that, we have to optimize parameter σ in
Eq.(6a).
We rewrite Eq.(5) as follows
n

n

i =1

i =1

nZ s = I = ∑ f (ξi ) = ∑ g (ξi ) p(ξi ) = g ,

(8)

where g(x)=f(x)/p(x) and p(x) is the unknown normalized probability density
n

(

∑p
i =1

i

= 1 ) of the random integers ξi distributed in the interval [1, n], here g is the

mean value of the g.
Calculating the standard deviation for random ξi with the use of Eq. (8) is given
by
2

⎡n
⎤ n
σ =(g −g) = g − g =∑g p −⎢∑gi pi ⎥ =∑gi2 pi −I2
i=1
⎣ i=1 ⎦ i=1
2

2

2

()

2

n

2
i i

(9)

Since in (9) the quantity I is independent on the distribution p(x), we have to find
such p(x), which minimizes the standard deviation σ in (9). With the use of the
Cauchy-Buniakowski-Schwarz theorem [18], from (8)-(9) we obtain the following
inequality
n

n

i =1

i =1

∑ g i2 pi ≡ ∑

n
n
fi 2
f2 n
f2
≤ ∑ i 2 ⋅ ∑ pi = ∑ i 2 ,
pi
i =1 pi
i =1
i =1 pi

(10)

where normalizing of p(x) was taken into account. The optimum of σ2 arrives when in
Eq. (10) the exact equality is achieved. Let us try to use the distribution pi in the form
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pi =

fi

.

n

∑f
i =1

(11)

i

Substituting (11) in (10), we obtain in the left side
n

∑
i =1

2

n
⎡ n ⎤
fi 2
f2 n
= ∑ i ∑ f j = ⎢∑ f j ⎥ = I 2 ,
pi i =1 fi j =1
⎣ j =1 ⎦

(12)

while the right side becomes
n

∑
i =1

2

2

n
fi 2
fi 2 ⎡ n ⎤ ⎡ n ⎤
=
= ⎢∑ f j ⎥ = I 2
f
∑
2
2 ⎢∑ j ⎥
pi
i =1 f i ⎣ j =1
⎦ ⎣ j =1 ⎦

(13)

We observe from (11), (12) that for distribution (11) in Eq. (10) the exact
equality becomes. For this case in (9) we have σ=0 , therefore now the maximal
accuracy of the evaluation achieves.
However it is clear that such a choice pi in general is unachievable, since the
function fi is unknown before the student finishes the test. Therefore, we can only
recommend that to improve the test estimation, we have to choose the distribution pi
proportional to fi . In context of the knowledge estimation this means that the
probability pi to ask a i-th question has to be higher in the area, where the knowledge
of the student is better.
This observation allows us to propose the following two-step adaptive algorithm.
In the first step the normal exam must be made to obtain answers fi , and in the second
step on the base obtained fi, we can construct the desired distribution pi (11), which
generates new exam. Such approximation will improve the final accuracy of the
evaluation. It is worth noting that the area, where the student’s knowledge is poor
(fi=0), already does not contribute in the total measured knowledge Zs.
Furthemore, the use of this information yields the possibility to evaluate the
stability of the student’s knowledge. We have to compare the student’s answers
received in the first step fi(1) with the answers obtained in second step fi(2) , and then
calculate the quantity S as follows

S = 1−

1 n
( f i (2) − f i (1) ) .
∑
n i =1

(14)

The quantity S in (14) may be regarded as a stability of the student knowledge.
If S ≈ 1 the student has answered equally on the same questions both times, so
he/she has a stable knowledge. Otherwise, if S is small the knowledge is not stable: in
such a case the student’s answers to the same questions were different.
The possibility to measure the stability of the student’s knowledge is a very
important characteristic of every evaluating system, which has to allow the estimation
both quality and the level of the education obtained in an University.
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3
Algorithm and Program Realization of the Online Testing
System
In this section we analyze the realization of our Online Testing System (OTS) and its
importance at the pedagogical process. First, we study the use of learning objects and
the IMS QTI standard version 1.2.1 in our system. Then we analyze the Client-Server
schema on which such OTS is based. We review the Server side, the Client side and
the tools used for implementation. Finally, we show preliminary results obtained with
the use of this system and discuss further work.
It is convenient to separate the program realization in two parts. The student part
(Clients side) can be putted in the networks computers, while the part of code with the
etalon knowledge is placed into other computer (Server side). The Server evaluates
the result of exam in response of the data receiving from a student (Clients part).
3.1 The Application of Learning Objects into the OTS
In this section we analyze the meaning of learning object, how to apply this concept
according the Question and Test Interoperability (QTI) standard version 1.2.1 de IMS
Global to the OTS, as well as the defined migration schemas adequately to this
standard.
3.1.1. What is a Learning Object?
There is a variety of definitions for learning objects that sometimes results very width,
meanwhile other times are customized for the tool, system or organization that use it.
The IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)’s Learning Technology
Standards Committee (LTSC) defines learning object like “any entity, digital or nondigital, that can be reused or referenced by the technology supporting learning” [15].
This definition is extremely broad, and when we analyze fails to exclude any person,
place, thing, or idea that has existed in any moment of the history of the universe, due
any of them supports in some way learning.
Now we analyze some definitions that use the object oriented vision for computer
aided instruction that turns concept confused. David Merrill uses the term “object
learning” [16]. The educative software financed by the NSF (National Science
Foundation) uses the term “educative software component” [10], and only accepts the
Java’s Applet (little Application) as learning objects [9]. The MERLOT (Multimedia
Educational Resource for Learning and On-Line Teaching) Project makes reference to
them as “online learning materials” [17]. Finally, Apple Learning Interchange simply
refers to them as “resources” [1].
In our report we refer to learning objects as “any digital resource that can be
reused to support learning” [22]. This definition includes any thing that can be
delivered through the web on demand, be it large or small. Examples of smaller
digital resources include digital images or photos, live or prerecorded videos,
animations, or applets delivered via server, as a Java’s Applet calculator [6].
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3.1.2. The IMS QTI Standard Version 1.2.1 and the OTS
A proper used online testing system can result useful for the organization and users
that employ it, due it makes the process faster, saves costs and generates repositories
of reusable learning objects. However if the system does not adequate to any
interoperability standard, the reach is local to the organization that use only. We will
define a task as a composite element which integrates the question, the possible
answers, the assigned time to answer, as well as the feedback or help for the
respondent. The typical task is given by:

Figure 2. Segment of test tasks using proprietary standard on text-HTML

Now we discuss how we use the idea of Learning Objects in our system. The
above figure represents our proprietary standard on text-HTML code for tasks
management, however to being successful on knowledge economy “common
standards for metadata management, learning objects and learning architectures are
obligatory” [12]. Among the most important standards can be found ARIADNE
(Alliance of Remote Instructional Authoring and Distribution Networks for Europe)
supported by the European Union, and the American standard established by the IMS
Global Consortium [8]. Keeping in mind to share our learning objects repositories, we
started the migration process from our proprietary standard (see Figure 2) toward the
IMS QTI standard version 1.2.1. The documentation in this standard indicates that an
exam can be separated into questions or assessment items [IMS GLOBAL 2006], the
rule to create these items is very simple: if the item is too large to fit the screen, then
it will be necessary to create shorter items. Considering above exposed and based on
the recommended UML (Unified Modeling Language) schema in Figure 3(a), first we
identified required information (info.) for the assessmentItem class. Then we
developed software that obtains it from the tasks declared in our proprietary standard,
and automatically substitutes the information inside required sections delimited by
XML tags: <assessmentItem required info. <correctResponse> required
info.</correctResponse>,
<outcomeDeclaration>
required
info.
</outcomeDeclaration>,
<itemBody>
required
info.
</itemBody>,
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<responseProcessing required info. />, </assessmentItem>. Figure 3(b) shows an
example of the resulting XML code.

(a) Assessment item schema

(b) XML code for single task
Figure 3. Assessment item schema (a) and the XML code for a single task (b), according the
IMS Question and Test Interoperability standard version 1.2.1

3.2 Capabilities of the OTS
We have constructed our computer testing program with the following requirements.
It must:
- Enable the repeatedly estimation of a basic knowledge level and a quickness of
the correct answer finding.
- In case of problems (wrong answer) program has to show the correct answer,
reference to the textbook, being training program.
- Show the final protocol, which contained the given questions, answers of the
student, correct answers, and dynamics of his rating.
- Have a friendly and clear interface.
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- To provide security by using DES algorithms to cipher communications (We
will analyze the implementation of this specification in future paper).
In base of the above requirements, a Client-Server technology was developed,
see Figure 4. The Client side represents the student or students and the server (the
examiner). First, the client request for registration at the Server. The valid Client
receives a collection of tasks containing the questions for the exam [13]. The
client is asked for each task, and system stores all partial answers. When the test
finished, such information is sent to the Server and processed, then the results
are shown at the client side. The process of evaluation can be repeated several
times in training mode and just one time in control mode.
Server

Client
Registration

Initial state, expectation
of registration
The analysis, correction or
reinstallation of the new data

Initial state

Registration of the student (a name,
themes, type of testing)
Permission to test

Data received from Server.
Formation of the collection tasks.

Test-tasks
Preparation the list of new tasks.

Gathering of all data.

Cycle of testing.
The analysis of results of testing and
exhibiting of evaluation

Sending the results of the analysis
and estimation to the Client

Results of the test
Sending the results of testing to the
Server.

Evaluation from Server

Demonstration of results

The end

The end

Figure. 4. Client-Server schema.

3.2.1. The Client-Server Technology
The implementation was done with the use of Object-oriented technology. We
constructed the hierarchy of classes; and have code it in Java programming language
[11]. The resulting technology is shown in Figure 5. At the left, is running the server
program, listing the clients connected and the duration they was connected (see the
AskServer section); the results obtained during examination process (see Finished
Jobs); and the history of the information transferred (see historyForm) between the
server and students connected.
The client is registered at the Server side, receives a collection of tasks and after
that the evaluation process starts (see right side of Figure 5). The order of questions is
determined by the generator of random numbers and is unpredictable. When the test is
finished, the results are sent to server to be processed. Finally, the Client receives
from the Server a grade, a rating and the final result of the examination.
To accumulate the results of exams, at the end of the 2005 year, we integrated
MySQL Server as Data Base Management System to the OTS to avoid expensive
licenses costs. Nowadays we are creating tests for several subjects to store the
information in Databases and obtain the feedback from students to perform further
analysis with Data Mining.
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Test Tasks
(b) Question & Test
Interface

Results of
the Tasks
INTERNET
(a) The Server
side

Evaluation
From Server
R=±

T

t +t

n1
n1 + n2
L=complexity level
n1=correct answers
n2=wrong answers
L

0

T=time to answer

(a) The Protocol
Interface
Figure 5. The server side (left) attending clients (right) [4].

3.2.2. Results of the OTS Implementation
For a simple estimation we have carried out N = 10 tests in the real tasks consisting of
n = 27 questions. The average of the correct answers has appeared m = 4.5 (from 10
maximal). On the other hand, assuming the test as a gauss process, we find
mathematical expectation m0=N/p, where p - probability of success in individual test,
in our case p = 1/6 (6 closed answers). For the above given numbers one can find
m0=4.5. The number of successes, equals 5 for this case (10 is maximum grade), is
far below of the least satisfactory grade. Therefore we can declare the impossibility to
obtain the satisfactory grade in absence of knowledge.
3.2.3. Further Work
To reinforce the innovative approach of our reasearch, we are going to use data
mining [23] over resulting databases to determine student’s learning patterns, and to
avoid cheating (making frauds) on online tests. To improve the measurement of
student’s knowledge, we are planning to expand our system reachness from the use of
question and test learning objects (assestment stage) to incoporate full learning
objects that includes objective, theory, simulation and assessment. Simultaneaously,
we are developing a tool to evaluate the quality of LOs since an integral approach that
includes student and expert-professor (qualitative and quantitative) perspectives, as
well as the use of intelligent agents and visual data mining to improve the LO’s and
student’s learning experience [21].
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4 Conclusions
The studied system can be customized for each student and carried out at any time,
any where at a minimum cost. Thanks to the use of internet free of examiner; topics
from different knowledge areas can be easily adapted to work within the system. The
interfaces of programs (server side and client side) were designed in a user friendly
way and implemented for various operating systems to avoid the platform
incompatibility. System can evaluate mathematical, chemical formulas, images and
even video, however performance is limited by the available Internet broad band
access. The system can be used to implement surveys, to train personnel, and to assess
at the successful candidates for job positions.
We can conclude that: The choice of the random order of asked questions allows
estimating the level of student’s knowledge at any distribution of random order of
testing. At the fixed number of asked questions the accuracy of evaluation is better, if
more questions are asked from the field, where the knowledge of the student is good.
The local form of the student’s knowledge representation is not important, what
is important only is the proportionality to the correct knowledge. For example, in a
simplest case one can use the choice f(x) as following: f(x) =1 at right answer and
f(x)=0 otherwise. Such the method of the testing can be easily algorithmized and can
be used at parallel computer evaluations of various students’ groups separately in any
time any where.
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project 47220.
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Abstract. This paper deals with the problems of robust admissibility
and admissibilization for uncertain continuous descriptor systems. We
propose a new necessary and sufficient condition in term of a strict Linear
Matrix Inequality (LMI) for a nominal continuous descriptor system to
be admissible (stable, regular and impulse free). Based on this, the state
feedback admissibility problem is solved and the solution extended to
the case of uncertain descriptor systems. Finally numerical examples are
given to illustrate the results.
Key words : Continuous descriptor systems, Admissibility, Lyapunov
equation, Feedback control,

1

Introduction

Intuitively, singular state space description of linear systems is more general than
conventional state space description. In particular, a descriptor form includes
information about static as well as dynamic constraints. Singular system, both
continuous and discrete, has been of interest in the literature since they have
many applications (see, [4]), for instance in electrical circuits network, robotic
and economics. It is fair to say that descriptor models give a more complete class
of dynamical models than the conventional state space systems.
Many classical concepts and results obtained for conventional systems have been
extended to descriptor systems. Let us quote for instance controllability and observability, pole assignment, stability analysis [8,6]) and stabilization techniques
as well as results including robustness aspects [9,7,13].
The natural Generalized Lyapunov Equation (GLE) [8] was proven in [6] to fail
unless the system is in its Weirstrass form and the authors of [6] proposed a new
GLE equivalent to that given in [11]. In [9], the authors modified the GLE given
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in [11] and proposed an equivalent matrix inequality condition.
In the available literature on descriptor systems, there are two kinds of stabilization problems for singular continuous-time systems. One consists in designing a
state feedback controller in such a way that the closed-loop system is regular,
impulse-free and stable or equivalently admissible. The other is to design a state
feedback controller in order to make the closed-loop system regular and stable.
In many approaches, the system model is transformed into a special form and it
is understandable that this way of doing is not very appropriate in the presence
of uncertainty.
Concerning the stability analysis and the stabilization problem, a number of
approaches assuming or not the regularity of the descriptor system have been
proposed in the literature. Let us quote for instance [2,4,12] among those assuming the regularity and [4,12] among those not assuming the regularity.
Robust control of linear state space systems has been the focus of much attention during the past decades and various aspects and approach for analysis
and control design for linear uncertain systems have been investigated, see for
instance [15]. In the available literature we easily note that quadratic stability
and stabilization approaches have taken a lion’s share. The quadratic stability
or stabilization is characterized by a determination of a unique so-called Lyapunov matrix which gives the approach an inherent conservatism. Many results
have been reported in quadratic stability analysis and/or stabilization (see for
instance [1,15,14] and the reference therein).
Recently the Parameter Dependent Lyapunov (PDL) approach has been introduced to reduce the conservatism of the quadratic approach. The PDL approach
consists in expressing the Lyapunov matrix as a function of the uncertainty and
with the help of some slack additional variables the approach yields a significant
reduction of conservatism [5,3].
In this paper, a Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) formulation is adopted to express necessary and/or sufficient conditions for the admissibility of continuous
time descriptor systems. The proposed approach can be understood as the LMIcorrespondant formulation of the GLE proposed in [6]. It is known that strict
inequality conditions are tractable and reliable especially with the available LMI
software solver.
The state feedback stabilization problem is solved by means of the admissibility
of the closed loop. When the system contains uncertainties, the present method
is extended to solve the robust state feedback admissibility problem particularly
through a PDL approach.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the problem formulation and
some preliminary definitions. Section 3 gives the result on admissibility for continuous time descriptor systems. In section 4, main result to solve the static
feedback problem for the nominal descriptor systems is given, whereas Section 5
presents the result for uncertain singular systems. Section 6 presents illustrative
examples. Section 7 concludes the paper.

Admissibilization of Continuous Descriptor Systems
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Problem formulation

Consider the following continuous time descriptor system
E ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)

(1)

where x(t) ∈ Rn is the state, u(t) ∈ Rm is the control input. The matrix E may
be singular, we shall assume that rank(E) = r ≤ n. A and B are known real
constant matrices with appropriate dimensions.
Definition 1. [4]
1. The pair (E, A) is said to be regular if det(sE − A) is not identically zero.
2. The pair (E, A) is said to be impulse free if deg(det(sE − A)) = rank(E).
In the rest of the paper the notation is standard unless it is otherwise specified. L > 0 (L < 0) means that the matrix L is a symmetric and positive definite
matrix (a symmetric and
 negative definite). In the sequel, Sym {·} is defined as
Sym {X} = X + X ⊤ for any matrix X.
It is worth noting that the stability property for conventional systems is no
more sufficient for singular systems but completed by the regularity and the
absence of impulses and this lead us to introduce the notion of admissibility.
Definition 2. [4] [7]
The continuous time singular system (1) is said to be admissible if it is regular,
impulse free and stable.
In order to characterize the admissibility of a singular system let us recall
that for a pair (E, A) there exists a transformation couple (U, V ) such as




I 0
Ā11 Ā12
Ē = U EV =
,
Ā = U AV =
.
0 0
Ā21 Ā22
It comes then that the singular system is said to be admissible if
matrix Ā22 is non singular

(2)

and there exits a symmetric and positive definite matrix X̄11 such that

Sym ((Ā11 − Ā12 Ā−1
22 Ā21 )X̄11 ) < 0.

(3)

Indeed, condition (2) means that the considered system is regular and impulse
free whereas condition (3) states that matrix (Ā11 − Ā12 Ā−1
22 Ā21 ) is stable. Notice
that conditions (3–2) are not tractable for uncertain systems and it is preferable
to use directly the system matrices. Both conditions will be combined in a unique
condition as in [6]. The associated Lyapunov matrix will be neither symmetric
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nor positive definite. The positivity will be required only on a fraction of the
Lyapunov matrix in order to satisfy condition (3).
To solve the admissibility problem, we propose a Lyaponuv-type admissibility
condition, which is expressed by a strict LMI as given in Theorem 1. The goal of
this paper is to find a static state feedback controller u(t) = Kx(t) such that the
closed loop system (E, A + BK) is admissible. This is defined, in this paper, as
the static feedback admissibility problem of descriptor systems. The solvability of
the above problems will be characterized by some LMI conditions. If the derived
LMI conditions are feasible, the feedback gain matrix can be obtained. If the
system contains polytopic uncertainties, the results can be modified to find the
static state feedback gain in such a way that the closed loop uncertain system
is admissible.

3

Admissibility analysis

Consider the singular system described by the pair (E, A) and define E ⊥ and
E † as follows
E ⊥ = V (I − U EV ) U,

E † = U ⊤ (I − U EV ) U −⊤ ,

(4)

with U and V , two non singular matrices satisfying


I 0
U EV =
.
0 0
Theorem 1. The continuous time singular system (E, A) is admissible if and
only if there exist some matrices X = X ⊤ , Y and G such that condition


0
XE ⊤ +E ⊥YE †

XE ⊤ +E ⊥YE †
0

⊤ 

+Sym





A
−⊤ ⊤
G [ U V ] < 0 (5)
−I

is feasible.

Proof of Theorem 1 :
By virtue of [10, Theorem 2.3.12] condition (5) is equivalent to

[I

[U

−V −1 ]

A]





0

XE ⊤ + E ⊥ Y E †

0

XE ⊤ + E ⊥ Y E †


⊤  
I
XE ⊤ + E ⊥ Y E †
A⊤
0

= Sym AXE ⊤ + AE ⊥ Y E † < 0

⊤  
U⊤
XE ⊤ + E ⊥ Y E †
−V −⊤
0

= −Sym X̄ Ē ⊤ + Ē ⊥ Ȳ Ē † < 0

(6)

(7)
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with
X̄ = V −1 XV −⊤ ,
Ȳ = U Y U ⊤ ,
Ē = U EV,
Ē ⊥ = V −1 E ⊥ U −1 = I − U EV,
Ē † = U −⊤ E † U ⊤ = I − U EV.
Note that condition (7) implies that the 11-block of X̄ is positive definite.
First we will show that matrix Ā22 is non singular or in other words the
considered system is regular and impulse free. For this, multiplying both sides
of (6) by U and U ⊤ respectively, we get


Sym U AXE ⊤ U ⊤ + Sym U AE ⊥ Y E † U ⊤


= Sym ĀX̄ Ē ⊤ + Sym ĀĒ ⊥ Ȳ Ē †




∗ 0
0
∗
= Sym
+ Sym
<0
∗ 0
0 (Ā22 Ȳ22 )
which shows that we have necessarily

Sym Ā22 Ȳ22 < 0

and this means that Ā22 is invertible or in other words that the system is regular
and impulse free. Note that the stars here corresponds to terms with no much
relevance at this step.
To prove the stability of the singular system, we consider the two matrices




I
0
I −Ā12 Ā−1
22
Σ=
and
Γ =
−1
−Ā22 Ā21 Ā22
0
I
that transform the matrix Ā in a diagonal form as
¯

¯ = Γ ĀΣ = Ā11 0
Ā
0
I
with
¯ = Ā − Ā Ā−1 Ā .
Ā
11
11
12 22 21
If we multiply both sides of (6) by Γ U and its transpose we get
 ¯



n
o
n
o
⊤
⊥ ¯ ¯†
0 0
Ā11 X̄11 0
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
Sym ĀX̄ Ē
+ Sym ĀĒ Ȳ Ē = Sym
+ Sym
<0
∗ ∗
∗
0
with
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¯ = Γ ĒΣ = Ē,
Ē

¯ = Σ −1 X̄Σ ⊤ −1 = X̄11
X̄
∗


∗
,
∗

¯ ⊥ = Σ −1 Ē ⊥ Γ −1 = Ē ⊥ ,
Ē
Ȳ¯ = Γ Ȳ Γ ⊤ .
Then, it comes that we have
n
o
¯ X̄
Sym Ā
11 11 < 0

(8)

which means that the singular system is stable since matrix X̄11 is symmetric
and positive definite according to condition (7) and this ends the proof of the
theorem.
∇∇∇

4

Admissibilization by state feedback

In this section we address the problem of admissibilisation by state feedback for
the singular system given by

E ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)

(1)

where x(t) ∈ Rn is the state, u(t) ∈ Rm is the control input.
The control law given by a state feedback is then
u(t) = Kx(t)

(9)

where the gain K, of appropriate dimension is computed in such a way that the
singular closed loop system is admissible.
Theorem 2. The continuous singular system is admissibilizable if and only if
the LMI problem


⊤
⊥
†
0
 XE +E YE
⊤
⊥
†
XE +E YE
0




⊤ 
AG+BR
−⊤ ⊤
+Sym
[ U V ] <0
−G

(10)

is feasible in the variables X, Y , R and G. Moreover, the state feedback is
given by
K = RG−1 .

(11)
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Proof of Theorem 2
The closed loop singular system is admissible if and only if there exist two
matrices X and Y and a state feedback K such that





⊤
(A+BK)
0
XE ⊤ +E ⊥ YE †
−⊤ ⊤

+Sym
G
[
U
V
]
<0 (12)
−I
0
XE ⊤ +E ⊥ Y E †

and it becomes clear that a change of variable R = KG yields condition (10).
This ends the proof by virtue of Theorem 1.
∇∇∇
From Theorem 2 we can easily be aware that this approach has the advantage
to be nicely applicable in the case the system is uncertain with a polytopic
description of uncertainty which is the subject of the next section.

5

Robust Admissibilisation

In this section, we consider the feedback admissibilization problem for systems
containing uncertainties. The descriptor system is characterized by the pair
(E, A(ᾱ), B(ᾱ)) where matrices A(ᾱ) and B(ᾱ) belong to a polytope, that is
[ A(ᾱ)

B(ᾱ) ] =

p
X

αi [ Ai

Bi ]

i=1

with
αi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , p,
p
X
αi = 1
and
ᾱ = [ α1

...

αp ] .

i=1

The problem for a system corrupted by uncertainty is to preserve its performances for all admissible uncertainties or in other terms for every instance of
matrices A(ᾱ) and B(ᾱ).
Definition 3. The uncertain singular system is robustly admissible if and only
if it is admissible for every instance of the uncertainty ᾱ.
Precisely, the continuous singular system will be robustly admissible if the
22-block of U A(ᾱ)V is invertible and all the finite poles are located in the open
left half plane, that is, there exists a symmetric positive definite matrix X̄11 (ᾱ)
such that

Sym ((Ā11 (ᾱ) − Ā12 (ᾱ)Ā−1
22 (ᾱ)Ā21 (ᾱ))X̄11 )(ᾱ) < 0.

In this case, the continuous singular system will be termed as robustly admissible.
Unfortunately, solving the previous equation is out of reach for the time
being and instead one can thought of matrix X̄11 )(ᾱ) as a unique matrix over
the uncertainty set, that is condition

Sym ((Ā11 (ᾱ) − Ā12 (ᾱ)Ā−1
22 (ᾱ)Ā21 (ᾱ))X̄11 ) < 0
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holds with of course the invertibility of matrix Ā22 then in this case the continuous singular system will be termed as quadratically admissible.
It is worth noting that quadratic admissibility implies robust admissibility
but the converse is, in general, false. If quadratic admissibility is only sufficient
for robust admissibility, it matters to find (sufficient) conditions for robust admissibility that are less conservative than quadratic admissibility. In other words, it
is important to derive conditions implicitly involving matrices X and Y that are
not constant but dependent on the uncertainty. One possibility is that matrices
X and Y comply with

[X

Y ]=

p
X

αi [ Xi

Yi ] ,

(13)

i=1

where Xi and Yi are valid to assess the admissibility of extreme models.
Based upon these notions, the next theorem is proposed:
Theorem 3. The uncertain closed loop singular system is robustly admissible if
there exist matrices Xi , Yi , for i = 1, . . . , p, and two matrices G and R such
as the LMI problem


⊤
⊥
†
0
 XiE +E YiE
⊤
⊥
†
Xi E +E Yi E
0




⊤ 
Ai G+Bi R
+Sym
[ U −⊤ V ⊤ ] < 0 (14)
−G

is feasible. The admissible feedback gain is then given by
K = RG−1 .
Proof of Theorem 3 :
Let matrices X and Y be defined as in (13), then multiplying conditions
(14) by αi and summing up from 1 to p one gets the same conditions as in
Theorem 2.
∇∇∇

6

Illustrative example

Example 1. Consider a continuous time descriptor system as in (1) described by
the parameters :
2

1
E=4 1
−1

0
1
1

3
1
25,
0

2

0
A = 4 −1
−1

1
4
2

3
2
45,
0

2

0.0
B = 4 1.0
0.9

3
0.2
0.2 5 .
0.8

The finite poles are located at 0.3820 and 2.6180 which implies that the open
loop is not admissible.
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Taking


1
0
U =  −1
1
2 −1


0
0
1



1
V = 0
0

and


−1
−1 
1

0
1
0

and applying Theorem 1 we obtain :




−1.3116 −1.2550 1.3530
0.6075
X =  −1.2550 −1.1265 1.2720 ×104 , Y =  −0.3609
1.3530 1.2720 −1.3670
1.4604



−3.8214 7.6429 −3.8498
1.3466
G=  −7.2060 4.3087 4.2920 ×104 , R=
−0.2569
3.8544 −4.2934 0.0071


2.5598 1.4604
1.5548 0.6442 ×104 ,
0.6442 −3.1074

0.3268 −2.0933
×105
0.4626 −0.2203

and the state feedback gain :
−1

K = RG



2.5061
=
−1.9832

−2.6310
−2.2806

1.0596
−6.8965



which renders the resulting closed loop system admissible with the finite
closed loop poles located at −0.9965 and −0.2841 and the 22-block of U AV
equaling −2.7512.
Example 2. Consider the uncertain singular

1 0
E= 1 1
−1 1

system defined by

1
2
0

with matrices A and B belonging to a polytope whose vertices are given by

[ A1

[ A3



1 −1
A2 ] =  3
0
1
4


2.0000
A4 ] =  2.8900
−1.1100

0
4
6

0.0800
0.7562
0.5962

−1.0000
−0.2500
1.7500
2.2162
6.3456
1.9132

0.0680
0.6842
0.5482

−2.0000
−1.4500
2.5500


−0.8158
2.9136  ,
4.5452
0.0672
0.6834
0.5490


−1.8166
1.4728  .
5.1060

The input matrices



0.0122 0.0422 0.0122 0.0402 0.0122 0.0422 0.0122 0.0402
[ B1 B2 B3 B4 ]= 0.3590 0.1652 0.3750 0.1632 0.3990 0.1652 0.3350 0.1632
0.5291 0.2949 0.5591 0.3289 0.5971 0.3349 0.4911 0.2889
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3

2

1

0

−1

−2

−3
−5

−4.5

−4

−3.5

−3

−2.5

−2

−1.5

−1

−0.5

Fig. 1. Finite eigenvalues location of the uncertain closed loop system over the considered polytope

According to Theorem 3, the robust state feedback gain


39.4509
K=
−75.3237

−16.8080
15.2275

16.9447
−59.6286



will renders the uncertain closed loop system robustly admissible.

7

Conclusion

The problem of admissibility and admissibilization for continuous time descriptor systems have been studied. In terms of a strict LMI, a necessary and sufficient
condition for continuous descriptor systems to be admissible has been proposed.
This condition is an LMI twin formulation of the well known improved generalized Lyapunov equation. LMI conditions are obtained to ensure the admissibility
of the closed loop via a state feedback control law. A robust admissible state
feedback control law is proposed for polytopic uncertain continuous descriptor
systems. Numerical examples are given to illustrate the usefulness of the proposed methods.
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Abstract. RBSD Adder / RBSD Multiplier circuits are logic circuits designed
to perform high-speed arithmetic operations. These high-speed arithmetic
machines add and multiply numbers using Redundant Binary Signed Digit
number system. In RBSD number system carry propagation chain are
eliminated which reduce the computation time substantially, thus enhancing the
speed of the machine. A novel design of RBSD Adder cell made of NOR gates
only are proposed in this paper. A pipelined design of Multiplier cell using
RBSD Adders is also suggested. The speed of these high-speed circuits is
compared to the speed of CLA adder / Wallace Booth Multiplier (WBM) which
are being used conventionally for high-speed calculation. Comparison yields
favorable results although RBSD machines may not be convenient for manual
computations but they are of great advantage for design of high-speed
machines. The design of these circuits is carried out using EDA tools. The
designs are simulated and synthesized using VHDL software, more specifically
modelsim software is used for simulation, Xilinx project navigator and
Leonardo Spectrum for synthesis. Timing analysis reports for these circuits and
graphs drawn for delay time give favorable comparative results.
Index Terms: RBSD, CLA adder, WB Multiplier, Carry free addition, high
speed arithmetic, carry chain, VHDL.

1

Introduction

Arithmetic operations play an important role in various digital systems such as
computers, process controllers, signal processors computer graphics and image
processing. Using non-conventional number system such as signed digit numbers for
fast arithmetic units is particularly gaining much attention in recent years. Signed
digit number system offers the possibility of carry free addition by taking advantage
of redundancy associated with the representation. Several papers have been published
in recent years exploring the use of signed digit numbers for fast arithmetic units.
With recent development in technology of integrated circuits, various high speed
circuits with regular structures have been proposed and some of them have been
fabricated on VLSI chips since many digital systems are designed to operate fast with
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high reliability, not only high speed operations and regular structures but also fault
tolerant features should be implemented in arithmetic circuits.
RBSD number representation posses sufficient redundancy to allow for the
annihilation of carry or borrow chains and hence result is past, propagation – free
addition and subtraction. Signed – digit number not only allows for carry – free
addition and borrow – free subtraction but also offers important advantages for the
practical implementation of arithmetic functions. These numbers are in practical use
for representing intermediate values of in 2’s complement and high speed
multiplication schemes ever since multiplier recording was introduced by Booth.
They have also been used in redundant quotient representation for the S-R-T division
algorithm which was proposed independently by Sweeney, Robertson, and Tocher
and which drives it’s name from their initials
VLSI Technology has given designers the freedom to integrate many complex
components, which may not be possible in the earlier days. Multiplication is nothing
but repetitive addition of partial products. It involves two basic operations 1). The
generation of partial products 2) their accumulation to produce the final product.
Hence if fast multiplication is desired either the numbers of partial products are
reduced or the time needed to accumulate or add them is decreased.
Modified Booth Encoding (MBE) in which the partial products are reduced to half
the original value is used.. After generation of partial products, they must be
accumulated to obtain the final product. Fast multi-operand adders such as Wallace
trees and Carry Save Adders (CSA) tree should be employed for high speed
accumulation [4] . However, tree structures generally have very irregular
interconnections that complete the implementation and more importantly result in
Area inefficient layouts. RBSD Adders are more suitable for fast addition. They take
a finite amount of time to generate the result. Since a three-input/two-output adder (32 Compressor, also called CSA) is most commonly used in Wallace trees, the partial
product reduction rate is 3/2. The reduction rate of 2/1 can be accomplished by using
RBSD Adders. Wallace trees, CLA adders and CSA adders are conventionally used
for high speed addition. Similarly Wallace Booth Multiplier is used for fast
multiplication. In this paper it is proved by virtue of simulation results that RBSD
adder/multiplier are superior to the adders/multipliers used conventionally for high
speed addition/multiplication. Adders/Multipliers of 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 bit are simulated
and synthesized using EDA (Electronic Design Automation) softwares and the results
yielded are discussed in the paper.
Timing analysis of high speed RBSD adder will be compared with that of CLA
adder. Similarly, timing analysis of high speed RBSD multiplier will be carried out
and compared with conventional Wallace booth multiplier.

2

Salient Features of RBSD Numbers

The following additional advantages are offered by RBSD numbers other than their
carry-free addition property.
• Ease of multiplication, division, and other arithmetic operations.
• Ease of zero detection.
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• Suitability of use with error codes.
• Pipelined approach.
The stored-carry representation was derived in connection with the design of past
multi operand adders. Even though other arithmetic operations such as multiplication
and division are performed on stored-carry numbers, the required hardware is much
move complex than those of RBSD. More so the regular structure of the RBSD adder
cell proposed by Kal and Rajshekhar makes the design regular, pipelined and suitable
for VLSI implementation.
RBSD number system’s suitability for use with arithmetic error codes is a direct
result of the compatibility of this representation with Binary [10]. Particularly the
effective studies performed for arithmetic error codes in connection with the binary
system carry over with little change to the RBSD system unlike stored-carry system.
Zero has a unique RBSD representation and can thus be easily detected when needed.
This is also possible in stored carry representation but requires more hardware.
2.1

Background

The credit of redundant signed digit goes to Robertson (1959) and Avizienis (1961)
[3]. They suggested a set of rules for RBSD Arithmetic. Chow and Robertson
suggested the idea of logic design of the RBSD adders. Takaji and Azima proposed
high speed algorithm with RBSD numbers suitable for VLSI implementation.
2.2

Redundant Signed Digit Number System Preliminaries

Signed digit representation limit carry propagation to one position to the left during
the operation of addition and subtraction in digital computers. Carry-propagation
chains are eliminated. Redundancy in the number representation allows a method of
fast addition and subtraction in which each sum digit is a function only of the digits in
two adjacent digital position. In RD representation with radix r a digit can have more
than r values. SD (Signed Digit) number can assume 2α+1 values.
Σr = {-α,….-1,0,1,……… α}

(1)

α must be within the following region
(r-1) / 2<=α<=r-1
α>=1 & r>=2

(2)

A SD number is represented by n+m+1 digits
Zi=(i=-n,………-1,0,1,………m)
has the algebraic value m
And equivalent SD number
Y=(Yn-1,…..,Y1,Y0)r
For every difference digit

(3)
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di=xi-rbi+1

(4)

where the borrow digit
bi+1 =

0 if xi<α
1 if xi>=α

(5)

Let the number 12 be changed to RBSD representation and back to binary. Note that
Xi stands for RBSD number n and Yi for binary form of the number.
X=(1100)2 with r=2, n=4 and α=1 for a given SD set (-1,0,1) The SD number Y is
(10⎯100) as obtained in the Table1.
Table 1 : Binary to RBSD conversion

Digit Position
Xi

4

di

3
1

2
1

1
0

0
0

1

1

0

0

bi

1

1

0

0

Yi

1

0

1

0

0

12 is represented as 10 100 i.e.16-4 as bar stands for -1
Here di and bi represent the sum and borrow digits and are same as in equations (4)
and (5) respectively.
Conversion back to conventional radix
Yi =Y++YY = (1 0⎯1 0 0)2
Y+= (1 0 0 0 0)2 -> positive ones are replaced by 1
Y-=-(0 0 1 0 0)2 -> negative ones are replaced by 1
----------------X i= (0 1 1 0 0)2 ->Subtract to obtain X
Xi= back to conventional binary

3

RBSD Adder

RBSD adder structure with a digit set {-1, 0, 1} per addition operation by “Two
Transfer Addition Technique” which is computed in three stages
xi + yi = 2*t’i+1 +w’i

(6)

w’i+t’i=2*t”i+1+w”i

(7)
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=w”i+t”i

(8)

where xi and yi e {1, 0, 1}
t”i and t’i are intermediate carriers called transfer digits of ith stage. w’i and w”i are
intermediate sums in the ith stage.
Si is the final sum [1,2] . The sum of operands is realized using the following steps:
Step-1: The transfer digit |t’i+1|=1 wherever |xi+yi|>=1
Step-2: The transfer digit |t”I+1|=1 only if |t’+w’|>=2 is completed and w” is
computed using formula (2)
Step-3: si=w”+t”
Under the above conditions w” and t” cannot be both +1 and –1 thus giving carry
free addition. To implement the circuit the chosen set (1, 0), (0,0) and (0,1) to
represent (-1), (0) and (1) respectively.
RBSD adder cell for addition of two bit
RBSD numbers was generated regular structures of RBSD adder cell is an added
advantage over irregular structure of CLA adder cell in VLSI implementation of the
structure. CLA adders circuits implemented for fast addition suffer from fan-in and
fan-out limitations. These limitations depend on logic families employed, TTL
circuits for example are limited to n=12. If mi, bi and di are binary variables with digit
set {0,1} and xi* yi* si* are variables of digit set {-1,0,1} represented by two bit
binary (1,0),(00),(0,1) respectively. For this chosen representation corresponding to
xi* yi* and si* are xi+ xi- , yi+ yi- and si+ si- respectively. For this chosen representation,
bi+1, si+ and si- are as follows :
the Boolean expressions for di, mi+1
(9)
di = mi ⊕ ⎯xi+ ⎯xi- ⊕ ⎯yi+⎯yimi+1 = ⎯xi + ⎯yi+

(10)

bi+1 = ⎯mi⎯xi+⎯xi- + xi+yi+ + yi+ ⎯yi- ⎯mi + ⎯xi+⎯xi-⎯yi+ ⎯yi-

(11)

_
si+ =dibi

(12)

_
si- = dibi

(13)

The RBSD Adder cell used to add two bit RBSD numbers (xi+ xi- ) and (yi+ yi- )
suggested by Kal Rajashekhar are shown in figure (1) [2]. The adder structure shown
in the figure is used to perform parallel addition of two numbers four bit RBSD
numbers.
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mi m

xi+ xi− yi+ yi −

i

m i+1

m

x i*

i +1

y i*
bi

bi

bi

b

si-

si+

i

b

+1

mi

i+1

mi
s

+1

*

b i+1
(b)

(a)
Figure 1. (a) Logic diagram of RBSD adder cell,
(b) Block diagram of RBSD adder cell
x4* y4*

x3* y3*

x2* y2*

x1* y1*

b4 m4

b3 m3

b2 m2

b1 m1

s4*

s3*

s2*

s1*

b0
m0

Figure 2. Block diagram of addition of two four bit RBSD numbers

3.1

Logic Design of RBSD Adder using Universal Logic

Kal and Rajashekhar designed an RBSD Adder cell made of AND, NOR, XOR , OR,
and INVERTERS. However NAND and NOR operations are each functionally
complete. It is highly desirable to construct digital circuits of NAND or NOR Gates
because of simplicity and uniformity of circuits which have just a single primitive
component [13] . And since these gates can be manufactured quite in expensively
they contribute to the major components used today by logic designers. NAND and
NOR gates are also available as integrated circuit SSI packages. These packages vary
in sizes and may content from one to four gates per package. In digital design
techniques, much attention has to be paid to network design in the form of repeated
pattern of identical circuits. Having a similar type of gate (NAND or NOR) also
makes nMOS and CMOS design easy for the designer says there is a repetition of
similar design.
The proposed Adder cell in this paper is made of NOR gates. This Adder design is
verified using PSPICE software and it’s VHDL code is also generated. VHDL code
for the Adder cell proposed by Kal and Rajashekhar is also generated. Both the
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designs of RBSD Adder cells are simulated and synthesized and the Timing Reports
generated. The time delay for the RBSD Adder proposed by Kal and Rajashekhar is
12.11 ns and for the NOR RBSD Adder cell proposed and given in figure (2) is
10.532 ns. Thus this design proved faster. Adder cells are the building blocks of
multipliers and can therefore this design can increase the speed of the multiplier
multifold.
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Figure 3. RBSD Adder Cell using NOR-NOR Logic

3.2

Comparison between RBSD Adder Cells

The two different types of RBSD Adder cells 1) Ordinary (the one suggested by Kal
and Rajashekhar) 2) NOR-NOR – Proposed cells can be compared. The Adder
structure have the same inputs and outputs but they only differ in type of gates that
they are made of. The table below list the gate types and no. of gates used for
proposed Adder and the Adder suggested by Kal and Rajashekhar. It also gives the
time delay and hardware used on FPGA.
3.3

Comparative Timing Analysis of CLA and RBSD adder

VHDL implementations of CLA and RBSD adders were carried out. N bit RBSD
adder structure and CLA adder were simulated with modelsim software from FPGA
advantage. These adders were synthesized with Xilinx project navigator and their
timing reports viewed for values n=4, 8, 16, 32 and 64.
A comparative graph of CLA and RBSD adder structures is shown below. We
observe that the delay produced in RBSD adder is independent of wavelength of the
string to be added and has regular structure. Hence for higher values of n RBSD
adders structure is ideal for VLSI implementation.
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It is observed from table 2 that the delay produced by RBSD Adder is less as
compared to CLA Adder for bit lengths 8, 16, 32 & 64. RBSD Adders are most suited
for higher bit lengths.
Table 2. Comparative table of no. gates and gate types along with the time delay and hardware
used for different RBSD Adder cells.
Type of
RBSD Adder
Cell

No. of gates
used

Hardware Used on
FPGA

Time Delay
(ns)

1

Ordinary
RBSD Adder
Cell

2 I/P AND – 4
4 I/P OR – 1
2 I/P NOR – 5
3 I/P XOR – 1
INVERTERS
-3

No. of Slices – 5 out 768
No. of 4 I/P LUT’s– 9 out
of 1536
No. of bonded IOB’s – 14
out of 96

12.122 ns
(7.091 ns
logic 5.031 ns
route)

2

NOR-NOR
RBSD Adder
Cell

No. of Slices – 4 out 768
No. of 4 I/P LUT’s – 7
out of 1536
No. of bonded IOB’s – 12
out of 96

10.538 ns
(6.857 ns
logic 3.681 ns
route)

S. No.

2 I/P XOR –
25
4 I/P NOR – 1

Table 3. Timing Analysis of CLA and RBSD Adder
S.No.
1
2
3
4
5

No. of Bits
4
8
16
32
64

Delay (ns) CLA
13.6
19.5
24.73
27.5
30.43

Delay (ns) RBSD
16.51
16.51
16.51
16.51
16.51

35
30

Delay (ns)

25
20

Delay
(ns)
CLA

15
10

Delay
(ns)
RBSD

5
0

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

No. of Bits

Figure 4. Timing comparison of CLA and RBSD Adder
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RBSD Multiplier

Multiplication is the most critical operation in every computational system. In the
proposed RBSD Multiplier scheme modified booth encoding is used. And n bit
multiplication can be carried out with enhanced speed. The multiplier has a regular
array structure thus suitable for VLSI implementation [7,8]. The combination of
Modified Booth Encoding and Redundant Binary Signed-Digit (RBSD) Adders has
been used to implement the multiplier using VHDL.
The various steps involved in the multiplication process are:

4.1



Take two binary numbers one multiplicand and other multiplier



Convert the multiplicands from two’s complement form to RBSD
representation (multiplier is retained in 2’s complement form)



Generate n/2 RBSD partial products using Booth’s bit pair recording
technique on the n-bit two’s complement multiplier and the RBSD
multiplicand.



Add the partial products pair wise by means of a binary tree of log2 (n/2)
levels of adders.



Convert the resulting RBSD product into two’s complement form.
Pipelined Design for Multiplication using RBSD Adders

A pipelined system divides the logic into stages separated by a set of latch registers.
Pipelining is a technique to provide further increase in bandwidth by allowing
simultaneous execution of many tasks. By pipelining the various stages of a RBSD
Multiplier structure, its efficiency will increase thus decreasing the computation rate.
The major advantage of pipelining over other parallel design techniques is that
improvement in performance can be obtained for less cost [11,12] .
The 16 x 16 fixed-point multiplication units can be divided into six pipeline stages.
Stage S1 generates the partial product and stage S2 converts the partial products to
RBSD numbers. Stages S3, S4 and S5 stages add the RBSD numbers. Here of is
important to note that since RBSD adder delay time is independent of word length
with increased complexity, stages S3, S4 and S5 will have the same delay time. Stage
S6 is a CLA adder used to convert the RBSD number in two’s complement form.
Delay times of stages S1, S2 and S6 can be further adjusted. The pipeline is thus
divided into six stages and the clock rate can be fixed as desired to give appropriate
results. Figure (6) shows the pipelined unit of a RBSD multiplier.
4.2

Comparative Timing Analysis of WBM and RBSD Multiplier

VHDL implementation of WBM and RBSD multipliers are carried out and the
designs of these multipliers are simulated with the help of modelsim. The designs are
synthesized using Xylinx Project Navigator. Timing Analysis report is generated for
4, 4, 16, and 32 bit WBM and RBSD multipliers and a comparative graph is
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generated. It is observed that 4 bit WBM is faster than 4 bit RBSD adder but as the bit
length of the multiplier and multiplcand to be multiplied increases the delay of RBSD
Multiplier is much less than that of WBM. The graph also shows that with the
increase of bit length the RBSD Adders prove much faster. Thus even though RBSD
operations are unsuitable for manual computations but they are ideal for design of fast
ALU.

5

Computation of Elementary Functions

Multipliers can be used as building blocks for computation of elementary functions.
Fast RBSD multipliers discussed in this paper can be used for these computations thus
enhancing the speed of these circuits as well. The computation of reciprocal and
square root has been considered of importance for many years since there functions
appear is many applications. Recently inverse square root has also received attention
because of increased significance of multimedia and graphics applications [9]. More
so, because if its similar characteristics, it is considered advantages to have a single
scheme to implement all three functions. Computation of all there elementary
functions can be done using small tables, small multipliers, and for since functions, a
final large multiplication. The strength of this method is that the same allows the
computation of all the functions. Computation of logarithms and Exponentials can
also be done using the same scheme. Here it is noted that the same basic computations
are performed for all various functions. Computational decay of elementary functions
performed by this method is quite close to other related methods, but it is significantly
farther for square root and inverse square root.
Table 4. Timing Analysis of WBM and RBSD Multiplier
No. of
Bits
4
8
16
32

S.No.
1
2
3
4

Delay (ns)
WBM
31.63
59.39
107.19
399.25

Delay (ns)
RBSD
41.2
55.07
63.72
229.4

500
D e la y (n s )

400
300
200

Delay (ns)
WBM

100

Delay (ns)
RBSD

0
0

10

20

30

40

No. of Bits

Figure 5. Timing Comparison of WBM and RBSD Multiplier
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Figure 6. A pipeline unit for fixed-point multiplication of 16 x 16 bit numbers.

6

Conclusion

RBSD Machines are excellent in both the computation speed and regularity in layout.
RBSD number system offers faster add times because of carry free addition.
Regularity of adder structure is of great advantage for its VLSI implementation.
RBSD machines offers higher comparative speed if the number of bits to be added is
greater. A 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 bit conventional high speed machines compared with
RBSD arithmetic machines so that higher number of bits show great advantages.
Adder and multiplier circuits discussed can be used as building blocks for other
RBSD arithmetic machines which is a topic of continued research. If we use ternary
logic it offers reduced circuit complexity in both transistor form and interpolations.
The design of RBSD Adder cell made of NOR gates only proposed in this paper
proved faster than the one proposed by Kal and Rajashekhar. Adder cells are the
building blocks of multipliers and can therefore this design can increase the speed of
the multiplier multifold. Pipelined Design of Multiplier can also make compact
circuits with reduced cost and increased speed. A further effort for implementing
RBSD Adder cells with NAND gates only is also been carried out.
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Even though this technique can be applied to intermediate computation results in
order to speed up conventional binary computers, its main application area is in the
design of special purpose arithmetic “engines” which deal with long sequences of
computations and / or long operands. Since conventional binary numbers are easily
converted to RBSD numbers, and since re-conversion can be accomplished by a
single binary subtraction, compatibility between the two (conventional and RBSD)
computational systems can be achieved.
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